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Preface 

 

 

Battling Windmills 

 
 

This work contains the writings and reflexions of an English language teacher who has 
been ‘Teaching English as a Foreign Language’ (TEFL) for 15 years. My teaching is 
predominantly Business English to professional adults in France. This niche of English 
language teaching certainly directs my reflexions. So does my academic background in 
anthropology and sociology. Please bear this in mind if you read on.  
.  
More authorative accounts of the issues involved in English language teaching in the 21st 
century certainly exist. David Graddol’s report (2006) for the British Council I highly 
recommend. This work differs in being a personalized, reflexive account written by a daily 
TEFL practitioner. I’m not a TEFL academic, but TEFL is my job.  However, academic 
discourse serves little purpose if it fails to filter down into daily practice. I’m simply trying, 
as unpretentiously as possible, to do that. Some criticisms are made - as well as some 
recommendations. I retain the prerogative to offer these after my time in the profession.  
 
The work is titled: Postmodern TEFL - loosely defined as an intuitive, anti-structural and 
pluralistic methodology intent on tackling TEFL issues not limited to pedagogy.  Politically 
- I engage with the anti-neoliberal critiques of ELT as being a conduit for hegemonic 
western dominance, whilst recognizing the view that the commodification of English 
language is more often a response to ‘cultural capital’ needs (Bourdieu, P. 1977) than 
acquiring communication needs. I am also critical of the business of ELT where language 
institutions neglect the needs of teachers - the engine room of the business.  That does 
happen and motivation/lesson quality may suffer. That’s not to say I don’t enjoy my English 
teaching. I do. But certain issues need re-stating - as they often are on internet TEFL 
forums.  
 
Many people, including authors and celebrities, have tasted the world of TEFL.  Some 
remain in the business, honing the art of TEFL as the years roll by; some go on to higher 
levels academically; some branch out into writing pedagogical materials and some regard 
it as a simple means of earning a living. The work is highly stimulating, but opportunities to 
progress are rare. I have chosen to stay, and with this work write about what I know and 
what I would like to see changed.  
 
Yes, I do have criticisms of TEFL - but more of language centre institutions than of the 
profession which I find highly stimulating. Perhaps, in writing this work, I’m battling 
windmills.  But it’s the least I can do.  
 

 

                                                                                    Phil NEWMAN. Sept. 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Introduction 
 

 
  “The time has come to talk of many things, 

   Of shoes - and ships - and sealing wax - 

   Of cabbages - and Kings.”  

   (Alice in Wonderland. Lewis Carroll) 

 
 

‘Teachers learn and students teach’ 

 
If you are new to TEFL this may sound strange - like one of the six impossible things Alice was 

told to believe before breakfast.  If, however, you are an old-timer to the TEFL business you will, 

no doubt, have learnt volumes from students concerning their work, families, friends, hobbies and 

cultures.  This is part-and-parcel of ‘communicative language teaching’ (CLT).  Yes, you have 

probably exchanged numerous tales with people from all walks of life, on every aspect of personal 

and business lives - possibly enough to reflect upon for a lifetime. And reflection is part-and-parcel 

of being an English language teacher.  This book contains a few of mine.  

 

TEFL is a great career if you want to learn about life.  Who else, but TEFL teachers, spends 

all their working days listening to people describe their experiences, expertise, hopes, regrets, beliefs 

etc. whilst quizzing them to encourage elucidation? Who else is paid to discuss and debate in order 

to really engage with other points-of-view?  Well - social anthropologists and sociologists certainly 

do and perhaps, therefore, dialogue between the disciplines could be fruitful? Inter-disciplinary 

discussions usually are.  In fact, such discussions do occur - at higher levels of TEFL academia, and 

they may even occur in the TEFL classroom to explore such topics as cultural exchange.  But in the 

mid-zone of institutional management such exchanges generally take a back seat, whilst on-going 

exchanges between the TEFL academics and daily practitioners are rare - the exceptions being to 

pass out and collect questionnaires, and conduct research based interviews.  Institutionally, 

preparing English language students for (or integrating them into) today’s business world consumer 

culture takes precedence over wider global issues ranging from social responsibility to third world 

development. Admittedly, change here is afoot as the 21st century progresses, but for the moment 

this criticism remains to be the case for the majority of pedagogical books and English language 

courses - and language institutions have their eyes so firmly fixed on financial targets and economic 

survival strategies that such topics of discussion pass them by. They’re not essential to day-to-day 

affairs.  

 

Compare TEFL to driving - you learn more after obtaining your certificate/ licence than you 

do during your training.  No disrespect to TEFL/driving instructors who teach many good things, 

point us in good directions, and get us started on the TEFL/tarmac road.  But 10 hours of 

teaching/driving practice is barely wetting our feet.  Rather, 100 hours is the minimum time needed         

 



to relax, feel in control, and be ready to react appropriately to the unexpected, and only after 

1,000 hours do we really cruise.  

 

For many TEFL teachers that’s the end of their TEFL careers. They’ve experienced the 

teaching English life; travelled to different countries; met different people in different cultures; 

broadened their minds, got the t-shirts… and got the classroom selfie. Good for them. Their 

experiences look good on their C.Vs when they return home as prodigal sons and daughters to take 

up different employments.  And, if it’s a pity that they no longer apply the TEFL skills they’ve 

acquired, well there’s always thousands more new arrivals falling off the TEFL teacher training 

conveyor belt ready to take up their places.  

 

Yet, for those who stay in the profession, honing their teaching skills and perhaps even 

undertaking deeper academic studies, compare TEFL to playing a musical instrument.  Here, it is 

said, 10,000 hours of practice are needed to achieve a high level of proficiency. For a full-time TEFL 

teacher that’s 5+ years of teaching.  Individual or group lessons, at any level, can now be taken at a 

moment’s notice - often turning out better than those planned in advance. Lesson plans themselves 

have now been engraved on the brain, improvised or modified, discarded and later re-used along 

with units from dirty, dog-eared pedagogical guides from those TEFL teachers turned household 

names as TEFL authors.  Grammar points can now be taught and practiced on auto-pilot, even after 

those ‘late-nights’ the night before. Role-plays and activities are entered freely with the slickness of 

a rockabilly haircut; dealing with error correction in whatever way, or at whatever moment, you 

‘feel’ is best.  Establishing rapport is second nature, establishing credibility not given a second 

thought: You are credible. That doesn’t mean to say there isn’t more to learn!  

 

Yet, TEFL does not become routine.  As long as new groups and new individuals with new 

personalities and interests, needs and challenges arrive, TEFL does not become boring. Besides, the 

world around TEFL classes changes daily.  Global and local events dominate the news; science and 

technology lead us to future worlds, personal lives evolve in changing societies.  Yes, teaching 

English is a communicative process.  There’s always more to hear, reflect on and respond to, once 

reflexion is triggered and discourse set in motion; even at lower levels of English language skills.  

 

This work then, considers the world of TEFL in this changing world of the 21st century - 

whether or not the world has changed significantly enough since ‘the modern age’ to be accredited 

with the term ‘postmodern’. There is academic disagreement on this point which, for the moment, I 

skim over. To quote Shakespeare:  

 

‘What’s in a name? That which we call a rose 

By any other name would smell as sweet’.      

(Romeo and Juliet. Act II. Scene 1) 

 



However, despite terminology debates, based on whether the world has, or has not, entered 

a new ‘paradigm’ (discussed more later) the effects of globalization and information technology 

have clearly changed our lives significantly over the last few decades and pedagogically TEFL has 

taken up the challenge: E-learning internet sites abound, Skype lessons are undertaken by many, 

and ‘blended learning’ pools all potential learning strategies into effective pedagogical packages.  

Lesson content is slowly changing too, as each new series of pedagogical books seeks to keep in 

step with changing global issues.  

 

   Yet, institutionally, again, TEFL is slower to take up the challenge. Admittedly, this is a 

reflexion I base on personal experience and I certainly refrain from tarring all TEFL institutions 

with the same brush. Nevertheless, in not adopting (institutionally) closer interdisciplinary ties with 

other related disciplines there is a certain inward-looking, conservative aspect to TEFL. We listen 

up - to learn from our superiors and renowned experts in the field; we listen across - to students in 

lessons and colleagues in breaks, and we listen in - on global affairs in the media, which may then 

inspire lessons. But rarely does TEFL listen out - to what outsiders may say about the TEFL world, 

and listening ‘down’ - to what teachers may say to superiors - could certainly be improved upon in 

some cases.  This, as you will see, is my critique of many commercially led language centre 

institutions fixing their eyes more on assuring revenues than on the teachers/workers who actively 

ensure that revenue comes in - and it’s a critique of academia.  It’s a critique based on 15 years of 

experience working for many different language centres and listening qualitatively to TEFL tales 

on Facebook group forums. Yes, this is changing.  Internet sites (e.g. Tefl equity advocacy, 

TaWSIG) are now appearing to respect workers’ rights; show solidarity with non-teaching workers; 

speak out against such archaic practices as non-native English speaking teachers’ discrimination, 

and move the TEFL into the 21st century. But this movement needs stating and promoting in 

whatever way possible. This is my way.  

 

     TEFL research is thriving - absolutely! That is - quantitatively speaking.  Today, every aspect of 

classroom activity is analysed, codified, and synthesized before being published in academic papers 

and/or discussed in research conferences. Scrolling through the Facebook page of the IATEFL 

Research Special Interests Group (ReSIG), with its nearly 1,200 members, shows this very clearly.  

As a result, books are written and Master’s degrees/PhDs are awarded on the outcomes of such 

research.  But it is primarily the classroom activity that is being analysed, not institutional activity, 

and whilst more qualitative ethnological diary keeping and/or interviews may form part of 

researchers’ methodological armouries - such an approach plays second fiddle to the quantitative 

cataloguing and classifying of observed in-class activity, and to the questionnaires that are 

distributed on mass for eventual statistical analyses. Diary keeping, it should be said, is the means 

by which teacher- researchers reflect objectively and (importantly) subjectively on teaching 

experience. In parallel, it is central to ethnographic anthropological research methodology wherein, 

over time, perceptions evolve, understandings develop, and insights are gained. Such insights may 

be in unexpected areas outside the original remits of research projects and generally arise through 

the process of ‘participant-observer observation’.  Indeed, these insights may be more important to 



concentrate on than hypotheses set out in original research remits.  That’s one way such research 

progresses. Alternatively, such insights may be lost, through the quantification of a pre-selected data 

methodology.  This loss, whether in terms of insights into teaching techniques or institutional 

organizations, may be a loss to the TEFL profession.  

 

The reality is that such insights readily arise from the daily work of practicing EFL teachers, 

independent of any research projects.  ‘Identity crises experienced by students moving from L1 to 

L2 are a cause for future research’, states David Block (2007). Alternatively, I’d respond, ask 

professional EFL teachers for their opinions - or ask the students. This is one issue we tackle nearly 

every day; including through discussion with students.  However, that route is too often ignored.  

Paradoxically, however, such opinions are commonly aired amongst EFL teachers talking shop in 

after work social gatherings. In fact, they are more commonly shared in these contexts than during 

in-house teachers’ meetings where they could be fed back to researchers.  Unfortunately, speaking 

from personal experience, in-house teacher training sessions concentrate on pedagogical issues and 

techniques.  More ‘academic’ or institutional issues rarely get a mention. These are not, it is 

understood, the concern of teachers.  But when teachers actively research teaching resources and 

new teaching techniques themselves, openly sharing them with colleagues in breaks and outside 

work gatherings; and when teachers repeatedly put these resources and techniques into practice 

(thereby developing their teaching efficacies), the need for DoSs (Directors of Studies) to expand 

on their own favourite resources and techniques during teacher training sessions can be rather 

tiresome, time-consuming and even time-wasting (apologies to DoSs for my cynicism!).   

 

     Teachers are, remember, (generally, let us assume) professionals.  Of course, as professionals, 

pedagogical advice from more experienced directors can, and should, be sought. I don’t advocate 

that we shy away from that. However, on such day-to-day issues, peer advice is just as likely to be 

sought as that of the DoSs.  That’s just a reality I’ve always personally experienced.   Teacher 

training sessions could thus be more beneficial to teachers were they to explore issues that teachers 

would meet if they were they to consider upgrading their teaching qualifications - thereby deepening 

their knowledge and skills base rather than just broadening it with new material.   

 

     Teacher training sessions basically re-iterate EFL training (e.g. CELTA, TESOL) concepts rather 

than expanding on them and they do not take teachers’ knowledge and skills much further.  That is 

left to the effect of time and experience.  One reason for this lack of interest in the professional 

development of teachers is that in-house training is primarily conducted with the students’ learning 

requirements in mind, and not those of the teachers.  Financial, money-making considerations, I 

stress again, are more of an incentive to language institutions than the intellectual/professional 

development of their teachers.  As to consulting with teachers for feedback on the running of those 

EFL institutions, the TEFL world has hardly left square one on that one!  

 

Continuous teacher development (CTD) is often rather like a frayed string hanging in thin 

air. That single string may contain barrel loads of potential for the individual teacher and a positive 



advantage for language institutions. But language institutions are less prepared to invest time and 

money to develop those potentials. “Ensure minimum standards of teaching skills are reached and 

maintained”, is the frequently adopted credo as institutions see no financial benefits in capitalizing 

on such potentials.  Thus EFL teachers are all lumped together as neutral-grey, bog-standard 

teachers. Students/clients then neither know how to distinguish between teachers’ qualities, nor even 

whether such differences exist.  In comparison, top restaurateurs would feel insulted to have their 

food lumped together with that of greasy spoon cafés - and rightly so.  Hence, in the majority of 

cases CTD is the prerogative of teachers and rarely instigated, or encouraged, by language schools 

- and I reference a Facebook discussion thread mentioning such CTD strategies undertaken by 

teachers independent of the language institutions they work for such as engaging in on-line study 

with 'Causera' and 'Future Learn'; going on to do a DELTA; reading books; watching YouTube 

videos; joining in webinars, or chatting with TEFL colleagues in sleazy bars!  And in this too 

frequent case, where teaching institutions are not sufficiently investing in their teachers, the TEFL 

Profession suffers as teachers become demotivated to develop due to the lack of interest shown in 

them. Many then leave.  

 

     All is not lost, however.   We are hardy souls and many of us EFL teachers, whose ideas are not 

sufficiently consulted by their language institutions; who are fed regurgitated EFL teacher training 

activities during in-house training sessions, and who have no time or resources to attend 

international TEFL conferences - are taking to blogging and joining Facebook groups to exchange 

information and opinions.  The enormous wealth of ideas here should interest any researcher, for 

this is where postmodernism’s multiperspectivism (discussed later) is most clearly evidenced:  This 

is where the motor of TEFL theory and practice (praxis) is developing; and democratically too.  

Through on-going exchange TEFL praxis is moving forward, quickly, as the 21st century progresses 

and new technology brings new approaches. This is where new techniques filter out, around the 

world, to EFL practitioners.  Importantly too, this is one place where the TEFL world in general, 

and institutions in specific, are discussed.  Globalization and the internet ensures that no language 

school, wherever in the world it exists, can operate for long as a TEFL sweat shop with teachers 

paid a pittance and working without rights, before that school comes onto the Facebook pages to be 

decried. At present, as I write, for example, several Facebook groups are actively promoting anti-

discrimination measures against those schools discriminating against non-native English language 

teachers. 

 

       Facebook then is one internet domain where perceptions evolve, understandings develop and 

insights are gained, collectively - for members of EFL Facebook groups are collectively keeping an 

on-line diary of their work and experiences to which any group member can add as much or as little 

as s/he wants in a shared ‘organic’ enterprise. And I use the word ‘organic’ in the sense that these 

groups, once set up, are often self-perpetuating. There may be a small core group of frequent 

contributors keeping the group alive, but on the outskirts of the group members come and go - just 

like any society. These are virtual reality societies of TEFL professionals, with members from 



around the world, whose opinions should be listened to - not with statistics, but with open ears.  

Such would be the anthropological approach. 

 

      Of course, Facebook is just one strand of the World Wide Web.  It’s a link to the multitude of 

other forums and discussion groups operating on-line to democratically exchange ideas, resources, 

advice and opinions about TEFL. None of these groups dominate, though memberships may be 

public or private and administrators often check that discussions stay within ‘respectable limits’.  

This is the web of TEFL that merges and blends with every other profession or interest under the 

sun. Language institutions avoiding it, apart from marketing, are one step behind their teachers who 

use this technology daily and are very competent at it. Here, all TEFL teachers, perhaps 

unbeknownst to them, are qualitatively carrying out research as they globally exchange and gain 

insights into the nature of TEFL: Research that can be recorded. 

 

      Thus, in considering the more ethnographic approach, I absolutely argue for the inclusion of 

insights that anthropology could bring to TEFL in being a methodology that combines experience, 

reflexivity and ideas exchange in which, to repeat a much cited cliché, ‘the whole is greater than the 

sum of the parts’.  The ‘whole’, in this case, includes the sum of all the teachers chattering away 

both on and off-line.  The whole also includes the institutions through which English Language 

teaching is carried out, even if they little engage formally with on-line discussions.  Too often that 

institutional side of the analysis is left out by researchers, except by teachers themselves cross-

exchanging experiences. How rare it is - to find language company managers entering into these 

discussions.  

 

However, in addition to considering the anthropological approach to TEFL research, I also 

strongly recognize the importance of other disciplinary perspectives that TEFL teachers could bring 

to the profession - if given the opportunity for them to be voiced.  Inter-disciplinary exchange, 

imparting methodological eclecticism, is generally considered healthy and ‘multi-perspectivism’ 

(Nietzsche. 1878) is now a current trend. But there again is the rub:  Hierarchical language schools 

too often ignore the resources of their teachers who have entered the profession pre-loaded with 

transferable skills and knowledge that fall by the wayside if not recognized, utilized and developed.  

Again - this is an issue that needs exploring, sensitively, through discussion and reflexion, with all 

stakeholders in language schools’ operations, from owners and directors to teachers and students.  

 

  Returning momentarily to a previous point in which I stated that in practice TEFL teachers 

listen intently to students. Reflecting upon their students’ words TEFL teachers often respond 

dialogically in aiding a ‘co-constructivist’ approach to language building.  This is a modern 

approach to an old practice, now systematized and coming under the rubric of ‘DOGME’, a TEFL 

technique outlined by Sean Bancroft and currently hotly being debated. In the Business English 

context, similar to ‘task based learning’ (TBL), such communicative teaching/learning strategies 

relate directly to students’ current language needs in engaging in international cross-cultural 

exchange.  And, as discussed later in this work, DOGME methodology has much in common with 



social anthropology’s methodology e.g. personal interaction, participant observation, 

communication and reflexivity.  Implicitly, therefore, TEFL/social anthropology links exist.  

Explicitly, the day has not yet come.  

 

Direct involvement with real, every day practicalities in preparing students to face inter-

cultural communication in Business English hovers on the grey-line divide of being inside/outside 

the remit and considered competences of English language teachers.  For example: Presentation 

skills are within, but advising on company strategy is out; explaining company organograms is in, 

but jointly exploring technical research and development issues is out - perhaps for reasons of 

confidentiality as well as technical competences of teachers. Although teachers may gain credibility 

and the confidence of their students to jointly enter such ‘out of remit’ topics, many of these topics 

which exist in the TEFL twilight zone have been little subjected to any TEFL teacher-training 

methodology.   

 

To many Business English teachers that paragraph may come as a jaw-dropper. However, 

consider that Business English teaching is practiced as a virtual reality classroom role-play for real 

business life and is less ‘directly’ engaged with that real business life.  In all honesty, it’s very rare 

that Business English teachers sit in on real business meetings.  Business anthropologists, on the 

other hand, do enter into such inter-active discussions in their consultancy roles, having first 

acquired the skills to do this through their training. The nuance is small, but important. Of course, 

English teachers are not business anthropologists or management consultants, but the overlap is 

simply stated here to strengthen my argument for building on these links. In this way, business 

English could gain greater kudos. Numerous business English teachers are already straddling that 

divide - with or without a ‘methodology’.   

 

Hence, self-reflecting inwardly upon the TEFL world, in addition to TEFL practice, is 

beneficial.  Such is the ‘raison d’etre’ of this work - in suggesting that we apply the same analysis 

to ourselves and the language companies we work for, that we apply to our students in analysing 

their levels and English language needs.  I hope you enjoy it and I hope it makes you think. No 

more, no less.  Personally, I’m just a self-employed TEFL teacher who enjoys the intellectual 

stimulation given to me by my students. I learn a lot from them. They give me much to reflect on.  

Presumably I’m not alone in this? 

 

Finally, in relation to the term ‘postmodern’ as encountered within the world of art: I’m not 

a great fan of postmodern conceptual art, but I do appreciate Sir Colin Refrew’s archaeological 

parallel (2006) when he stated that on seeing bizarre objects of antiquity his mind also struggled to 

‘figure out what on earth these objects are saying’.  For him, this is the intellectual challenge and 

the fun.  Postmodernism, as a concept outside the world of art, is also an intellectual challenge.  Not 

only does it require us to consider whether the term itself is appropriate to describe the 21st century 

world in which we live, but also to think about the significant, defining characteristics of this world; 

about how this world functions, and how we communicate with others in that world.  As 21st century 



English language teachers these aspects are evolving around us.  English is still the primary means 

of global communication embedded within these evolving issues and hence, these issues are 

essential to consider - for us as teachers and ultimately, for the students we teach.  

 

In this work my approach to the question of postmodernity is anthropological and 

sociological. That’s my personal academic background in which I draw influence from a wide range 

of thinkers.   But it is an easy reading text without plumbing the depths of heavy theorizing too 

seriously.  I hope you enjoy it.  

                                                                                        Philip Newman. 2016.   
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Postmodern TEFL 

 

21st century English language students live, like us all, in local cultures under the impact 

of globalisation: Air travel, the internet, telecommunications, the media, and international 

commerce link us all.  Coca-colonisation has turned into a global creolisation as goods flow in all 

directions around the world. The apocryphal, but plausible case of the Greek ship, flying an Italian 

flag, built by French ship builders, for a Russian owner, insured by English underwriters, with a 

Canadian captain and a Liberian crew, carrying Japanese cargo and docked in a San Paolo port 

clearly enunciates this internationalisation of joint-ventured business affairs. Add to that the 

financial complexities and enormities of cross-currency exchange (4 trillion dollars per day) and the 

central role of information systems - once predicted to be the ‘knowledge economy’ (Drucker, P. 

1969), later defined as an ‘Information Society’ (Webster, F. 1995) - and we begin to see the world 

in which our English language students operate; or will operate in their future professional lives.  

This is Daniel Bell’s: ‘Post-Industrial Society’ (1976), under which conditions language learning is 

changing in both lesson content and teaching approach (Block, D & Cameron, D. 2002). 

 

Are English language teachers in touch with these global trends? Unavoidably so, I presume.  

 

In fact, the facts and effects of globalisation are now so commonly stated as to have become clichéd. 

So normalized  have we become to globalisation that it’s become an intrinsic part of  our cultural 

identity - blurring the divide between local/ non-local; indigenous/ non-indigenous; 

traditional/modern, ‘us and the others’:  Our supermarkets are full of goods from every corner of 

the world; restaurants of all nationalities line our high streets; exotic location marketing images 

commodifying every day goods assail our senses from every billboard, T.V. screen and radio station, 

and travel agents’ jet us off to all parts of the globe in high-tech space/time capsules taking us out 

of our hum-drum lives to experience moments of cultural otherworldliness.  As a result, tourist 

seekers are offered, by the global tourist industry ($1 trillion per year from one billion tourists) some 

blended, synthetic, prefabricated mix of holiday experience: Disneyfied rodeo shows on mid-

western American ranches; ‘land-divers’ of Vanuatu performing commercialized and sanitized 

‘spectacles’ (‘MacClancey, J. 2007); eradication of  traditional, Buddhist, Tibetan culture through 

mass influx of Himalayan trekkers (Dutta,A & Singh,V. 1998); a ‘Prostitution of Hawaiian culture’ 

(Trask-Haunani, K. 1954)… Simply stated, this is postmodern tourism.  English language students 

who have studied tourism and now work in the tourism industry are aware of these issues; even if 

their daily work largely consists of selling flights and package tours.  

 

 

 

 

 



Are English language teachers likewise up to speed? Perhaps, if teaching English for tourism.  

 

Concentrating further on lesson content, a second example concerns gender questions which are 

commonly up for debate in the English language classroom, especially through the recent move 

towards same-sex marriages: ‘Men are from Mars, women are from Venus’ (Gray, J. 2002); men vs 

women bosses; social mobility and the glass-ceiling; women bread-winners and house husbands; 

childcare (pre- and/or post-separation), transgender or third gender sexual identity. These are all 

issues that may get discussed, relevant as they are to modern day lives, and through active 

communication grey-area roles and behaviours are defined and defended. Classrooms are places for 

dialogue where meaning, and even identity, is created as virtual reality role-plays overlap with real 

debates on real matters:  Meaning and identity are not so easily defined and categorized in this 

‘postmodern’ world. They are malleable issues, changing face from day-to-day. Of course, age 

appropriateness goes without saying for such debates and I write as a teacher of English - to adults.  

 

      In ‘The West’ the church long ago reduced the centrality of kin. That central position it sought 

for itself - to acquire wealth (profiting through church rulings on inheritance rights) and power (see 

Goody, J. 1983).  In comparison, kinship ties frequently dominate non-western societies to the extent 

that gender roles are more rigidly defined: They are often tightly linked to kinship obligations in 

which marriage alliances are built for lineage preservation.  Hence we see not only arranged 

marriages; exchange of dowries and bride wealth; protection of female virtue and even honour 

killings when it is lost, but also male/female double standards concerning sexual expression; 

restricted education for women; general restrictions on women’s freedoms etc.  Yes, I have personal 

feelings which abhor some of these practices.  But in today’s globalized world these are topics 

whose values are portrayed and discussed around the world; for better or for worse. The degree to 

which English language teachers approach these subjects, if they are indeed approached, needs 

careful consideration beforehand not to offend cultural sensitivities; especially when teaching in 

non-western countries.  Eurocentric colonial endeavours, with missionary blessings, to guide non-

European natives into Western ways of thinking and acting - for the expansion of free market 

economies by corrupting traditional tribal economies - has left some societies sensitive and critical 

of Western (capitalist) ideas. This is especially true when the results of colonial interference have 

been disintegration of those societies (Schneider, Jane. 2002). Postmodernists, too, are critical of 

capitalism and the free market economy. They are critical for different reasons, but here the distastes 

blend.  

 

 Related to gender issues, and though not specific to the 21st century (i.e. the first test-tube 

baby, Louise Brown, was born in 1978), new reproductive therapies (NRTs) such as IVF (in vitro 

fertilisation) and IA (artificial insemination) are raising complex polemical questions concerning 

roles, rights and obligations.  For example, preference, in some countries, for baby boys is well- 

 

 



documented whilst pregnancy terminations, or even female infanticide, may be undertaken when 

parents discover the sex of a foetus in advance. Varieties of surrogate motherhood also raise 

numerous emotive questions; such as sperm-donating fathers’ rights to terminate should the mother-

to-be unfortunately die or they separate. Similarly, technological advances in the freezing of 

fertilized embryos for future use lead to quite complex legal issues concerning rights of inheritance 

(Stone, L. Ibid). And cloning? That’s a polemic for the future, whilst patenting gene sequences of 

the human genome has already raised querying eyebrows (Meek, J. 2000). My own experience of 

English language teaching in pharmaceutical companies has primarily involved issues of 

pharmacovigilance, drug testing and drug production. However, teachers who teach English within 

the Healthcare and Pharmaceutical industries may well come up against all of these issues.  

 

Gender issues are clearly evolving. Are English teachers in the loop?   

 

The two examples above (tourism & gender) draw attention to (polemical) areas that are evolving 

in today’s 21st century. Many more examples, from cyber-technology to immigration issues, exist. 

Language teachers and language school business enterprises need to be up to speed on such modern 

times developments; particularly on the issues directly concerning their students. Teachers generally 

are - it is part of their jobs in engaging with students on the vast plethora of subjects spanning time 

and place. Language institutions are less so. It is not their jobs to be. Their concerns are to run 

successful businesses and make money. Unlike teachers, they are not daily discussing such matters. 

The knowledge gap between directors/managers and teachers can be quite wide.  

 

     On the other hand, institutionally, outside of TEFL, today’s business people and policy makers 

are consulting with professionals, such as business anthropologists, for insights into 21st century 

international business affairs. This may be in tourism, dealing in world markets, design and 

technology, organizational set-ups, business strategy etc. (Jordan, A.T. 2003). A whole range of 

modern day issues are the now the subject matter of today’s business anthropologists with Norway 

and Japan being two leading examples where anthropological wisdoms are frequently consulted 

(Hendry, J & Underwood, S. 2012).  Yes, this is my anthropology pitch, and for those who consider 

anthropology to be the study of fossilized bones or stone-age tribes - that conception is 

anachronistic. Anthropology exists in the 21st century where it explores 21st century issues. 

Anthropological studies are ‘Exotic no more. Anthropology (is) on the Front Line’.  (MacClancey, 

J (ed) 2007).   

 

    Hence, in addition to the growth of ‘Business Anthropology’, which could be of great interest 

and value to TEFL institutions’, contemporary 21st century anthropological concerns include 

environmentalism and climate change; intellectual property rights; music & film; migration; 

humanitarian aid; homelessness & poverty; terrorism, conflicts & violence, 3rd world 

development…ad infinitum. Such contemporary anthropological concerns differ from earlier 

concerns  

 



 

(e.g. ritual, religion, art, kinship, exchange and power) but times change and so do the foci of study.  

Likewise – the foci of study for business English students.   

 

   Both anthropological and English teaching methodology too have changed in becoming more 

interactive (discussed more later); and whilst theoretical viewpoints are taken from a variety of 

soapboxes - none have the final say.  For sure - anthropological platforms (e.g. functionalism, 

structuralism, Marxism etc.) exist to provide interpretive analyses; but they are rarely tightly clung 

to. A parallel exists in the world of TEFL – or at least, I argue that it should. In the anthropological 

world, anthropology, like postmodernism, can be considered an ‘anti-discipline’ for anthropology 

is:  

 

‘…. forever abnormalizing its discourse so that new possibilities can be constituted for thinking 

about human experience’.   (Rapport, N & Overing, J. 2007. my italics). 

 

  This is how we learn to think outside the box – by challenging our precepts and being prepared to 

change them. Primarily, this is the role of researchers and the conferences whereby new perspectives 

can be got across and debated.  Open mike sessions for open-minded thinking are essential to any 

academic field or discipline.   

 

 So - we live in a globalized world. But do we need to analyse it per se? 

 

Well - yes, to some extent, as English Language teachers, I believe we do - in order to be in touch 

with the modern world our students live in, plus considering the fact that the spread of the English 

Language is an intrinsic component of the globalization process. As David Graddol states:  

 

        ‘…. economic development and increasing global influence depend almost entirely on the 

process of globalization and the enhancement of English language proficiency’.     

                                      

                                                                                (Graddol, D. 2006. op. cit. my italics).   

 

    Coming from such a leading figure in the TEFL world this is an extremely important issue to 

think about. We, as English language teachers, are an active part of this picture promoting the 

process of globalization. We therefore need to consider whether this is something we wish to 

encourage, especially if we take the view that the processes of globalization exist primarily for the 

chosen few - that top one percent of private, wealthy individuals; the corporate elite holding the 

reins of power.  Indeed - we need to ask ourselves whether globalisation in its current form is a good 

thing, something we wish to promote, and ask ourselves who is controlling these processes and for 

whose benefit. Are we, as English language teachers, having the wool pulled over our eyes and 

inadvertently acting for the promotion of those multi-billionaire trade and industry oligarchs, by 

providing them with linguistic homogeneity to grease the cogs of neoliberal free-trade? 



 

    Serious questions indeed!  Whilst we may well be training students to speak English for altruistic 

reasons - to improve their future employment prospects, we are also encouraging the process of 

language and cultural homogenization. But who does this aid the most?  Before going deeper on 

that question - consider globalization again.  This chapter commenced by exploring the complexities 

of global trade which, operating under current neoliberal policies of free trade, deregulation, and tax 

cuts for private companies has seen enormous expansion in the last few decades. And standing on a 

hill over-looking Marseille during the French Dockers’ strikes of 2011 and seeing the enormous 

backlog of merchant cargo ships stretching across the Mediterranean as far as the eye could see, this 

was brought dramatically home to me; especially after being dwarfed with my car parked close to 

one of those huge, container-stacked ships at a nearby port. Yes, the transfer of goods around the 

world enables us to experience a commodity richer world than ever before.  What began three 

centuries ago with the import to Western European shores of spice from the East Indies, has led to 

a constant flux of goods, from foods to textiles to electronics and automobiles, circling the globe.  

But - to the benefit of whom?  Not the Asian sweatshop workers or the impoverished farmers now 

relying on genetically modified seeds, that’s for sure.  Nor for the Amazonian jungle dwellers or the 

American/Canadian-Indian tribes with their lands increasingly under threat, or the fishermen whose 

fish stock, through oil industry pollution, has drastically declined.  To quote Nobel Memorial Prize 

winner for economics - Joseph Stiglitz: 

 

            “Trade liberalization has not lived up to its promise” (2006. My italics).   

 

    So - consider how these expansionist trading policies, introduced for the minority of corporate 

elites running giant corporations, contrast and conflict with the living conditions for the 

impoverished majority of the world.  Consider how these policies prevent global action to alleviate 

pollution and precipitate climate change to the (possibly extreme) detriment of the planet (Naomi 

Klein. 2014).  Just these two considerations should be enough to make us stand back and consider 

our involvements as EFL teachers in the processes of globalization - as they stand; even if we are 

just tiny specks in the huge global ocean. A butterfly flaps its wings in one part of the world, and as 

a result… 

 

     The range and variety of English teaching scenarios is, of course, enormous.  These extend from 

the 1:1 teaching of Business English to company executives using the latest technical gadgetry in 

nice clean boardrooms - to teaching large groups (even 60+) of children with no materials, chairs or 

tables in third world settings - to teaching multilingual groups of incoming refugees - to teaching 

tens of thousands of students at the same time in Chinese football stadiums (Guardian. 2010). 

Correspondingly, teaching strategies and teaching content differ widely. 

 

    The range of teaching establishments too is large. These range from the highly prestigious, state 

appointed, British Council; the Royal jelly of the TEFL world created by Royal Charter in 1940 

with a mission statement ‘To promote abroad a wider appreciation of British culture and civilisation 



by encouraging the study and use of the British language’, now with the less colonial sounding ‘To 

build trust and understanding between people worldwide by enabling them to share ideas and 

knowledge’ (my italics, both). These more altruistic objectives are carried out through the 94 British 

Council language centres around the world assuring £1.5 billion a year to the British treasury 

(through also encouraging export orders & foreign students into British universities).  

 

  Then you have the large international schools operating around the globe such as International 

House (IH) with 140 schools in 47 countries and Linguarama, with 21 training centres, in 6 

European countries. 

   

    Then you have the franchise schools such as Inlingua, founded in Berne, Switzerland (1968) and 

one of the largest language training organizations in the world with 300+ language centres in 40 

countries.  Similar is ‘The Wall Street Institute’ (founded in Italy in 1972 by Luigi Tiziano 

Peccenini) whose posters are plastered on buses and metros throughout the world: ‘I speak English, 

Wall Street English’. The institute is completely unrelated to NewYork’s ‘Wall Street’, but the name 

sticks.   Today it is owned by the private equity firm, ‘The Carlyle Group’, who sits on nearly $80 

billion.  Currently, 160,000 people (400 centres in 28 countries) are enrolled on its books studying 

English the ‘Wall Street way’.   

 

     And then there are the thousands, or tens of thousands, of medium-sized and small-sized schools 

that exist in every corner of the world, not to mention all the free-lancers, with billions of students 

being taught English by millions of teachers to prepare them for active involvement in today’s 

postmodern, globalized world.  

   

    Yes, we are deeply involved in the process of globalization.  So can we, or should we, teach 

English a-politically.  That is very difficult to do in practice. TEFL is primarily a business to make 

money, like any other business, and to operate the most that is needed is to obey the laws of the 

land. Political correctness and social responsibility, it must be said, often fall outside of that remit.   

But, ‘man is a political animal’, stated Aristotle two millennia ago, and whether we like it or not - 

this includes English language teachers. By the simple act of enabling others to learn our language 

we are acting politically.  So, is there a particular green, ethical, humanitarian stance regarding 

globalization that international TEFL institutions and EFL teaching individuals should take in 

leading the moral, benchmarking way for other independent language institutions around the world 

to follow?  Shouldn’t we be taking a stance in promoting corporate social responsibility - either for 

the TEFL institution we work for, or for the companies whose employees we teach? 

 

    Momentarily leaving those questions aside it should be noted that the degree to which TEFL 

organizations can make political stances is limited by law. A recent forum communication from an 

international TEFL organization (IATEFL) representative, for example, stated that: 

 



“We are not allowed to get involved in laws in other countries or tell other bodies 

what to do. We try to lead here by example. IATEFL is a charity and does not have 

legal resources to specify what others can and cannot do.” 

                                                               (Margorie Rosenberg; Facebook comment) 

 

Communication from this organization (2009) informed me that their research was 

considering whether, in response to changes in the law (2006 Charities Act) allowing 

charitable groups to take certain positions if this furthered ‘charitable aims’:  

 

     “It is legally possible for IATEFL to take a position on certain issues”.  

 

   And concerning one particular issue at the time, teacher’s pay, IATEFL’s Global Interests 

Special Interest Group wrote in their newsletter that they were considering: 

 

‘…formulating mission statements that formulate with IATEFL charitable 

aims...for example, that all teachers are entitled to a reasonable standard of living’ 

                                    (‘To speak or not to speak – that is the question’.  Voices (2008)) 

 

     Evidently, charitable organizations such as IATEFL have to tread the tightrope between 

awareness raising of certain issues and respecting legal statutes.  Positions may be taken, but pro-

activity is restrained.  To be fair, considering the work IATEFL does to promote and develop English 

language training around the world, they can’t be knocked.  In addition to their on-line annual 

conferences drawing thousands of participants (real or virtual), IATEFL actively and financially 

supports associates around the world, ‘to make a difference to language learning in their local 

context’… enabling, ‘teachers in countries such as India, Cameroon, Uzbekistan and Nepal to get 

teacher training in their own localities’ (Margorie Roseberg, FB 17/18 Dec. 2015).  

 

   So - to whom else then can we turn to take up the battle cry against language companies that may 

be acting unfairly towards its TEFL employees, and against the global encouragement of English 

language simply to provide the corporate elite with workers for their hegemonic goals without 

respecting workers’ rights or the environment?  Well, as it happens, and as the 21st century advances, 

other independent groups are now emerging: This is the multiperspective postmodern world of 

TEFL.  I refer again (see introduction) to such groups as TEFL equity advocates and TaWSIG. But 

read on - I’ll come to them more later.  

 

   The question remains of the political status of English language teaching and the language that is 

taught. No, I’m not creating straw men. English language text books are written purposefully with 

‘subliminal messages’ and ‘political nuance’ in which - I quote: 

 

 ‘The global explosion of commercial English language teaching (ELT) is largely 

coterminous with the arrival of the so-called new capitalism…. Central to the 



exponential rise in commercial ELT is the development of a sizeable and financially 

lucrative publishing industry…such artefacts can be seen not only as mediating 

tools of subject knowledge, but also as organs for the ideological reproduction and 

legitimization of ‘particular constructions of reality’.  

                                                                                          (Gray, J. 2010. my italics) 

 

… and that: 

 

‘…the teaching of English in the global private sector is a crucial element of an 

international business class structure’ which ‘facilitates the growth of 

multinational corporations and trade’.  

                                                         (Ives. 2006. my italics. cited in Gray, J. Ibid) 

 

    On contacting English language text book authors for research on his book (‘The Branding 

of English and The Culture of the New Capitalism’), Professor John Gray learnt that: “There 

is nothing accidental about the choice of texts”. Furthermore, on discussing these issues with 

teachers he found that they were aware of the “ideological dimension of much of global 

textbook content” … and so he finally concludes that: 

 

“…it remains to be seen if the ongoing crisis in neoliberal ideology occasioned by 

the 2008 financial crisis will necessitate a rebranding of commercial ELT along 

new ideological lines”. 

 

    No - I’m not into conspiracy theories, nor do I really believe that ELT leads to income 

inequalities or that ‘fighting inequality by merely teaching English is the height of imperialist-

tainted self-delusion’ (Marxist TEFL. 2010). And, I might add, I don’t follow beliefs in some 

masonic illuminati group preparing to take over the world.  

 

     Nevertheless, I do believe, as David Graddol stated (2010. op.cit) that the teaching of 

English language and capitalist endeavours are playing cards at the same table and I take on 

board the points made by John Gray (2010. ibid). In which case, I do question ‘the promotion 

of consumerism’ as an underlying, subliminal message encoded by pedagogical business 

English books, and the passive neutrality by TEFL institutions and teachers.  

 

      I quote Michel Breen here to strengthen the point: 

 

"We are reminded that schools and universities, through their institutional 

discourse, sustain and perpetuate the world view, values and interests (or 

hegemony) of those who happen to be the rich and powerful at the time... Through 

such discourse, citizens are also constructed. And these constructions serve the 

hegemony of the dominant elite in a society."  (Breen, M.P. 1999) 



 

   My intention is not to malign companies for their involvements in the global market place, 

but to re-assess priorities and seriously consider those ‘new ideological lines’ mentioned by 

John Gray. Non-TEFL based organizations, government sponsored and NGOs, are already 

active in this field and have been for a long time. Perhaps it’s time for the world of TEFL 

institutions to get on board?  

 

Heavy thoughts, indeed! Are English teachers in the loop on these issues?  

 

Well, yes, to a great extent I believe they are; as in the John Gray quote above. Teachers are 

cognisant of current affairs and political debates (to varying degrees).  They are well-educated 

people, plus they learn a lot through the process of teaching in which they learn through interaction 

with their students. That is the symbiotic process of learning, as my first sentence in this work 

mentioned (‘Teachers learn and students teach’), especially when teaching to professional adults 

who operate in the modern 21st century.  Such professional adults are windows for EFL teachers 

into the ‘real world’ outside the classroom - and many of us need that window to understand the 

professional working lives of our students and how they fit into an increasingly globalized world.  

And as we search for materials relevant to student needs, then incorporate them into our lessons we 

are, indeed, involved in modern days’ issues - especially as we think deeply upon them, as we often 

encourage our students to do.  But we are more than just involved.  Through developing a global 

English language to aid global communication we are implicated, implicitly, in globalisation. I 

repeat the question - to whose benefit? 

 

    If, again, this all does sound like the talk of a conspiracy theorist, let’s take a step back, without 

forgetting such issues as over-population and the need to feed and clothe that ever growing global 

population, and the geopolitical conflicts over resources (Gray, J. 2014).  Sure - we can’t tar all the 

global oligarchs with all the world’s problems, can we?  So - the flip side to concerns about global 

hegemonic control of a minor few who have the money to lobby and persuade governments to set 

policies in their favour so that they can rape the land and screw the workers, are the positive aspects 

of globalisation - the democratization of knowledge, the growth and stretching out through the 

internet of ideas concerning community action, compassion and cooperation; green politics and 

environmentalism; the breaking down of cultural borders through sharing cultural identities, travel 

etc.  Yes, globalization has numerous pluses - and both sides get discussed in classrooms.  The veil 

between ‘virtual reality’ role-plays and discussions and ‘the real world’ is often, somewhat thin.  BE 

teachers are not completely outside observers to students’ real world affairs.  Neither should they 

be.  The BE teacher/student relationship is a symbiotic one. That is why I love my job as a BE 

teacher – apparently so very different to teaching ‘pre-service’ students where “Identifying what the 

target communicative situations may be is no easy matter” (Barbara Chovançova. 2014) and that, 

“the intuitive approach results in pure guesswork about their students’ needs”.  No. Not in Business  

English.  I give personal examples - but any experienced BE teacher must have a wealth of their 

own:  



 

1) Teaching to museum/art gallery professional students raises such questions as - creation & 

consecration of cultural/national identities; guardianship of heritage; popularisation of 

academic knowledge & rational amusement; censorship…in addition to guided tour and 

ticket office information. 

 

2) Teaching to urban lighting designers raises questions such as - collaboration with social 

researchers to ‘improve the well-being of the public and deliver more sustainable 

communities’ (quote: ‘futurecapetown.com/’) ….in addition to technical issues, 

environmental factors and costings. 

 

3) Teaching to Port Authority students raises such questions as - interactions between shipping 

companies, dockers, unions, freight-forwarders, importers/exporters etc. (highly charged 

political issues) ...in addition to dealing with everyday logistics operations. 

 

4) Teaching English to construction engineers preparing for African projects raises such 

questions as - cultural exchange and communicating across cultural barriers; dealing with 

clashes of operating procedures, indigenous rights vs mining company rights, effect on local 

communities…in addition to technical language of construction. 

 

5) Teaching English to Forestry Management students - involves discussing local and global 

environmental policies, sustainable development, genetic modification of crops and 

conglomerate monopolies on seed provision to 3rd world countries….in addition to daily 

forestry activities. 

 

      These are just five examples that I have personally experienced in the last year. No syllabus was 

organized in advance and pre-course needs analyses were minimal. I entered the classroom almost 

naked, ready to learn and teach.  Communicative situations were presented to me by my BE students 

through the teaching/learning symbiotic process.   And if I thought back over the last fifteen years 

of my English teaching no doubt I could furnish dozens more - as, no doubt, could my English 

teaching colleagues. Sure, more basic English language is also needed to deal with socio-

professional affairs, but the deeper elements, which are so intrinsic to the students’ professional 

lives, need to be discussed too. These are example issues where teachers (in this case ‘myself’), 

learn. ‘Teachers learn and students teach’. That’s the buzz of teaching to adults.  

 

     Whether EFL teachers have considered their involved positions vis-à-vis globalisation, I 

personally can’t say. However, these are such important 21st century issues concerning the EFL 

profession that I believe they should be.  

 

    

 

 



  And - are teachers in the loop concerning modern communications technology? 

 

TEFL exists is cyber-space - there’s no doubt about that!  The number of Facebook TEFL groups 

and group members is increasing exponentially, as any quick search will show. A huge number, 

possibly millions, of TEFL teachers now belong to at least one Facebook TEFL group. Social 

networking is big in this business with the entire TEFL world net surfing together on a global e-

messaging tidal wave.  TEFL bloggers are multiplying in their thousands to share advice,  

 

 

experience, anecdotes and resources across the World Wide Web.  E-learning sites too are sprouting 

up all over the net offering all types of blended learning packages from virtual classrooms with 

cyber teachers to mobile phone applications providing instant media-lessons for those busy 

professionals always on the move. Furthermore, teachers and students now communicate out of 

class by e-mail or twitter, sending tips or comments, material and useful internet links, whilst video 

lessons by Skype etc., are now the (post) modern alternative to the more traditional telephone 

lessons.  And this area is developing! Inter-continental lesson exchange through skype is a recent 

development - (An example from Facebook TEFL group in which a teacher explained a shared 

lesson between students in China and Israel). New ideas and news ways to use computer tools and 

applications are appearing every month. Change is happening fast. This is the 21st Century!  

 

        Yes - today’s TEFL geeks are fast pulling away from those techno-phobic fuddy-duddies still 

relying on their archaic cassette players. And, whilst one-finger tapping on electronic keyboards and 

scrolling across tactile screens, these new-age postmodern TEFLers are subliminally singing the old 

sixties revolutionary refrain to the older generation:  

 

‘Please get out of the new world  

If you can’t lend a hand, 

For the times they are a-changing.’      (Bob Dylan. 1964) 

 

       And on the grey areas at the fringes of TEFL practice, the ‘once-upon-a-time’ pseudo-TEFL 

science of ‘suggestopaedia’ (just check that one out!) is now replaced by today’s pseudo-science of 

sci-fi sounding: ‘Neurolinguistic Programming’. Ah -  

 

‘Nothing is real 

And nothing to get hung about…’     (The Beatles. Strawberry Fields. 1966) 

 

     -  sang the Beatles after John Lennon took a psychedelic leaf out of Andy Warhol’s book (i.e. 

inspired by Warhol’s painting: ‘Campbell Soup Tin’) and wrote a nonsensical song about nothing 

thereby creating a mantra for the postmodern movement.  And so, in this 21st century, with the  

 

 



space-time shrinkage of globalization in which sights-and-sounds from around the world blend 

kaleidoscopically and symbolic values are thrown to the wind and lose their significations, a hyper-

reality is created in which reality itself, finally dies out. 

 

      No, I haven’t lost the plot, but so spoke the French philosopher - Jean Baudrillard (1979) and 

encapsulated by the jam-packed, visual information-overload images of the postmodern artist, Erro. 

Time, perhaps, to get a grip on reality and re-evaluate what language we teach? 

 

So, in returning to reality and considering these modern day issues that frequently come under the 

microscope of sociology and social anthropology - how often, in the teaching English world, is 

sociological or anthropological insight actually sought?  

 

Given the vast number of language schools in the world that is impossible to say.  But from personal 

TEFL experience (15yrs) I’d say as often as Bhutan has won the football world cup.  Academically, 

linguists and TEFL researchers are exploring the effects of globalization on language learning (e.g. 

Graddol, D. op cit; Block, D & Cameron, D. op cit.), that’s true. But the integration of academic 

research into daily teaching practice, by teachers or language schools’ management, is slow - 

trickling down through eager TEFL conference attendees and journal readers, blogging forums and 

teacher training sessions to reach those teachers who have the time and interest to listen. And when 

application of academic TEFL theory into everyday TEFL practice is rare, anthropological insights 

don’t stand much of a chance of being consulted, especially when a popular conception of the 

discipline is that it just involves studying old bones! 

 

    This statement, no doubt, will raise a few shackles:  The results of academic TEFL research can 

be found on the internet if one is so interested; numerous books have been published on the subject, 

and TEFL groups or TEFL webinars can be joined to discuss TEFL research with ease. TEFL 

academics too - frequently enter the field from outside areas bringing with them knowledge and 

expertise gained in previous employments or studies. I don’t dispute that.  However, what I do 

dispute is the methods and the diffusion of the results.  

 

1)    Concerning methods - quantitative analysis outweighs qualitative analysis. The 

ethnographic, participant-observation method, with ‘thick [contextual] descriptions’ 

(Geertz.C. 1973) is a slow process in which understandings and interpretations are continually 

modified and sharpened over a long period of time.  Quantitative, statistical methods produce 

scientific facts in a far shorter period of time. This biases research towards the quantitative 

research which is geared, within time constraints, to writing doctoral theses and gaining PhDs.  

Furthermore, ‘researchers follow the canon of their university’s objectivities and apply learnt 

rhetoric to structure and present their findings’ (MacDonough, J & MacDonough, S. 1997).   

 

 

 



Yes, Academic rigour is essential, but not so essential as to displace intuitive perceptions. 

These can be gained through aiding long-term teachers to explore and express them.   

 

2)    In-Company teacher training does not encourage reflexivity on the deeper issues concerning 

TEFL. Teacher trainers are encouraged to teach teachers day-to-day classroom practicalities 

(warmers, use of texts, techniques to develop listening skills…etc.).  Other questions of 

importance (e.g. L1/L2 language in class; ‘negotiation of meaning’, phonetics) are far less 

frequently discussed and debated. Organisers of teacher training sessions consider these later 

of less value to students - even though they may be of more value, intellectually and 

practically, for teachers to consider. (Personal communication from a teacher trainer). 

 

3)    TEFL research is geared towards what happens in ‘the classroom’.  However, the world 

surrounding TEFL largely exists outside of classrooms. Institutions are not examined by 

researchers - and I include here all TEFL institutions from language schools, to Facebook 

groups, to TEFL publishers, to TEFL organizations such as IATEFL. This, obviously, is 

where the insider-outsider, participant-observer social anthropologist could ‘see’ what’s 

going on and add valuable insight - valuable to those institutions and organizations.  

 

       

    Yes, I repeat points made in the introduction.  And to repeat further - outside of the world of 

academic research, the world of TEFL is replete with skilled, reflexive, conscientious, educated 

teachers - many of whom have been in the profession for a long time. Their perceptions and 

experiences are extremely valid. Rather, a chosen few at the top of the TEFL hierarchy are set upon 

pedestals, almost as celebrity cult leaders, for the day-to-day teachers to gaze up at. Of course these 

highly experienced and knowledgeable TEFL leaders deserve to be listened to - but so do teachers 

experiencing the daily grind.  Yes, questionnaires are occasionally posted to internet groups and 

forums, from academic researchers (which rely heavily on statistical analysis). But I question the 

frequency with which those researchers exchange consistently over a period of time with active EFL 

teachers, or how much the experiences and reflexions of those active teachers is considered an 

important ingredient in producing valid research results. I also question the degree to which teaching 

institutions consult with their teachers to encourage their deeper involvement with institutional 

issues - but that’s slightly veering off the point.  

 

     All these points point to the participant-observation method of anthropology.  Reflexive teachers 

already do this and their insights could be of benefit to TEFL institutions - if TEFL institutions are 

prepared to listen.  Some do- some don’t.  Those ones just want the money.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Anecdotes:  Learning the business of TEFL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1987:  I telephoned a local language school enquiring 

about work teaching English and was told I needed a 

teaching English language to adults certificate 

     ‘O.K.,’ I replied, ‘so, how do I get one of those?’ 

     ‘Are you a graduate?’ 

     ‘No, I’m not’. 

     ‘Then you can’t!’      

     The voice was final and closed the doors on this 

employment prospect with a bang.   

1981: Whilst working in Germany I was 

frequently sought to help foreign workers 

learn English and I soon found my grammar 

lacking. I agreed to help a Sri Lankan guy 

understand a written text. He brought it to me 

- The Communist Party manifesto. Not quite 

pre-intermediate level!  

2000: After graduating in anthropology and sociology I 

took the ten week CELTA course. A few months later I 

began TEFL work in France. 

   My new DoS was an ex-RAF Glaswegian  

  ‘Finally we get to meet,’ he announced, smiling brightly 

with his mouth and his eyes.    

‘It’s all about presentation and personality’, he told me.    

             

     Really? I made a mental note. I was learning. 

 

1990: A few months were spent working 

with young children in a Romanian 

orphanage where education largely 

involved teaching the concept of play. 

Following this experience, I became an 

instructor within a centre for mentally 

handicapped adults in England. This 

certainly taught me patience and pleasure 

when progress is made. After 10 months 

teaching basic sign language to one young 

man, he put three signs together to make a 

sentence. I was so overjoyed that I hugged 

him! 

 

 2002: Language school in England. Two Russian girls greeting each other at reception spoke their native 

tongues.  The company director overheard and flipped his lid: 

     ‘You do not speak Russian here,’ he shouted turning red in the face, ‘you speak only English.      

 Have you got that?’ 

     They just looked at him open-mouthed.  

    ‘If you want to speak Russian, I’ll put you on the first flight back home to your parents!’ 

 

       Another little insight was duly noted.    

 

 
 2002: On being contacted by a language 

school (in England) desperate for a teacher 

(2-week contract) to teach 40 Italian girls 

from a prestigious Italian school: Learning 

about Shakespeare was one subject 

requested.  

 ‘I’m an English language teacher and not so 

hot on Shakespeare,’ I explained on the 

phone. 

 ‘Oh, I’m sure you can pull something 

together,’ the director confidently replied. 

A weekend of biography reading helped me 

prepare lesson plans. Business is business, I 

noted, and pulled it off. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2003: ‘It’s a real shame,’ Lynne flatly stated, ‘I’ve done 

so much for this company.’ 

  ‘Why?  What’s happened,’ I asked. 

   Lynne stopped being ‘boss’ and sat on the edge of her 

desk, coffee cup in hand, legs trailing over the side. 

   ‘They’ve ruined the company.’ 

   ‘I’m sorry, I don’t understand,’ 

   ‘Oh, these three top directors decided to go it alone 

with this branch by buying it off the parent company, 

renaming it and restructuring it.  It’s been a disaster - as 

I knew it would be. But they wouldn’t listen.’ 

 

            Business is business. Many fail. 

              Communication is essential 

 

 

 

 



 

TEFL Teachers: 

 

 There are 10.2 million EFL teachers in the world (Razavi, L. 2010. op cit).   1 billion English 

language students (esl.com) are taught by 2 million English language teachers (wiki.answers.com).   

 

So, again - are English language teachers equipped to tackle these issues? 

 

Concerning first those issues of the global 21st century - intellectually, sure, for engaging with 

professionals working in these areas can be stimulating, challenging, and fulfilling for English 

language teachers. Eclectic variety of teacher-student inter-action provides the spice to the job and 

many TEFL teachers are highly-qualified graduates, and/or post-graduates, and are often highly 

experienced in life and professional lives prior to entering the TEFL profession - not to mention the 

thousands of hours of individual training that TEFL teachers soon clock up in discussing all aspects 

of professional affairs with professional students. Hence, certainly English language teachers are 

well-equipped to tackle these subjects.  

 

    In addition to personal contact with all the sagacious colleagues I meet, evidence that English 

language teachers are equipped to tackle these issues can be accessed on the internet where English 

teachers are engaging in such issues in discussion forums (e.g. a discussion as I write concerning 

migrants and refugee status) and often through promoting/sharing/publishing their own work 

through independent publishing companies or as worksheets on FB pages. Previous dominance of 

teacher resources by the top TEFL publishing companies is now being diminished through these 

other outlet as many teachers upload their own materials, which, it must be added, is often extremely 

well presented. This is not to denigrate the work of those authors writing for such publishing 

companies, only to say that English teachers across the board are also, now, showing their worth. 

EFL publishers seeking new authors, as they sometimes profess to be doing, only need to look there 

- on the net. 

 

     EFL Facebook groups abound for discussions on a variety of subjects. Admittedly, pedagogical 

issues predominate from teaching techniques to such polemics as native vs non-native English 

teachers and the use of students’ native languages in classes. Nevertheless, topics of discussion vary 

and this is one place where exchange occurs freely - with administrators moderating. Indeed, this is 

an important intellectual outlet for teachers to share their thoughts and opinions, thereby 

compensating for the lack of institutionally in-house outlets for teachers to express.   

 

    Yes, one only needs to join a few on-line TEFL discussion groups to find out how much is being 

shared, discussed, and debated relative to the world of TEFL; by EFL teachers. Discussion  

 

 



‘threads’ may continue for days whilst participants join, contribute, and leave. Every discussion 

point relative to the practice of teaching English is discussed. This is now one major place where 

the teacher training of the 21st century is actively taking place through the sharing of ideas and 

resources. And this is where the more informed, experienced teachers openly offer help, advice, 

ideas and resources to those just entering the profession. This is where internet TEFL democracy 

exists and certainly, ‘ALL’ teachers engaging in these exchanges are equipped to participate in the 

discussions and learn from them. (Perhaps I slightly exaggerate? Whilst many TEFL Facebook 

groups abound with thousands of members, contributions come from a far smaller number. But my 

point stands). 

 

Yet, there is the (commonly?) held opinion that TEFL teaching is ‘the end of the road’, a job 

for losers (e.g. Creswell-Turner, S. 2004).  Such a perception, when held by TEFL teachers 

themselves, encourages feelings of under-achievement, and diminishes feelings of ‘self-worth’, and 

consequently lessens motivations to remain in the profession - to the detriment of the TEFL world. 

Add to this the low salaries of TEFL teachers and one understands how TEFL gets its image of 

being largely for gap year students finding temporary employment whilst floating around the world.  

Ultimately, of course, language schools lose out through the high turnover of TEFL teachers coming 

into and leaving the profession - due to the loss of ‘long-term stability and pedagogical development 

of staff’ (Bradford, R. 2003).  A solution to this dilemma, this work proposes, is to encourage greater 

teacher autonomy and deeper intellectual involvement with the issues facing students in their 

professional 21st century lives. To some extent, this increased involvement and intellectual 

stimulation may balance the low financial remuneration and keep TEFL teachers in the trade. At 

present Facebook groups are meeting that need far more than language training companies - and so 

are teachers’ students in the communicative synergistic relationships we engage in with them. 

 

 Personally, this is a major contributing factor which has kept me in the profession. At the 

beginning of this week, for example, I had a 1:1 lesson with a student dealing with capacitor 

problems in electrical components. After receiving shipment from the supplier, these components 

are normally assembled into medical infusion pumps for IV solution bags.  This capacitor problem 

may seem like a minor production hiccup, but it was a major obstacle to overcome for the company 

who, dealing in the health market, must have ‘zero defects’ for their products. Hence productivity 

was dramatically affected. The student in question needed help to prepare to discuss this issue with 

the overseas suppliers - by telephone, in English.   

 

     That’s just a technical example of how nuanced teaching English language can get. Here are 

some other, less technical examples, from personal experience: Debating with students who are 

actively combatting the introduction of genetically modified crops and the industrial imperialism of 

a certain agrochemicals corporation; exploring legal issues involved either in the leasing of software 

licences or in the production of generic pharmaceutical drugs; discussing trends in the film industry 

 

 



 (e.g. sensationalism vs narrative; the merging of interactive television with the internet); fair trade 

vs free trade - including (again) neoliberalism, NAFTA and the relaxing of trade barriers; economic 

crises; internet security and WikiLeaks; the rise of the Chinese superpower and Asian Tiger 

economies; conspiracy theories and political intrigues… etc. etc.  The list goes on.  Experienced 

English teachers will know what I mean. We engage with professional students every day of the 

week on such subjects. That’s one way we learn about such issues. That’s one way we keep informed 

about goings-on in the ‘real world’.  

 

   In fact, English language teachers need to be (at least) a little in the loop on these issues in 

order to discuss them with students who are in the loop - and by discussing them with those students 

(who are in the loop), we help them to develop their English language expression. And (restating 

this fact) I believe that English teachers generally are in the loop - as discussing socially with English 

teaching colleagues has proven. English language teaching is not just about helping students buy 

train tickets, order meals in restaurants, describe supply chains or explain production processes. 

That’s how working in the TEFL profession remains interesting, rather than drudgery.  Food, 

fashion and football may be central and/or preferred topics of conversation for some (ouch!), but a 

little more laterality comes in useful from time-to-time once students’ English language levels are 

high enough to discuss deeper subjects as stretching students in all areas put into practice the 

language skills they have and, thus, helps them improve.   

 

Ok. Sorry to offend any gastronomy buffs, fashion divas or football fanatics.  I take that back 

- for in developing English language skills these subjects may also need to be discussed in nuanced 

pockets that require more sophisticated expression than for ordering an English Breakfast, buying a 

pair of jeans, or saying: ‘Great match on Saturday!’.  Food can be enormously complex to describe 

for someone in the industry with all the recipes and flavours of the world and the same, of course, 

goes for fashion and football. Teachers engaging with students on these deeper contemporary issues 

themselves gain in terms of personal and professional development, and - greatly enhanced job 

satisfaction. So go deeper, whether your student produces batteries, ping-pong balls or ball point 

pens, for you may be surprised how complex and interesting their work can be.  

 

    Now - to ask to what degree institution heads (Company directors, publishers, and the ‘big names’ 

in TEFL etc.) enter ‘on-line discussions’ is less certain.  Perhaps, as one Facebook group 

administrator recently suggested, they do participate - under pseudonyms. Certainly, many language 

companies, if not most, set up their own websites that look exceedingly professional in the attempt 

to attract custom, and some may even be interactive - to a degree. But on the whole these are 

primarily for marketing purposes and many internet tools which could be used to slowly build up 

outside interest (e.g. twitter, blogs, skype, moodle etc.) are still greatly under-employed. Institution 

heads either decide that they’re not worth the time, or they haven’t yet caught on to these new trends. 

Maybe the up-and-coming generation of TEFL institution leaders will? 

 

 



    On a more positive note, however, international TEFL conferences are now frequently recorded 

on videos which are uploaded onto the World Wide Web for all to see - various publishing 

companies (e.g. Macmillans, DELTA) do invite TEFL teachers around the world to join them for 

occasional live Webinars and some individual, experienced teachers have begun to follow suit.  I’m 

impressed.  But how do I know this?  Because I browse the net to see what’s going on in the TEFL 

world. To what degree other teachers are motivated to become involved in such events by language 

centres, would be a particularly pertinent research question; as would breaking such 

encouragements down by language centre type. But then, why should language centres encourage 

such involvement when their business eyes are more fixed upon profit margins than the professional 

or intellectual development of their teachers? And anyway, aren’t many conferences or webinars 

convened more with the purpose of increasing book sales than with meeting the needs of English 

language teachers? Perhaps, less critically, they are they intended to kill both birds with the same 

stone?  However, and in which case, doesn’t the selling side take far greater precedence than the 

promotion of teaching skills? Personally, I have only ever attended one TEFL conference, in Paris, 

several years ago - and that was certainly the case then.  

 

    My critique here is thus twofold: 

 

1)  Long term EFL teachers are dedicated professionals who are able, motivated and willing to 

enter into discussions on all aspects relating to their work - but institutionally their opinions 

are under-valued or little sought. The TEFL world in practice has its eyes turned more upon 

surviving and increasing its profits - than on developing, or using, the pre-existing skills of 

its teachers.  

 

2)  The TEFL world is hierarchical: Well, many institutions are - but increasingly ‘top dogs’ in 

other businesses are associating themselves with the ‘lower echelons’ of workers with their 

noses to the grindstones to learn from them and see where to instigate change, if change if 

needed.  Feeding reflexions back up the chain of command, within TEFL institutions, is too 

frequently disregarded, even though those ‘lower echelons’ contain individuals of skills, 

knowledge and experience, frequently obtained in other, previous professions, that could be 

of interest or benefit to those TEFL institutions.  

 

      These two critiques have much in common: They stem from the business-centred, profit- 

orientated, hierarchical model of organizations - and for sure, TEFL is a business. Whilst teachers  

 

 

‘on the shop floor’ intellectually engage with their students daily on all issues pertinent to life in the 

21st century, those running the language institutions have their eyes set on the balance sheets and 

profit margins, and are less likely to be in the loop.   

  

 



However, that model, in today’s 21st century world, is slowly becoming archaic.  In trade and 

industry many modern CEOs now advocate spending some time on the shop floor, or in the back 

office, to learn about the day-to-day running of affairs from their staff.  In the world of TEFL that 

is the teachers. Peer-to-peer observation in classrooms has long been practiced to help teachers learn 

from each other. Now is the time for language school directors also to learn from their teachers - 

and time to give them their dues.   

 

    Observation of teachers, peer-to-peer or by DoSs, is an issue that has received a fair amount of 

on-line discussion. Are they primarily undertaken to improve teaching standards or are they a way 

for DoSs to assert their power and control? Is it more useful to have an experienced teacher or a 

newbie carry out an observation? Many such questions are asked and debated. On the understanding 

that these forums present multi-perspectives, which is the postmodern way, I example some forum 

comments below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Facebook Comments: Observations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“It also depends on how you give the feedback. 

It can be like treading on eggshells but at the 

end of the day, I hope that the observed person 

understands that it is meant as a constructive 

and helpful moment in their teaching career.” 

                                                  Cathy Ryland 

 

 

 

“Observations are generally used as a 

disciplinary tool by management, in my 

experience.” 

                                           Anonymous 

 

“In my whole career, I have been observed 

about 5 times and most of those were at 1 

language school. In private BE training 

places, bosses were sometimes business 

people so not always had the CELTA. 

Observations, in my experience, always 

influence the students and teacher, so the 

lesson being watched is kind of fake. If you 

had a good continual development scheme 

including training, observations and 

mentoring, with observations a part of that, 

they would be useful and not just once a 

year checks to see if you are teaching the 

right way.” 

                                                    Phil Wade 

 

“Observations are done as marketing for the courses. I 

think they are so useful when done well for professional 

development, but you are right that there are many 

schools which do it as a last resort” 

                                                              Mandy Welfare 

 
“We do peer observation on regular basis. 

Generally speaking, it's the trainer who asks 

to be observed. It's really useful, proactive 

and constructive. It was actually 

monitoring, not observation. It was our 

decision - not the client's.”    

                                      Andreea Katia 

 

“As a teacher trainer I know from personal experience that 

plenty of language schools / training providers invest in 

their trainers' professional development, but it is very 

expensive, unfortunately. The money has to come from 

somewhere. And the problem with freelancers is that they 

tend to move around a lot, so not only is it expensive, but 

the return on investment for the school can be very 

limited.” 

                                                                   Anonymous 

 

“I agree with everyone but as a DOS you are also making sure the business of selling language training keeps 

going. - you are actually selling courses and training to companies. You are therefore selling quality and 

eventually results - which is where your teachers come in. If you don't know "how good they are", how are you 

going to talk about training? You need to set up observations, otherwise - the school is simply not telling the 

truth to customers about quality and about their teachers.  As a good DOS you need to ensure quality and actually 

"see" your teachers in action. And even if they know they are getting observed you can still see some good 

things going on and maybe something that's not 100% okay. Normally if you see a teacher who isn't teaching 

very well - you need to give them feedback, ask them to do something about it and observe them again after 2 

or 3 months.” 

                                                                                                                                        Gabriella Leville Hirth 

 

“I am not quite sure if BE warrants DoS observations 

- the only exception being possibly in an academic 

setting and even then very limited and only to acquire 

improving pedagogical understanding which could 

lead to improvement in the area of teaching BE … 
BE is a totally different race-horse and should be 

treated accordingly”. 

                                                         Deborah Johnson 

 

“Observation is a key element to any 

CELTA/DELTA/Master's course and part of what makes the 

teachers qualified. The fact that this valuable input - both as 

professional development and as quality control - often stops 

upon working is a shame. I personally welcome the chance 

for feedback and growth, whether from a new teacher with 

an online TEFL or an experienced EFL educator like 

yourself.” 

                                                               Kristen Acquaviva 



Anecdotes:  Directors of Studies and company directors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2003: Megalomaniac DoS. 

 

‘Your lesson write ups are shit!’ she spat 

‘Sorry?’ I questioned. 

‘They don’t say what you’ve done’. 

‘Er - I’ve written ‘present simple practice, 

questions and negatives, with adverbs of 

frequency’ & exampled some new vocab. that 

was introduced.’ 

‘Some!’ she spat again. ‘Not all. It’s not good 

enough. I want to see an improvement’. 

 

I bit my tongue and looked forward to the day I 

would be handing in my notice.  

 

 

2001: Charismatic charmer DoS 

 

‘It’s all about presentation and 

personality’ he had told me on my first 

day. Now he was entertaining a circle of 

business executives from a top food 

manufacturing company.  

  ‘It’s ok, Phil.  You can go now,’ he said 

showing off his superior status. 

  Pierre, the company’s managing director 

interrupted: 

 ‘Oh no, Phil’s coming with us to the 

restaurant.’ he said. 

 The DoS’s jaw dropped.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2005: Annual General Meeting - for all employees: 

 

     ‘In light of the good results this year, how is the company going to reward its teaching staff?’  

asked the teacher’s rep. 

   ‘I don’t think that’s a question for here and now,’ the director asserted from the side. 

  ‘Well, I think the question of paying teachers travelling time should be addressed as well as 

certain other remuneration issues – such as pay rises in line with inflation and salary increases for 

senior teachers who have served an extended length of time.’ 

      ‘Teachers remuneration for the company is strictly in line with the French employment 

statutes.’ responded the legal advisor from the other side. 

   ‘Which should include travelling time...’ the rep. added. 

   ‘Move on, quickly, move on.’ re-asserted the director to the manager leading the meeting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2004 : A New DoS 

 

   ‘How long have you been involved with TEFL?’ I 

asked him. 

    ‘About twenty years,’ he replied, 

    ‘So you must have it pretty much off pat by now,’ 

I continued, 

   He smiled: ‘Off pat. Hmm. Is that how you see it?’ 

    ‘Well - would you say is the most important thing 

you’ve learned in 20 years?’ I asked. 

    ‘To focus in on the language most needed by the 

students,’ he said with barely a moment’s thought. 

 

    Good answer - and I’ve never forgotten that.  

     

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2005 : Discussion with a DoS ; 

 

 

I mentioned TEFL blacklists to my DoS: 

 ‘Oh, you’ve been looking at them, have 

you?’ he said. 

 ‘Yes,’ I replied, ‘there are some terrible 

stories to read.’    

 ‘They’re mainly the franchise 

companies’, he said, ‘with no central 

control.  Anybody can start up one of 

those and abuse employees.’    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Postmodernity 

 

The time has now come to clarify the term ‘postmodernity’; a socio-cultural paradigm distinct from 

‘modernity’. Firstly, modernity is defined as a socio-cultural paradigm entered during the ‘Age of 

Enlightenment’ (or ‘Age of Reason’) which sought objective, ultimate ‘truths’ in the realms of 

science and human institutions.  In contrast, and central to postmodernism, is the denial of ‘ultimate 

truth’ - all is relative, all is culturally bound, all is manipulable.   

 

   Postmodernity is thus a critical reaction to modernity’s tenets of rationality. However, explaining 

postmodernism as the irrational contrasting with the rational is an over-simplification. 

Postmodernity also seeks to re-position subjective human experience back onto the radar of 

philosophical deliberations; to re-consider the role of intuitive thought over the deductive. 

Furthermore, postmodernism is a political statement critical of neoliberalism. All these points do 

have implications for the 21st world of TEFL, as shall be explored.  

 

     So, first the history: Modernity - that project of rationality that erupted into being, in England, 

with the Age of Enlightenment that followed the ‘Glorious Revolution’ of 1688 (Dillon, P. 2006). 

Modernity, however, soon had several of its central tenets questioned; not least because of the 

hegemonic effects of its promotors who, despite positive advancements in areas as diverse as 

medicine, transport, industry, finance and communication, dramatically changed society via the 

industrial revolution to their personal, individual benefits. Admittedly, science and technology had 

been progressing before this date - The Royal Scientific Society was founded by royal charter in 

1660 under King Charles II.  But the troubled reign of his brother, King James II, who tried to slowly 

revert the country back to Catholicism, led to the abolition of absolute Monarchy and the takeover 

of the country by the Dutch William of Orange (James fled to France). As a result, a blend of Dutch 

commercialism and English technology, fostered by empirical principles (as philosophically 

outlined by John Locke) aided increased funding in technological development; a boom in both 

domestic and overseas trade, and a democratic Bill of Rights for the English people (Dillon, P. 2006. 

ibid).  

 

    Undeniably, this was an immensely rich period of innovation and technological advance.  For 

example, in textiles - The Spinning Jenny (James Hargreaves. 1764) and The Spinning Mule 

(Samuel Crompton.1764) turned cottage industries into factories which, when powered by the steam 

engine (James Watt. Developed 1763 -75) enabled them to operate away from water mills and for 

the finished goods to be transported to ports by steam train. The steam engine had been previously 

developed as a means for draining mines (Thomas Savery, 1698. Thomas Newcomen. 1711). Also 

of importance was the British trade in cotton which flourished as a result of Africa-American slavery 

and British colonial expansion. This trade united commercial interests with  

 

 



technological developments and gave the Industrial Revolution a major boost (Hobsbawn, E. 1962). 

 

    Almost from the onset, whilst English empirical and utilitarian philosophers explored the value 

of rationalizing society, and commercial entrepreneurs recognized its benefit, rationality per se was 

attacked, by others, as a means of accessing reality and truth. This was particularly true of German 

philosophers e.g. Immanuel Kant (1781), the forerunner of German idealist philosophy and apical 

ancestor of postmodernism, with his early work ‘Critique of Pure Reason’.  This critique was 

followed through Georg Hegel’s (1807) exploration of a higher form of reality, or absolute spirit 

(‘Geist’), to Edmund Husserl’s (1913) use of ‘phenomenology’ to explore ‘beyond reality’ and 

Martin Heidegger’s (1927) return to pre-Socratic Greek thinkers’ concerns with ontology and the 

‘nature of being’.   

 

   Then, of course, writers from Charles Dickens to Karl Marx extensively recorded the detrimental 

effects of modernity, for whilst rationality was accepted as a path to ‘truth’ it was unquestionably 

also a project for social engineering, and through these writers the slums and working conditions of 

London and Manchester were exposed. Alienation (Marx, K. 1844), anomie (Durkheim, E. 1893) 

and disenchantment (Weber, M.1905) then became key concepts to describe the deleterious 

consequences of modernity.  Starting with the Enclosures Acts (1760-1830), which had created 

landless tenants as rich landlords monopolized the land to feed the growing number of industrial 

workers, the Luddites (1811-1816) and Chartists (1836-1848) then fought against the new industrial 

age as it brought on the exploitation of labour, deprivation and starvation. And meanwhile, colonial 

trade, established globally as Britain reigned victorious over the Napoleonic wars, led to great 

accumulations of wealth for British entrepreneurs. (Hobsbawn. 1996).  Hence for many, ‘The 

Enlightenment’ and ‘The Industrial Revolutio were not what they have often been cracked up to be. 

Simply put: They benefitted the rich to the detriment of the poor. 

 

    In science, challenges to static 19th century models came early in the 20th century when quantum 

mechanics elicited deficiencies in the Newtonian model.  Heisenberg introduced the influence of 

observation upon results and Schrödinger discussed how something could simultaneously ‘be’ and 

‘not be’ (i.e. his famous ‘black cat’).  And, as is well recorded, Einstein himself had difficulties 

accepting these new scientific ideas: ‘God doesn’t play dice’.  Nevertheless, they led to a new 

scientific ‘paradigm’ (Kuhn, T. 1966). Following shortly on - a ‘systems’ view of biology and 

sociology found the individualistic analyses of cells and societies wanting (see Capra, F. 1975, 

1982).  Rather, inter-connectivity was found to be the key.  Then, later, historical accounts of 

National heritages were shown to be nation-building fabrications (Hobsbawn, E. 1983) and any 

accounts, literary or non-literary, were deconstructed to lay bare the ideological, skeletal bones of 

texts - seemingly innocent on the surface, perhaps racist, colonial discourses or sexist slants when 

examined beneath. Whoever was doing the recounting, it was discovered, was also, perhaps  

 

 

 



unavoidably, laying upon the subject being recounted - their own personal bias; as Heisenberg had 

previously noted in the scientific realm. And so the mirror was turned from the examined to the 

examiner to discover such bias.   

 

    ‘Truth’, therefore, became relativized and any ‘definitive Truth’ was knocked down from its 

pedestal. The age of grand meta-narratives came to an end. The dawn of multiplicity, superficial 

and fragmented, had arrived (Lyotard, J.F. 1984). The age of simulacra and simulation - ‘of more 

and more information, but less and less meaning’, had dawned (Baudrillard, J. 1994). 

 

    Hence - the arrival of post-modernism on our doorsteps. Nietzsche (1844-1900), the German 

philosopher renowned for saying ‘God is dead’ finally got his way.  Reason and rationality were 

consigned to the wastepaper bins as contemporary postmodern philosophers claimed that: ‘Reason 

is the ultimate language of madness’ (Foucault,M. 1969); ‘Deconstruction relieves me of the 

obligation to be right’ (Fish, S. 1989), and ‘I define postmodern as incredulity towards 

metanarrative’, (Lyotard, J.F. ibid).  

 

     Oh - ‘Nothing is real, nothing to get hung about. Strawberry fields forever’.  (Op. cit) 

 

     But this is nothing new. We should not consider postmodern thought as the intellectual property 

of the 21st century.  We should also recognize that much of the hyperbole spoken today in relation 

to entering a new postmodern paradigm was similarly used at the turn of the 17th century; the dawn 

of the enlightenment era. John Locke (1632-1704), the ‘apostle of the enlightenment’ (Russel, B. 

1946), whose ideas influenced Voltaire and ultimately the ideals underlying both the French 

revolution and the American constitution, in addition to arguing for a parliamentary democracy and 

religious tolerance, philosophically explored the limitations of human knowledge. It was he who 

encouraged the calculations of probability and risk which underwrote the development of trade, 

commerce and finance as it exploded into all corners of the earth.  And the ports, docks and streets 

of early 18th Amsterdam and London were multi-cultural global emporia just as the shops and 

market places of New York and Tokyo are today; whilst yesteryear’s stock market investors equally 

sought to create wealth out of thin air - thereby causing economic crashes just as they do today 

(Dillon, P. 2006). The famous financial crash in Holland which followed ‘Tulipomania’ occurred in 

1637 (Dash, M. 2001).  The Wall Street crash occurred in 1927.  The more recent global financial 

crash which followed the collapse of the American sub-prime market occurred in 2008. From 

liberalism to neoliberalism, modernity to postmodernity, little has changed there. 

 

      However, what modern day postmodernist thought has brought us, from the scientific insights 

of quantum/particle physicists as led by Heisenberg, is this examining of the examiner rather than 

the examined. The ideas of the examiner are more important than the medium for their  

 

 

 



communication - and we see this most clearly in literary criticism which explores the determining 

biographical precepts of authors rather than the messages of their works; as well as in conceptual 

art.  Representational art, though admirable, is not so intellectual in terms of engaging 

philosophically with ideas - or so postmodern artists claim.  Ideas relating to the human psyche and 

existence, which may be inexpressible in words, can be better expressed and explored in conceptual 

art - whether in material art, dance, music etc. Poetry exists with a foot in both camps - evocative 

and intellectual, yet structured by form and syntax.  But - any method or technique to explore these 

intangible concepts is acceptable.  It’s the ideas that count and the engaging with these ideas by 

creatively exploring them in the creation of art works; including dance and poetry.  It’s a question 

of intellectual involvement in the concepts, whether as creator or observer; the line between which 

can be rather fine. To attend an exhibition is, by definition, to become an actor in the event. Visiting 

contemporary art galleries is an intellectual experience of personal involvement in the art works.   

 

    From contemporary art to contemporary music, writing, architecture etc. we are now drawn to 

look beneath the surface functionality; to read the subtext. Art works speak, more than simply 

mirroring what they visually represent.  Modernism’s (e.g. cubism in art) reductionism of form to 

minimal basic building blocks resulted in social engineering. Remember those square cut tower 

blocks which are now being reduced to rubble? They didn’t work because human existence has 

more meaning than the robotic cycle of work, eat, and sleep like hamsters in cages on treadwheels. 

Individuals actively construct individual lives and meanings - in worlds where they have the 

freedoms to do so.  

 

    Yet, to say that we have broken with modernity and now entered a new postmodern stage in social 

development is, admittedly, debateable. The late, great, polemicist/ contrarian Christopher Hitchens 

certainly wasn’t enamoured with this idea, suggesting that: ‘The postmodernists’ tyranny wears 

people down by boredom and semi-literate prose’. Then, we have such works as ‘Fashionable 

Nonsense’ (Sokol, A. & Bricmont, J. 1998) and ‘How mumbo-jumbo conquered the world’ (Wheen, 

F. 2004) which critique the postmodern movement as abstruse, obfuscating obscurantism. And 

despite anthropology’s multi-perspective anti-metanarrative stance, making it brothers-in-arms with 

postmodernism, from the field’s midst Ernest Gellner argued strongly against postmodernist thought 

and in favour of the critical, scientific rationalism of the Enlightenment (The Independent.1995).  

 

     Such writers/speakers dismiss the anti-rational elements common to postmodernism. They play 

down the significance of German idealism in providing a critical counter-balance to the 

Enlightenment’s rationality. They negate Neoplatonism’s resurrection of Platonism i.e. that reality 

exists in the world of ideas: All else is illusory.  They also discount postmodernism’s pessimistic, 

or defeatist, account of capitalism; for postmodernism is as much anti-capitalist as it is anti- 

 

 

 

 



rationalist. Yes, they ignore the political act of postmodernism’s throwing in the towel of socialism 

to the forces of neoliberalism - for whilst accepting that Marxist-Socialism has long been an 

alternative model to capitalism, in terms of governance it has failed: Worse, due to the 

Stalinist/Maoist (et al) excesses, it has been regarded as fraudulent. Marx’s theory that a working 

class would rise up in revolution did not come to pass - neither did his theory that the middle, 

bourgeois class would collapse into the working class and, ruled by an increasingly rich and 

powerful aristocratic class, this would provide the catalyst for a communist revolution.  In fact, 

almost the opposite has occurred to that which Marx predicted.  The middle class has grown and 

wealth has been more equally distributed. Countries operating neoliberal policies have given 

citizens better standards-of-livings than those operating Marxist-Socialist policies.  And, in 

intellectual response, postmodernism has been the academic backlash:  Many postmodern 

philosophers cut their teeth debating Marxist-Socialist ideologies when it was all the rage earlier in 

the 20th century.  Outside of academia, during the 1960s and 1970s, during the death throes of that 

ideology, numerous Marxist-socialist groups blossomed (e.g. Italy’s Red Brigade, Germany’s 

Bader-Meinhoff group).  But then ‘The Berlin Wall’ came down (1989) signalling the collapse of 

Marxist-Socialist governments. Neoliberalism had won. The philosophy of rationality, feeding the 

operation of the neoliberal machine, had proven superior to the philosophies of anti-rational idealists 

who fed the machine of socialism. The anger and vulgarity of many works of postmodern art simply 

expresses the artists’ contempt for this state of affairs e.g. Duchamp’s ‘Fountain’ - a urinal.  (Hicks, 

S.R.C. 2004).  

 

    Postmodernism is, therefore, at heart, a political statement.  It is anti-the globalized, neoliberal, 

rationalized world in which we now live. But, dear readers, don’t stop now.  The story, and history, 

has not yet ended. Whilst postmodern writers and artists present their anti-structures, new 21st 

century ideas are blossoming. ‘Time and tide waits for no man.’  History’s clock continues to tick 

as new geopolitical issues strike our T.V. screens daily. Francis Fukuyama’s proposition (1992) that 

Hegel’s dialectic had finally resolved into a final ‘end of history’ scene of liberal democracy for all 

humanity came crashing down with Al-Qaeda’s attack on New York’s twin towers (2001). Since 

then, the terrorist threat has increasingly brought ‘over there issues’ to ‘over here’; anti-pollution 

face masks are increasingly being worn to ward off respiratory diseases in more-and-more parts of 

the world, and the 3.5 billion ton island of global rubbish floating mid-Pacific (Globeshrinks. 2014) 

continues to grind into toxic micro-particles to destroy oceanic eco-systems. History has not ended 

yet. The race is on to turn its direction around.  

 

    Yes, it cannot be ignored that real lives, real worlds, real structures (i.e. institutions and 

organizations, buildings, rules and regulations) exist in real time and real space.  Real people exist 

too - engaging in real human interactions, which postmodern thinkers deconstruct into power 

relations between classes, genders, races and states.  Yes, the self vs society dichotomy remains, 

with each facet existing in real time and real space. They are not simply illusions created by  

 

 



examiners’ biases, prejudices, and other exterior influences.  And there is always a newer, younger 

generation with fresh ideas and hope for the future ready to pick up the towel that the critical 

postmodernists have thrown in.  

 

    So, finally, to take these notions into the world of TEFL:  English language teaching too is more 

than a rational, functional, modernist endeavour of teaching grammar rules, syntax, and vocabulary 

for parrot-style repetition.  English language learning is a creative, intellectual act of involvement 

with that language.  It’s about exploring, playing, manipulating, trying ideas out - then keeping or 

discarding them.  English language learning is about identity, as identity is developed and expressed 

through English as a second language.   This is the movement into the reflexive, postmodern TEFL 

where active engagement with ideas (through language) is more important than the ‘truths’ of those 

ideas; for by such active engagement - language skills develop.  

 

    Hence, in communicative language learning (CLT), ‘critical thinking’ is now pushed to the 

forefront. Jeremy Harmer says (2013) that the term (‘CLT’) needs more precise defining as many 

teachers purport to engage in such activity in a loose, sort of way and no doubt there is some truth 

in that: Connecting with students in a personal way is at the heart of teaching. But it is not a rational, 

rule governed process. Rather, it is a phenomenological process (see next chapter) based on 

experiential feeling, to touch base with students and work synergistically. That’s not a rational, 

logical, left-brain activity - it’s an intuitive, emotional right-brain activity (yes, that’s a myth but it 

helps make the point). It’s not the logic of modernity - rather it’s the illogic of postmodernity.  

 

    In a general way (at least), teachers, like contemporary artists, do set up scenarios for students to 

engage in - and by doing so utilize, practice and develop their language skills. By being reflexive 

and inter-active, and without a solidly set lesson plan (i.e. DOGME - see next chapter), these 

teachers are able to ‘go with the flow’. Yet, to do this pedagogically still involves such teaching 

skills as eliciting vocabulary, co-constructing vocabulary, stimulating fluidity, and appropriately 

dealing with errors and grammar. Resurrecting the left-brain/right-brain myth (Novotny, A. 2013) 

can be useful to illustrate the two sides (rational/irrational) working together in collaboration for the 

teacher - although it’s actually far more complex. Hence the free-flow of DOGME and the 

connecting minds of phenomenology do not negate the need for structure. Balance is all: In the mind 

and in the classroom. 

 

    Within postmodern literary criticism we find textual deconstruction to explore subtexts. 

Similarly, the postmodern approach to TEFL also digs deeper beneath the surface by deconstructing 

its power relations - whether as an Anglo-centric colonial endeavour, or as a promoter of Western 

neoliberalism, or institutionally in terms of working conditions for teachers. It involves examining 

underlying Western consumerism-promoting messages promoted in pedagogical materials (i.e. 

Grey, J. 2010. op cit). It also involves detailing moves towards English as a lingua franca that is  

 

 



increasingly communicated between non-native English speakers - and hence the need to accept 

non-native English teachers into the profession (see later).  And it involves raising issues concerning 

subject matter more fitting to other societies, communities and indigenous peoples around the world 

- plus contemporary issues facing our globalized world of today; from pollution and climate change, 

to conflicts and indigenous identities. These are issues TEFL is now beginning to tackle more pro-

actively as postmodern actors (e.g. as previously mentioned: TEFL equity advocacy and TaWSIG) 

and as material’s writers/Publishers (e.g. ‘Life’ series - in association with National Geographic). 

This is Postmodern TEFL. It is now here.  

 

    Several key concepts of postmodernism (dismissal of objective truth, dismissal of the ‘subject’s 

centrality’, a pastiche of ideas, designs, models and methods to suit the moment) do reflect current 

teaching practices as postmodernism is entering the discursive world of TEFL. How and what 

‘English’ we teach - is being questioned from the ‘postmodern viewpoint’.  Now - in current 

teaching practice, we find that: 

 

1. Teachers are facilitators - facilitating a positive learning environment in which peer-to-peer 

communication takes precedence over teacher-student communication. Gone are the days of 

teachers standing at boards all lesson, instructing from the front, with students passively 

copying and not putting into oral practice the ‘lesson of the day’. 

 

2. Debate and discussion takes precedence over transmission of facts. Classrooms are ‘virtual 

reality zones’ for language practice where content of opinions is less important than 

acquiring the skills to argue, defend and negotiate those opinions. Devil’s advocate can be 

played because in the classroom ‘ultimate truth’ is flexible. Any role can be taken in role-

plays -whether agreed with or not. That’s the ‘game’.  

 

3. Grammar is taking a back seat - some teachers kick it out altogether, whilst others deal with 

grammar points as precisely and quickly as possible - before moving on with active language 

practice and role-plays.  

 

4.  Students are more involved in designing their own learning programs as teachers share the 

batons of power.   A symbiotic relationship exists in which teachers cease to be ‘the’ central 

‘fountains of knowledge’.  Instead, students openly display their expertise to teach the 

teachers. 

 

5. Student language needs are acknowledged as being very diverse - especially those of 

‘professional’ students. Traditional ‘core’ business English areas such as negotiations, 

presentation, and meetings now take into account the varied nature of those areas. Subject 

areas stretching from pharmacovigilance to refinery audits to television broadcast  

 

 



 

6. automation (personal examples) require their own specific language input and practice 

within those core areas.   

 

7. ‘All roads lead to Rome’.  As long as communication flows, activities inspire, minds 

coalesce, and knowledge is transmitted - then language is learnt and practiced. Rapport is 

essential with means chosen to suit student and situation. A humanistic, empathic, dialogic 

undertaking. Mikhail Bakhtin meets the 21st century. 

 

 “…the entire world can be viewed as polyglossic, or multi-voiced, since every individual 

possesses their own unique world view which must be taken into consideration through 

dialogical interaction”. (see Kim, G. 2004) 

 

     In theory and practice, lessons are designed to meet students’ needs. That’s not new. Agreed, 

students may benefit from teachers’ knowledge and expertise in areas outside of language learning, 

and this may be particularly relevant to the younger English language students.  In this regard, 

learning about general/business issues at the same time as learning English language may be 

undertaken scholastically.  In fact, English language teachers are increasingly being drawn upon to 

teach ‘other’ subjects from history and geography, to sexual education and puberty, immigration 

issues, and terrorism (referencing here recent Facebook discussions).  However, the emphasis for 

teaching practice is through dialogical communicative practice - between students, or involving 

teachers.  

 

The degree to which teachers are involved in discussions or role-play dialogues is a debated 

point - some arguing that they should stand back completely to encourage students in dealing with 

student-student comprehension problems as they struggle between themselves to be understood. 

Others, myself included, see teachers as assisting communication development by helping students 

overcome those communication difficulties, familiarizing students with ‘natural expression (s)’, and 

providing ideas and prompts to keep communication active.  

 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

To sum up: Communicating knowledge and ideas is inseparable from any language learning, 

and the flow of knowledge and ideas is a two-way process across the thin membrane separating 

students and teachers. Postmodernism relativizes that knowledge and those ideas. Teachers do not 

‘own’ knowledge and they do not ‘own’ language. They have their own learning and experience 

which helps them in the practice of teaching, but often the students’ knowledge is far more valuable 

to their everyday language needs; whether professional or not.  

 

 

 



Postmodernism’s critique of capitalism and the forces of neoliberalism is well-noted. Francis 

Fukuyama’s ‘End of History’ (1992. op cit.) now seems to have jumped the gun. Other political 

philosophies have their places in a world where our students are learning English and 

correspondingly, less consumer-orientated, business-world approaches and material may be more 

appropriate to meet ‘their’ language needs.  

 

Postmodernism’s critique of rationalism leads to a more intuitive, person-orientated, 

phenomenological/experiential approach - so important when students are dealing with issues of 

second language identity (see next chapter). Postmodernism’s critique of rationalism takes teachers 

away from inscribing grammar rules on the chalkboard and into the role of stimulating active 

discussion in order to put students’ language skills into active practice. 

 

However - postmodernism should not mean ‘anything goes’. Teachers justifying ‘blagged’ 

lessons as DOGME, or postmodern lessons, should re-appraise what language is being taught and 

how this is helping the development of students English language skills. This is not an easy teaching 

option to take. 

 

 _____________________________________________________________ 

 

    ‘To go fast, go alone.  To go far, go together.’  (African Proverb)          

 

 

A blanket of fog lies across the field outside my window, its cold embrace engulfing the two plane 

trees just beyond my garden gate.  The birds don’t twitter so merrily this morning, but fly out from 

the hedges in twos and threes on hurried jaunts to find breakfast.  Mine is downstairs in the kitchen 

cupboard. I must go down. The kettle on the stove is whistling tea.  

 

 

                            Wind blows 

 

                            Branch bows 

 

                            River flows 

 

                            Fire burns - itself out.  

 

 

                        *** 

 

 



 

Facebook Comments - Ethics and Sustainable Business 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“All big companies now go through the 

motions, but ethical and sustainable don't 

really pay and business is about profit. And 

profit is what our society respects, 

unfortunately. But - back to the original point. 

I think it's important to remind our clients that 

there are other models of business. Who else 

but English trainers are in a position to do it? 

But if we preach, we would be out on our ears. 

Plus, our position is rarely strong enough to 

pick and choose our clients. This last one is 

something we should be working on.”  
                                       Helen Waldron 

 

 

 

 

 

“I think we have to be realistic; if all companies tried 

to clean up their act both in terms of trying to be 

'more' ethical / sustainable - wouldn't that make quite 

an impact on the world? Hence, as teachers, I believe 

we have a responsibility to attempt to raise 

awareness of these issues…” 

 

“Even if our students come from a strong profit-

driven mindset and work for the 'nasties', a slight 

shift in their mindset as a result of discussing these 

issues can make a difference.” 

                                                      Julie Kacmaz 

 

 

 

“Yes, I agree that we do need to look at 

our practices as a profession. I can't 

spontaneously think of other areas in 

addition to ethical handling of needs 

analyses data or copyright infringement, 

but I'm sure the list goes on.         

                                                                                                          

                                    Mike Hogan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Let me add some unethical elements from my long 

career in ELT. NO NAMES! Being made to teach a 

two-year old on mother's lap even though I said it 

would not work! Being told my social security was 

paid and given fake tax / social security paperwork. 

Not getting paid and asked if I was married and 

couldn't a man pay my rent. Being given only 

photocopies of books that were continually copied 

illegally. That's a few for you to have a giggle. I'll 

add more later.”                                                                                                                                              
                                                   Anonymous 

 

 

 
 

“There are companies that take CSR 

very seriously. Timberland, from 

everything I have heard from those 

working there or read about them online, 

has some ground-breaking initiatives in 

this area. They give staff paid leave to do 

charity work or take part in ecological 

projects. I have used this example in BE 

courses and we discuss the possibilities 

of other companies doing this as well.”                  
                                                                  

                        Margorie Rosenberg 

 

 

 

 
“I don’t know what is meant by ‘business models’, but 

I strongly believe that such ethical values and attitudes 

as trust, loyalty and integrity must be not only 

discussed in our classes, but also cherished by BE 

teachers’ behavior and teaching. What I mean is that 

we must ‘teach what we preach’. The matter is 

sometimes it’s easier to discuss distant case studies, but 

it’s much more difficult to raise our own and students’ 

self-awareness and reflect honestly on our words and 

our personal actions and behavior.” 

                                                       Anonymous 



 

Anecdotes: Students 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

It’s my son’, my student explained, ‘he’s suffering at 

school.  At home he only wants to play computer games. 

He’s a real addict.  And because he sits up late at night 

on his computer, he falls asleep in class.’ 

   ‘And your husband?’ I asked.   

   ‘He’s in America a lot at the moment on business.’ 

   I then had a view beyond the company walls, into a 

private life and tensions within.   

‘I have great rapport with all my 

workers’, the CEO explained, ‘we 

have monthly meetings to discuss 

issues and I do everything possible to 

make them happy’. 

      ----------------------------- 

‘The CEO?’ the HR manageress 

snorted one week later in her lesson, 

‘Oh - he never listens to anyone, just 

tells everyone what he wants from 

them once a month and then doesn’t 

like it when they complain’. 
First lesson: ‘Can we just speak in French for 5 

mins before we start?’ one executive student 

asked. I agreed and he expounded on his 

‘blockage’ problem which was preventing his oral 

communication.  

  We then switched to English - and again he 

expounded on his ‘blockage’ problem preventing 

his oral communication.  

   ‘You said you felt blocked in communicating in 

English?’ I then queried 15 mins later. 

  ‘oh yes’, he said sounding surprised, ’so I did!’ 

 

 

 

 

 

The company had been taken over by an 

American company and the issue of 

combining American and French taxation 

systems to their accounting needed to be 

discussed.  During our 1:1 lesson we had 

gone over the vocabulary of items on the 

balance sheets and she had elaborated well. 

But these were issues she needed to discuss 

with her American counterparts - by phone. 

   ‘Can we continue our discussion,’ I 

suggested, ‘but imagine it is on the phone?’    

   It was a tentative approach. She froze.  

  ‘Not by phone,’ she said, ‘never’. 

   Next two lessons she cancelled.  

   It took a year to build up her confidence;   

but, step-by-step, we did it. Now she’s fine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

A top manager’s mobile phone rang mid-lesson. 

He apologized, and then answered it. As I politely 

waited I saw his countenance change. The call 

ended and he sat in silent. 

  ‘Everything OK?’ I queried. 

  ‘No,’ he replied, ‘I was just told to leave the 

premises within an hour, or this man would come 

and kill me with his Kalashnikov.’ 

  Here endeth the lesson.  

 

 

 

 

I arrived 5 mins early before an in-

company group lesson. I rang the 

buzzer and an admin. manageress 

answered. 

  ‘You’re early’, she said, 

  ‘Yes, by 5 minutes,’ I replied. 

  ‘Well, come back in 5 minutes then, 

she said, and shut the door in my face.  

  Most, but not all, companies are 

welcoming. 

 

 

 

 

 

  After complimenting a 1:1 student on her progress: 

 ‘Thanks. But I still find it difficult to enter into 

conversations or participate in meetings,’ she said, 

  ‘But you speak very well with me,’ 

  ‘Oh, with you - that’s different’ she responded with a 

nonchalant flick of her hand. 

  I stood up and opened the door - just a little. She 

looked shocked. 

  ‘What are you doing, she said, ‘people will hear us!’ 

  ‘And…?’ 

   Ten minutes later the ajar door was forgotten and a 

step had been made.  



 

Anthropology & TEFL: Rubbing shoulders:  

 

So - what are the parallels between anthropology and TEFL? Can we delve deeper on this? 

 

Ok - so, focusing in on the anthropology/TEFL dualism - ‘Change’, within anthropology, is not 

limited to subject matter, but also to practice. As: ‘The subject of the 21st century with roots as old 

as human history’ (Hendry, J & Underwood, S. 2012. op cit.), anthropology has turned through 

many epistemological paradigms, then turned and turned again. ‘Stepping off the colonial veranda 

and mucking in with the natives’ (a practice first accredited to Bronislaw Malinowski) became 

standard practice in the 1950s and progressively anthropology has become more and more a co-

operative endeavour. The ‘practice of anthropology’ is now a symbiosis of give-and-take in which 

creative dialogues, rather than academic monologues, define and determine cultural identity.  The 

‘people’ are given a voice and a stage on which to express that voice, through the books, 

documentaries, music etc. that they, largely, help make.  

 

   ‘Change’, within the practice of English language teaching, is also well-documented.  From Lily’s 

grammar guide (first published: 1534), through Greek/Latin/ English dual translations, to the ‘series 

method’; the ‘audio-lingual method’; the ‘silent method’ and the ‘lexical method’, to more learner-

centred methods, ‘communicative learning’ and ‘blended Learning’ (see Howatt, A.P.R & 

Widdowson, H.G. 2004). Currently, so it appears, ‘DOGME’ is at the forefront of modern teaching 

practice blogosphere discussions with many debates centring on the more academic question of 

whether this is a ‘method’ or an ‘approach’. Nevertheless, the dissemination of knowledge, skills, 

experience, ideas, and resources through internet sites, webinars, forums, conferences, training 

courses and publications is a constant flow within the English language teaching profession, helping 

to fine-tune teaching practice.  

 

   ‘Change’, within the global domain of English language teaching is also well-documented (e.g. 

Graddol, D. 2006).  Whereas Great Britain once ruled the waves with imperialist policies that 

established the English language throughout the commonwealth, ‘this green and pleasant land’ no 

longer rules the worldwide roost. The remit of the British Council (founded 1940) to ‘promote 

abroad a wider appreciation of British culture and civilisation by encouraging the study and use of 

the British language (Martin, L & Garnet, J. 1997. my italics), is less key to the study of the English 

language than it once was. And whilst over one billion people are said to be learning English, 300 

million actively, with more Chinese people speaking English than English people (Bryson, B. 1990), 

the English language commonly being spoken is a creolized lingua-franca (Graddol, D. 1996). That 

is to say, English is largely being learnt as a language of communication between non-native 

speakers of English with an accompanying swing in emphasis from the native to the non-native 

teachers of English and less emphasis on learning English in order to learn about  

 



 

‘British culture and civilisation’. In this post-colonial era, the Queen’s English with R.P 

pronunciation and a mix of expression from ‘The Bard’ and ‘The King James Bible’ doesn’t quite 

have the weight it once had.  

 

   ‘Change’, within English language teaching content is also being observed (Graddol, D. op cit) - 

not just in terms of 21st century subject areas, but also in diversification in ways to teach English. 

This calls for polyvalent teachers, jacks-of-all-trades, who have intellectual fingers in many pies. 

And this calls to mind, again, the recent debates concerning CLIL (Content and Language Integrated 

Learning), in which educational topics are taught in the English language, in schools and 

universities, to ‘kill two birds with one stone’ (i.e. English language studies and other subjects) - a 

time and cost-saving approach founded by David Marsh and Anne Maljers (1994), and adopted by 

the ‘Commission of European Communities’ (2003). The debates focus on the ultimate quality of 

language teaching through CLIL; whether CLIL leads to another nail in the coffin of indigenous 

languages being hammered in; and whether, or not, CLIL greatly enhances students’ motivation to 

learn.  On this important latter point, Professor David Marsh states a categorical ‘yes’ (International 

House Journal. issue 26).  

 

     This debate is on-going and the jury is still out. Yet, whilst this article pays homage to such an 

important debate (found on many internet sites), this work’s focus is on subject-content ‘already 

known’ by language students/teachers, and in developing the abilities to communicate this 

knowledge in English. This work, thus, is less concerned with the teaching of subject-matter to 

school/university students, but with teaching English to adults with social and professional 

experience. It’s more about sharing, than imparting knowledge; more about discussion than 

instruction; a more egalitarian and democratic proposition. This work suggests that considering 

teachers as centralized fonts or providers of knowledge is a central premise (post-) modern teaching 

practice should address. I understand that is often does.       

 

    Furthermore, considering the skills, knowledge and experience that teachers do have (this work 

suggests), and putting them to full use, should be a central ethic and practice of language training 

schools.  In this regard, there is much (I believe) work to be done.  

 

   In a word (or a just few), English language teaching is, like anthropology, a cross-cultural, 

interactional activity.  Many resources, approaches and methods, exist as teaching aids to help 

teachers prepare students for socio-professional cross-cultural contacts; whether to acquire practical 

survival skills in Anglophone countries or to gain the English language competences necessary to 

read, learn, listen, and discuss all manner of subjects – in English.  English language, being a primary 

conduit to express identity in international exchanges, is sought by students to express their needs 

and their identities, not those of the English language teacher. 

 

 



 

So, considering the value of multi-disciplinary approaches, is the teaching English language open 

to anthropological ideas? Yes, the two fields are really not so different and the recent debates 

concerning DOGME show that they already have a lot in common.   

 

For example, according to Scott Thornbury (2009), the central tenets of DOGME are that: 

 

• Learning is experiential and holistic 

• Conversation is central 

• Language skills are co-constructed between teacher and learner 

• The learner’s voice, beliefs and knowledge are accepted 

• Student produced material is preferable to published material 

• DOGME is compatible with reflexive teaching. 

 

Best summed up as: ‘Teaching should be done using only what teachers and students bring to the 

classroom’.   (Thornbury,S. 2009. My italics).  

 

Compare this to the core principles of anthropology which stress the importance of:  

 

• Participant observation & informal interviews 

• Importance of indigenous knowledge 

• Long term contact with ‘subjects’ to ‘get to know them well’ 

• Micro-sociological analysis, on the individual level  

• Reflexivity.  

 

Individually, each of the two fields (anthropology and English language teaching), employ 

specific techniques. For example, DOGME practitioners use the term ‘scaffolding’ to describe the 

process of building up students’ English language skills piecemeal, as the need arises, whilst 

anthropologists have methodological and theoretical models to help them approach their projects 

and structure their reflections. Also in common, just as previous English language teaching 

methodologies are not completely thrown out with the bath water but may at times serve a purpose; 

similarly, previous anthropological concepts may again re-surface to help explain contemporary 

cultural customs, behaviours or issues.  

 

   But the key comparable notion of both disciplines is the centralizing and empowering of 

the student/subject, disenfranchising the teacher/anthropologist from a central, controlling position 

of power. This is where the non-judgemental, non-ethnocentric, experiential, phenomenological, 

humane, person-centred approach lies.   

 

 

 



 

   A basic awareness of this elicits the fact that socio-cultural structures and organizations 

are not static, as some pedagogical English language learning texts imply by not digging deeper 

beneath the surface. On the contrary, human agency (activity) plays a constant role in defining, 

challenging, modifying, and creating meaning and identity within all aspects of socio-professional 

life.  Understand this and issues of ‘company culture’ and hierarchical ‘organograms’ become more 

interesting to discuss with business students.  And these are the areas business students will discuss, 

given half the chance, because these are their real issues impacting on their real lives. For example, 

whilst glass-ceilings may irk some students, a classroom airing of this issue can free up 

communication, develop fluency, and pull-in vocabulary required to express a personal stance. Of 

course, these are also the ‘crunch points’ upon which anthropologists’ ears will particularly prick 

up.    

 

So, English language teaching is up to speed on issues of post-modernity?  

 

Speaking for the 10.2 million TEFL teachers in the world (Razavi, L.2013) is rather like 

speaking for all the restaurant owners, chefs and waiters/waitresses in the world: a ridiculous idea, 

but a rather poignant parallel considering the global variety and the lack of centralizing, co-

ordinating, administrative bodies for both restaurants and language schools.   But yes, at an academic 

level, researchers, such as applied linguist David Graddol (op.cit), have published articles and 

papers on the changing face of TEFL in this epoch of post-modernity - presuming that you accept 

the designation of the world as having entered a postmodern stage.  David Graddol, in fact, heralded 

the adoption of CLIL in modern teaching practice as a ‘seismic shift’ (IATEFL. 2009). Hence major 

pedagogical change, it appears, is underfoot and reflected upon through journal articles, conference 

speeches and intellectual discourse.  

 

This does not mean to say that all previous English language teaching techniques are defunct 

or that older anthropological theories serve no purpose today.  Listening skills can still be honed 

through regular listening practice, and by employing appropriate listening skills exercises and 

techniques. And then there are those students who actually ‘like’ studying grammar!  Likewise, 

Marxist theorists still have a voice and sing the same song; albeit in a modern guise, whilst cultural 

diffusionism and structuralism theories within anthropology still, also, get a regular re-dusting. 

 

So, one might ask, with such parallels between TEFL and anthropology, what can anthropology, as 

an approach, add to the practice of teaching English as a foreign language? 

 

The answer, I believe, relates to the subjective appreciation of our students in deepening our 

understanding of them as individuals with histories, friends and families; with needs, wants, hopes, 

motivations, passions, worries, anxieties; with skills, knowledge and interests; and with  

 

 



 

varied outlooks or philosophies on life.  It also relates to all that is contained in the domestic or 

professional lives surrounding our students. Really, there is no limit. Physically, people occupy tiny 

spaces in enormous personal universes. 

 

      This implies having an open and curious mind - a questioning mind that really seeks to make 

personal contact with our students whilst intuitively also reacting to non-verbal semiotic signals we 

receive from them.  Bronislaw Malinowski reportedly asked hundreds of ‘damn-fool questions’ - so 

his subjects later recalled. That is a large part of the arsenal of TEFL techniques too - especially for 

telephone and 1:1 lessons as we prompt out students to communicate. We learn from them, as they 

teach us, in their learning English program. Teachers learn and students teach.  

 

     More philosophically, this approach relates to having a ‘phenomenological’ outlook in terms of 

getting close to who students really are as individuals. It’s central to the anthropological, 

ethnographic approach and resultant of spending long time studies with people(s) in getting to know 

them well: Malinowki spent over two years living with his Trobriande Islanders - or ‘Argonauts of 

the South Pacific’, as he titled his ethnographic work (1922). The earlier work, ‘How Native think’, 

by fellow anthropologist Levy-Bruhl (1910), may today sound colonial and archaic but the concept 

greatly influenced the development of anthropology and led the field away from its 19th century 

evolutionary, Eurocentric, superior models of thought. This broader appreciation of varying ways 

of being, very briefly stated, involves the ‘phenomenological outlook’. 

 

Phenomenology: 

 

    Now, I quickly add, don’t be put off by this high-faluting word ‘phenomenology’ Let me quickly 

define it before we see its relevance to TEFL:  

 

       “Phenomenology is the study of human experience and of the way things present  

       themselves to us in or through such experience”.  (Sokolowki, R. 2000. my italics) 

 

      Of course, like all ‘philosophies’ this one too plumbs great intellectual depths, particularly in 

seeking to understand ‘the human experience’.  Prior to being incorporated into the anthropologists’ 

modus operandi it was a new branch of philosophy founded by Edward Husserl (1859-1938) and 

followed up by Martin Heidegger (op cit.) in directing their attentions away from the rationalist, 

‘Lockean’, philosophies of the enlightenment and back to the ancient Greek philosophies of Plato 

and the pre-Socratics who were primarily concerned with issues on ‘the nature of being’. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

     But we don’t need to go too far down that road, except to say that Husserl explained 

consciousness as implying being conscious ‘of’ something; applying the technical term 

‘intentionality’ taken from the work of psychologist Brentano (1838-1917).  And intentionality - 

being conscious ‘of’ something, and forming a mental impression of that something - is culturally 

influenced. Take a foggy scene, for example, where subjective feelings incurred by past experiences 

of observers construe the scene in different ways.  

 

    Incidentally, Husserl and Heidegger differed in that Husserl imagined an a priori ‘beyond reality’ 

zone of ‘Absolute Being’ in a universally true consciousness, all very Hegelian and theological, 

whereas Heidegger differed by saying that realities were grounded in human consciousness and 

individual ‘being-in-the-world’ (i.e. ontology).   

 

    Now, enough of the philosophy! Let’s transfer this discussion back to the classroom where, 

translated to the TEFL context this phenomenological approach means establishing real personal 

links with students in seeking to ‘see’ them from a multitude of angles and viewpoints; understand 

empathically their ‘beings’; mirror back these perceptions, and help them overcome personal, 

ontological, identity issues in learning a second language.  Simultaneously, in establishing such a 

symbiotic relationship, we encourage student to bounce ideas around as they explore their lives and 

worlds, in English.  Really? Yes, I believe so.  And within the EFL classroom, as in the 

anthropological field, this involves discourse. Discourse is defined in various ways. In the narrower 

sense it is about language.  

 

To quote from David Block’s work on ‘Second Language Identities’ (2004): Discourse - 

 

            ‘…refers both to the production of knowledge…and the way that knowledge  

              is institutionalized…’ (du Gay, 1996) 

 

     More broadly defined, discourses- 

 

           ‘…are ways of being in the world, or forms of life which integrate words, acts, values,  

             beliefs, attitudes and social identities, as well as gestures, glances, body positions,  

            and clothes….’ (Gee, 1996) 

 

    And further defined, discourse - 

 

    ‘…comprises all forms of meaningful semiotic human activity seen in connection with social, 

cultural, and historical patterns and developments of use.’ (Blommaert, 2005) 

 

 

 



 

    Yes, this is treading into areas of second language identities that David Block refers to as requiring 

further research, as mentioned in the introduction. However, EFL teachers are constantly engaged 

in discourse with their students, linguistically and semiotically - whether consciously or not. EFL 

teachers develop their own approaches, through time and experience, to issues pertaining to 

discourse.  Perhaps researchers should ask them what these are.  

 

     A personal example may help to clarify this point. These are my personal thoughts concerning a 

particular discourse issue I frequently come across within Business English learning. I would be 

more than happy to hear other perspectives on this - I am not pretentious enough to believe that I 

alone have the correct answers. I do note, however, concerning ‘Teachers perspectives on Language 

Learning Psychology’ (LLP) that ‘no research has been undertaken in this area’ (Gkonou, C & 

Daubney, M.2014); which supports David Block’s understanding of the need for further research.  

However, considering that - I quote in full: 

 

“Language learning psychology (LLP) is ‘concerned with mental experiences, 

processes, thoughts, feelings, motives, and behaviours involved in language 

learning’ (Mercer et al. 2012/2). In fact, Stevick (1980:4) suggests success in 

language learning depends ‘less on material, techniques and linguistic analyses, 

and more on what goes on and between people in the classroom’”.  

                                                        (Gkonou, C & Daubney, M. 2014. my italics)       

                                                       

… it seems essential to discuss with teachers about what ‘goes on between people in the classroom’. 

This is the ‘inter-experience’: ‘the crux of social phenomenology’ (Laing, R.D. 1967).  

I offer, therefore, my thoughts; not as a TEFL researcher - but as a front-line TEFL teacher. 

Academic research questionnaires are one thing, fleeting interviews another. But when ‘bridging 

the gap between teacher discourse and researcher discourse would appear to be a desirable goal’ 

(Gkonou, C & Daubney. ibid) - well, here goes:  

 

Symptom: Blockages 

 

Some students who are able to engage in conversation in class-room settings, in particular (in my 

experience) those who opt for 1:1 lessons, find expression blocked outside of those lessons. This is 

particularly onerous for those needing to attend international meetings; participate in 

teleconferences, or communicate by telephone. 

 

Diagnosis:  

 

Discourse is both verbal and semiotic. As much as we communicate with words, we communicate 

by body language, facial signals, dress codes and other accoutrements that display our personas 

 



 

 (Gee, J.P. 1996. Blommaert, J. 2005. ibid). Take away students’ L1 language and their semiotic 

codes, by changing their identities into language learners striving to communicate in English, in 

international discussions (!), can be like pulling the identity carpet from under their feet. They are 

being ‘re-positioned’ into positions of ‘doubt and uncertainty’ (Mercer, K.1990) possibly causing 

a ‘destabilization of the individual’s sense of self’ (Block, D. op.cit).   

 

    The resultant ‘ambivalence of identity’ is extensively discussed in the academic literature (David 

Block also cites:  Ellis, A. 1996. Bauman, Z. 1991; Papastergiadis, N. 2000; Simmel, 1950, Giddens, 

A. 1991). Yet, how do we deal with this as daily EFL teachers whilst waiting for the results of future 

research to come through - if that ever filters down to the classroom?  

 

Prognosis (personal thoughts): 

 

There is the opinion that second language (L2) learning requires students being socialized into the 

L2 culture. This relates to the ‘Sapir-Whorf’ theory (1929) concerning the link between language 

and culture, or ‘linguistic determinism’ (i.e. language shapes our view of reality), and the reverse is 

also argued to be the case (i.e. the frequently cited 92 Eskimo words for snow).   

 

      Two problems exist with this theory, when applied to TEFL for business English students.    

 

1) English language students are rarely preparing to enter Anglophone cultures. 

2) English language students are more commonly preparing to engage with non-native  

        speakers. 

 

    In practice (I speak personally), business English students have acquired the semiotic 

accoutrements, relative to their cultures, required to perform their professional duties i.e. they adopt 

and integrate ‘ways of being’ relative to their professional posts. In their own native cultures, this 

includes their native languages (L1). The two (language and culture) operate together, 

professionally, for the ‘Preservation of Self’ (Goffman, 1959) - in their professional posts.  This 

symbiosis creates their professional personas. Applied together, professional students feel secure in 

their professional identities. 

 

     When operating in a second language (L2), one half of the self-supporting identity equation is 

lacking: Unease results. The question facing EFL teachers is thus: How do we guide our students 

back into positions of feeling at ease? This is a question of language and semiotics. But since it is 

the language side that students feel is lacking, we strengthen their display of non-verbal semiotics. 

Personally, step-by-step is my approach. I give students opportunities to display their native 

semiotic codes (e.g. symbols of authority and position); treat them with professional respect, and 

give them opportunities to display their skills and knowledge.  I believe (without academic 

 



 

 research) in giving students opportunities to teach the teacher: Teachers learn and students teach. I 

quote the view of psychiatrist Oliver Sacks concerning the importance of ‘intimate’ relations in 

restoring speech after a speech disorder: aphasia - the loss of speech: 

 

          ‘…the therapist and her relationship with the patient, a relationship which 

involves not only musical and vocal interaction but physical contact, gesture, 

imitation of movement and prosody - is an essential part of the therapy… This 

intimate working together…depends on mirror neurons throughout the brain which 

enable the patient not only to imitate but to incorporate the actions and abilities of 

others’. (Sacks, O. 2008) 

 

   Mimesis, or mimicking, is as essential in this psychotherapeutic language restoring context as it 

was in acquiring language at the dawn of civilization (Mithen, S. 1994).  In both situations it 

requires/required a close intimate relationship through which mirror neurones play/played their 

active roles. This is the phenomenological side of TEFL in which learning is symbiotic. Personal 

contact is needed; more so to help overcome identity issues. Dealing with self-identity crises, loss 

of confidence and blockage is a personal issue which requires a sensitive, empathic relation between 

teacher and student to help them overcome their difficulty.  It is an intimate, synergistic process.  

The involvement of mirror neurones within this process has begun to receive scientific interest (e.g. 

Zarr, N, Ferguson, R Glenberg, A.M. 2013. Neuroscience News), but this is all very recent and 

largely concerned with primary language acquisition – whether as children or as homo sapiens. 

Research into the action of mirror neurones on second language acquisition has not yet touched 

base.  You saw it here first! 

 

    EFL Teachers play an active role in second language acquisition in constructing bridges between 

the virtual classroom world and real business world. Classroom confidence building, behind closed 

doors, is a first step. The second step may be to leave the door ajar. Other steps may include 

discussions in communal areas such as coffee machines and canteens, inviting colleagues (yours or 

theirs) into conversations. Calling English speaking colleagues on the in-house phone and preparing 

for appraisals with understanding English speaking bosses may take the process further towards the 

end goal.  

 

       Finally, we deal with those international meetings (actual or teleconference). Students are now 

conscious that they’re dealing with this issue.  Their blockage issues have been discussed and aired 

(‘a problem shared is a problem halved’).  Their professional ‘beings’ are put on hold as they work 

(in this inter-cultural, hybridized context), like everybody else, on their professional ‘becomings’ 

(Heidegger, M. op. cit).  But, through developing language skills and taking steps to openly put 

these skills into practice (first in the intimate setting of a private lesson with a teacher and then 

moving out into more public domain), new target language identities plus old, everyday  

 



 

semiotic codes are co-habiting.  In fact, their professional semiotic codes are their back-ups and all 

colleagues have these. That is common knowledge.  That is business convention. That is the 

professional game (Lewis, D. 1969): So really, there’s nothing to be embarrassed about.  

  

    Strangely, however, few English teachers are present during those ‘real’ professional encounters 

and I find this rather like a football coach not being present to observe players during a match. 

Students reporting back in class explain how ‘meanings are negotiated’ (Ellis.R. 1997) during 

meetings and later confirmed by e-mail messages. Again, this parallels football players reporting 

back to absent coaches after a match, for the coach to then offer criticisms and advice. Better, in my 

mind, that the teacher (like the coach) is present; at least as a participant-observer.  Yes, the real 

meeting provides the perfect learning opportunity for students to apply and develop their English 

skills; but in-class performance debriefings, as with post-football match debriefings, can serve to 

iron out problems and suggest ways to deal with encountered difficulties.  

 

   These are all personal reflexions. Other EFL teachers, no doubt, have theirs - if asked. That I know 

to be true from Facebook discussions and on this issue of ‘identity’ I quote Sheila Pearce: 

 

             “Like rose buds that blossom, learning a new language opens previously unseen layers of 

students' personalities and expressions. I will always remember seeing former Prep Year students 

trying to convince the Indian proprietors at a local cafe to allow the women to remain INSIDE 

during Muslim prayer time, rather than close up and make everyone leave for thirty minutes, before 

reopening for business. Everything they said was so at odds with what I'd been led to believe were 

traditional women's roles in Saudi society! They made request, stated reasons, rebutted his excuses, 

and stood their ground as to why the cafe should change its rules for the protection of its female 

customers instead of expecting them to stand outside in the downtown location: all in English! I 

don't know if such would have taken place in an Arabic-speaking cafe; but, was quite proud to 

witness the debate in English. So, as English L2 expands vocabulary, ideas and options, it can 

greatly benefit expanded identities of ELLs”  

                                                                                  (CELTA Graduates FB group. 2/02/2016) 

 

    So - yes, in addition to building language skills, teachers are personally involved in this student 

adaptation to second language identity process through building rapport and confidence.  And the 

phenomenological approach involves teachers being under the microscope with their students. As 

physicist Werner Heisenberg noted concerning particle physics - ‘what is observed is altered by 

what is observing it’.  In TEFL terms - that’s the teacher.  We too learn, and change, as we teach. 

(Teachers learn and students teach’.) 

 

    To re-iterate: What someone learns depends on what and how someone is taught.  The student-

teacher relationship is a symbiotic one. We learn and develop through our students, as our students  

 



 

learn and develop through us.   This can mean opening up ‘Pandora’s boxes’ through asking those 

‘damn-fool questions’ in order to encourage students to openly express their ideas and develop their 

communication skills.  It may also mean thinking outside the Pandora’s box to offer students ulterior 

perceptions concerning their working lives in order to creatively stimulate new thoughts ideas (co-

constructively created) which will then challenge their verbal expression as they consider them. In 

total, it means intuitively delving into the Pandora’s box; listening intently to the students’ words 

and adding appropriate comments to show that you are listening and understanding, and maybe 

offering new perspectives to stimulate the out-flow of expression.  

 

   These TEFL ideas are far removed to the ‘teacher standing at the blackboard’ idea. They are 

certainly more in-line with the DOGME approach to English language teaching, whilst adding the 

seasoning of the anthropological approach.  

 

   For an example on this process to make the point - here’s a simple idea Take the word ‘table’. Ok, 

let’s narrow it down and take the collocation ‘kitchen table’. It’s a simple term that can easily be 

translated into most language of the world - if not all. But, of course, language has meaning beyond 

the simplest definitions. A ‘kitchen table’ may simply be an object with a flat top and four legs but 

here, in the box below, are some ideas that may arise from this word table - inviting the ‘thick 

description’ (Geertz, C. 1973) to emerge and the multi-perspective, or phenomenological 

interpretation, the chance to breathe that it deserves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   That’s a simple example from a simple every day term. But I remember being just a few months 

into my TEFL career and listening to a Director of Studies prepare another teacher for business  

    

 

 

 

      

That’s a simple example from a simple every day term. But I remember being just a few months 

into my TEFL career and listening to a Director of Studies prepare another teacher for business 

English lessons. And I remember being rather impressed as I heard all the areas that this teacher 

could explore with her new client through - getting him to explain his company and its structure;  

 

 

Description - Dimensions, material, number of places etc. 

Laying the table - Who sits where? A ‘head of the table’? table cloth/ mats? Object on table? 

Provenance - Bought (where? why this one?) or inherited (from whom?) 

Meals - Alone/together? Who prepares what/which? Who decided what to eat? Regular times?  

Meal time rituals - Special on Sunday/feast day? Different with guests present? Who serves? 

                               Who carves the meat? Saying grace? Always eat at table? All start together? 

                                Behaviour of children at table; Controlling table discussions; Etiquette 

Other kitchen table activities - Homework? Discussing? Needlework? Jigsaws? Games? 

Centrality of table to family life - Important? Not important?  

Typical meal time conversations: Recounting the day, friends & family, work, studies… 

Meal time expressions: Pass the salt, Would you like..? Can I have more….?  

Favorite childhood memory of family meal at kitchen table? 

Best meal eaten/cooked at/on the kitchen table? 

Activities: Table auctions, ‘Call my bluff’ on table idiom, brainstorm table activities, design       

                   a portable multi-purpose camping table, internet research (e.g.encyclopedia.com) 

                       _______________________________________________ 

 

           Just some quick ideas which, of course, can each be further expanded upon.  

 

 

 

 



 

the location of the headquarters and the various branches; when it was founded and by whom and 

when it was floated on the stock market; its product range, product lines, the production area, and 

production techniques; its market share and market penetration; its supply chain from manufacturers 

of raw materials to transportation and delivery; its competitors; its strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities and threats (SWOT) etc. etc.  In fact, when my time came to start teaching business 

related subjects, to avoid being cerebrally swamped by having so much information to check out 

and with so many possible roads to explore with my students; I created language mind maps to help 

guide me through my lessons.  I then had logical lines of questioning to follow. And so helpful were 

these in my early teaching days that I continued to use them; either by writing them out on paper or 

by having them fixed in my mind through innumerable lessons as I earned my spurs as a business 

English teacher.  Now, I find ways to do them with students for their own aide-memoires - as many 

other teachers do. 

 

       Yes, this inquisitive approach is very DOGME. Yet, it’s also a way of thinking that one 

develops and is related to one’s own personal, experiential self.  We learn the good questions to ask. 

We learn the questions not to ask.  We learn to show interest and even compassion for our students 

to bring out the best in them.  We learn various aspects their jobs, as they teach us about them.  We 

learn to see the areas they are having difficulties with and to find ways best suited for them to 

overcome these difficulties; which may be linguistic or more ‘psycho-linguistic’.  We learn when 

to share personal tales and the degree of appropriate intimacy to have with students.  Having good 

listening skills and being able to encourage active communication is something we acquire and 

develop. It’s a major part of being a teacher.  

 

   Such a way of (phenomenological) thinking and such ‘people skills’ are learnt through experience 

- of which teaching experience plays a part. Life experience exterior to teaching also plays a part. 

We then understand more the lived lives of others and that comes across to those we engage with - 

in this context; our students.  Again, this is where those entering the TEFL profession from other 

employment backgrounds can be invaluable to language companies. Too often we exist under the 

TEFL dome only viewing the working world through the windows provided by our students. Indeed, 

some EFL teachers enter that dome straight from education and have never experienced that other 

world of work directly. As Bronislaw Malinowski practiced - ‘getting off the veranda and mucking 

in with the natives’, in order to understand and learn from them - is also good practice in the EFL 

classroom.  

 

     In summation: Teaching is more, in this approach, than guiding students through rules of 

grammar, building their vocabulary through gap fills and games, and setting them listening 

exercises.  It’s also about building confidence to actively use those new EFL skills. It’s about 

encouraging and motivating students to progress in their EFL studies because they enjoy the total, 

holistic experience of their studies and they want to express to others who they are and what they  

 



 

do. It’s about perceptions of self-identity, which mother-tongue languages naturally and 

unconsciously promote, but which may flounder in passing through the cultural/language shock of 

learning to exist in another language. Teachers may then be the important lifelines to help students 

regain dry land. This is one area where the anthropological/phenomenological approach can blend 

with DOGME in the practice of TEFL.   

 

Ritual: 

 

      A second area involves those more traditional topics of anthropology developed to examine 

‘archaic’ societies (for want of a better word).  With anthropology’s focus now ‘On the Front line’ 

(McClancey, J. op cit) and examining all types of society in today’s 21st century, including the 

business world (Jordan, A.T. 2004. op cit.), its approach can also be directed to the world of TEFL.  

One such traditional example is ritual - to which TEFL teachers the world over are familiar with in 

the routine process of greeting students.  In the Business English context this often involves polite 

greetings, then offers and acceptances of tea/coffee, and a few minutes engaged in small talk before 

entering a teaching room and getting down to the business of teaching and learning.  Yet, the making 

drinks and idly chatting, is more than the inane routine.  Such a greeting ritual symbolizes something 

of deeper importance.  The ritual shows respect and acceptance of students in re-establishing 

teacher/students relations as students step over a line between their own linguistic cultures to that 

of their chosen target language.  Anthropologically speaking it’s a rite of passage involving the 

departure from L1 language culture, the transition between L1 and L2 language cultures, and 

incorporation into L2 language cultures; the three universally recognized steps integral to all rituals 

(Van Gennep, A. 1960).  Teachers relaxing in staff room as they await the arrival of students should 

appreciate the change in behaviour that occurs when their students arrive as they put on their 

teaching hats and go out to greet them. For teachers too, it’s an experiential change: A change in 

identity from off-duty to on-duty.  

 

    In fact, when you come to think of it, there are many varied occasions within TEFL life which 

come under the rubric of ritual.  Perhaps they’re within group lessons as students learn what 

behaviour is expected of them, and a group mentality evolves with ‘selves’ being abnegated for the 

class ‘collectivity’ - or ‘collective conscience’ as sociologist Emile Durkheim termed it (1893. op 

cit.).  Or perhaps the ritual is outside the classroom at the coffee machine, or during cigarette ‘time-

outs’, when there are recognized signals for all to traipse out and then back in again.  Ritual is 

unavoidable in TEFL.  On the positive side, people know where they are and what they’re supposed 

to do; hence they feel comfortable and can concentrate on their learning. On the negative side, some 

argue, fixed patterns of behaviour do not challenge conceptions and may thus inhibit the language 

learning process as variety of paired and group work actively stimulates learning minds (as taught 

by my CELTA trainer many years ago).   

 

 



 

 

        So - taken in the broader sense, students are all undergoing this rite-of-passage through their 

language training. It is intrinsic to the learning process. Teachers guide students over language level 

borders in an analogical way to high-priests guiding neophytes though coming-of-age ceremonies. 

Mid-process, in the transition zone between language lack and language acquisition, students may 

experience insecurity, identity crisis (‘ambivalence of identity’), or blockage (previously discussed), 

which is not surprising as second language identity is in the process of being acquired. 

Anthropologically speaking, students are then in the ‘liminal zone’. 

 

      Liminality, as an anthropological issue, extrapolates on the work of Arnold Van Gennep (1960. 

ibid) who noted that initiates between ritual zones were, ‘… neither here nor there, beyond normal 

conceptions of routine identity, and also the conceptions of behaviour, rule, time, and space that 

accompanied identity’ (in Rapport, N & Overing, J. 2004. op cit. my italics).  Consider, in 

comparison, students in lessons outside of their ‘normal’ daily lives.  

 

    Further discussion on liminality includes the work of Max Gluckmann (1963) - who noted tension 

releasing ‘rites-of resistance’ in African investiture rituals; Mary Douglas (1966) - who defined 

liminal zones as being ‘polluting, dangerous, and powerful’ requiring ‘hard lines and clear 

concepts’, plus a ‘common urge to make a unity of all their experience’; Victor Turner (1964) - who 

observed African Ndembu initiation rituals involving ‘great changes in behaviour’ in which 

initiates were ‘shocked out of complacency within existing identities and prepare to adopt new 

identities (in being) prepared to learn and adopt new perspectives on life and themselves’, and 

coined the term ‘communitas’ to describe the collective feeling experienced in jointly going through 

such an experience together. (all quotes: Rapport, N & Overing, J. ibid).   

 

    Comparisons with the EFL classroom seem evident.  Rituals are a designed blend of inter-active 

theatrics dosed with symbolic meaning.  However, they are no idle game. They promote transitions 

out of comfort zones, through learning zones, into new identities - as second language proficient 

students. Ceremonial participants voluntarily follow a ritual plan as if reading through the script of 

a play and students readily follow teachers’ lesson plans.  They appreciate the inter-structural 

rigidity. DOGME only works if students believe there is a method to this more free-play, semi-

improvised approach.  Ritual designers in religious or magical setting are the priests, pastors, imams, 

rabbis, witch-doctors, gurus… etc.  In TEFL, ritual designers are the teachers. 

 

Exchange: 

 

    A third, more polemical area is exchange i.e. financial remuneration, and as has been well-and-

truly stated countless times - TEFL is not a career path if making money is one’s guiding ethos. 

Nevertheless, TEFL is a profession, and so one could expect to receive a professional remuneration.  

 



 

    Here (below) are some approximate remuneration statistics from my personal experience of TEFL 

in France (13 years).  Work in France is predominantly providing business English training to 

companies. A small percentage of teachers work in universities: Usually part-time. A very small 

percentage of bilingual teachers, those with the French teaching certificate, work in schools. 

Business English teaching is seasonal, almost grinding to a halt in summer, which explains the large 

variation in the independent income: There is no fixed salary. Administration time, however, is 

higher, including lesson feedbacks which are important (I feel) to establish good relations, and 

reputation, to keep new contracts flowing in.  

 

    France is not a standard benchmark for TEFL remunerations around the world. However, these 

approximate values seem to be reflected around the world. I’m open to correction on this, 

particularly following a recent Facebook comment from a teacher working for a very well-known 

English language company in Algeria receiving the equivalent of £200 a month. The minimum wage 

in France (SMIC) is 1, 457.52 per month gross. 

 

Work Time Employee for language 

company (time per month) 

Independent 

Lesson time 80 - 120 hrs  60 - 120 hrs  

Preparation/ admin time 20 – 40 hrs  60 hrs 

Transport time 20 – 40 hrs 20 - 40 hrs 

Total 120 – 200 hrs 140 - 220 hrs 

Remuneration (gross) 1,500 - 1,900 euros/ month 

(depending on language company) 

1,200 - 3,000 euros/month 

(depending on month. av. 2,400) 

 

 

 

      

Comparison with other 

jobs in France: 

 

 

(Source: Journaldunet.com) 

 

 

 Question:  Why are the financial rewards in TEFL so low?   

 

   Answer (France):   When working for a language company, the company requiring English 

language teaching pays around 60 euros per hour for the service.  From this amount TEFL teacher 

receives around 15 euros per hour (25%). Under French law, employers pay (approximately) an  

Job (France) Gross Income (euros) 

Car mechanic 

Plumber 

Brick layer                                        

Metro driver 

School teacher 

Nurse 

3, 850 

3, 825 

3,816 

2, 455 

2, 305 

2, 137 (average) 



 

equal amount to the government as employment tax (i.e. 25%).  This leaves the language company 

50%. A large proportion of this 50% goes towards administrative costs and salaries, office space 

rental, and overheads.   Hence, though the turnover can be high, profit margins are not so impressive. 

That’s the boss’ answer, anyway. And I recall one company turning over 2 million euros one year - 

of which 48,000 euros was profit.  So, there’s some truth in that.  In addition,  

 

France has recently introduced new regulations reducing money spent, by companies, on language 

training. Result: Some language companies are now struggling to stay afloat. So - yes, it’s a tough, 

and competitive, business.    

 

     So, to move from my specific case to the general case: Let’s compare TEFL salaries around the 

world.  Some say that this is unrealistic - that costs-of-living and teaching salaries vary too much 

around the world for any such comparison. Even within a country, salaries may vary greatly 

depending on type of school or level of teaching experience. And, it must also be stressed, that the 

life-enriching opportunities for travel and cultural exchange offered by teaching English abroad 

cannot be quantified in terms of money. For many, TEFL is one way to survive as they tour the 

world.  Yet, there are the others who meet partners and fall in love with a country enough to stay 

there. For them, to whom family life is also an important consideration, I offer a summary of this 

blog assessment (jimmyesl.com. 2015): 

 

Country            Remuneration per month + cost-of-living details      cost-of-living comparison* 

 

China                1-2.5k + housing, vacation time, health care                - 17% 

 

S.Korea             2k (non-experienced), 2.5-3k (experienced).               + 4%          

                          Housing ‘stipend’ disappearing 

 

Japan                2-2.5k         (housing 300-600 pm)                               + 50% 

Thailand           1k (housing, 200 pm, low standard of living)              - 30% 

Chile                1.5k             (housing 400 pm)                                     - 26% 

Columbia         1.2 - 1.6k    (enough to cover cost-of-living)               - 46% 

Costa Rica       1-1.2k         (salary lags behind cost-of-living)            - 4% 

Saudi Arabia    2.5-5+k     & flights + housing                                     + 14% 

 

                                                                 *expatistan.com - comparison with Lyon/France 

 

     Again it must be stressed that TEFL is a vocation.  If earning a high salary is important, either a 

different career path should be considered or the oil rich countries of the Middle East (Saudi Arabia, 

United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar) should be chosen as places to work - provided one has the 

necessary qualifications and experience required!  Whilst earning high salaries is not important for 

those teachers using the experience to help fund their travels, those who stay in the  



 

profession long-term usually do this because they find they have an affinity for the work and set 

down roots in countries where they teach. Then, financial rewards are not the principle motivation. 

 

    Motivation to work has attracted much sociological attention over the years.  It has also attracted 

the attention of company directors who see important links between motivated workers and profits.  

Hence early on, in the history of industry, business leaders took note of social researcher’s reports.    

 

     F.W. Taylor began the trend of studying this question in 1911 with the publication of his 

‘Principles of scientific management’. This was an empirical account published with the aim of 

increasing worker efficiency.  More informally, his recommendations are known as the ‘stick-and-

carrot method’ (Taylorism).  ‘Economic man’, so Taylor proposed in presuming that ‘money’ was 

the great human motivator, would earn more money for himself if his productivity could be 

maximized.  

 

    Elton Mayo, researching this question in the late 1920s, didn’t quite agree and concluded that 

other factors (namely: worker autonomy, team spirit, informal group norms, open communication 

networks, and management interest) played just as important a role as money.  This opened up a 

whole debate, including Abraham Maslow’s theory (1943) that human needs were developed 

hierarchically through human maturation.   

 

     

 

    Maturation                          Self            ----------------------------     Personal development 

                                                       Actualisation 

 

                                                    Esteem needs    --------------------------      Status, power, trust 

      

                                                  Social needs       ---------------------------     Team - working 

 

                                                 Safety needs       ---------------------------      Job security 

 

                                                Physical needs    -------------------------------  Pay and working conditions 

 

 

     Frederic Herzberg developed this idea further (1966) concluding that the five greatest motivators 

were: ‘achievement, recognition for achievement, the work itself, responsibility and advancement’.  

In contrast, the five greatest causes for worker dissatisfaction were: ‘company policy and 

administration, supervision, salary, inter-personal relations and working conditions’.  Job 

enrichment, he went on to state, came from ‘giving people the opportunity to use their abilities’ (my 

italics). 

 

  



     

 These ideas have been given a recent (1990s) boost with Japanese industrial management schemes 

- notably ‘the kaizen’ method which concentrates on ‘quality circles’.  In these, semi-autonomous 

worker units take personal care for their own parts of the manufacturing cycle. Greater autonomy, 

flexible specialization, team-building, personalisation of work space, and personal responsibility for 

manufacturing processes have now revolutionized industrial processes and company cultures 

throughout the world.   

 

   Translated into the TEFL domain there is an abundance of ideas here for language institutions to 

take on board. When predominantly profit-orientated, attention to teachers’ job-enrichment is 

consequently below par.  Hence, motivation suffers and the turnover of teachers entering and leaving 

the profession is high. Average time: 3 years.  These sociological ideas have developed side-by-side 

with the ‘rationalization’ (Weber, M. 1905. op cit.) of industrial society.  Financial remuneration is 

not the sole motivator for employees.  Working conditions; social needs; esteem needs, and self-

actualization needs (Maslow. ibid) also play a very important role.   

 

   Anthropological ideas concerning ‘exchange’, on the other hand, developed in relation to non-

industrialized, non-money economy societies. The most commonly cited (early) work on this subject 

is: ‘The Gift’ (Mauss, M. 1925).  The principle argument in this work was that ‘exchange’ (within 

‘archaic’ societies) was a ‘total social phenomenon’ (involving the obligations: to give, to receive 

and to reciprocate) in that it pervaded all aspects of society (e.g. exchanging brides, services, land, 

rank etc.) to build alliances and social solidarity.  In this, Mauss drew strongly upon his uncle’s 

sociology (Emile Durkheim) concerning ‘organic solidarity’ thereby further instituting the 

‘functionalist’ approach to anthropology. He based his ethnographic evidence largely on 

Malinowski’s report on the Trobriande Islanders’ ‘Kula ring’ (1912. op cit.) and Franz Boas’s 

reports (1888) on the competitive gift giving ‘Potlatch’ of British Columbian Indians. Moral 

obligations to give, Mauss stated, were compelled within intra-societal power relations and hence, 

gifts exchange was not purely altruistic.  Failure to respond correctly may lead to magical retribution 

- or even war.  Anthropology has built on this notion rather than detracting from it.   

 

    For a cross-cultural example wherein money culture meets non-money culture, one has only to 

think of the Spanish Conquistadors rape of the Inca civilization under Francisco Pizarro (1532-

1535).   Money, it is said, makes the world go round - or, in the words of Frederic Mishkin (US 

Federal Reserve Governer) ‘the financial system is the brain of the economy…It acts as a 

coordinating mechanism that allocates capital to its most productive uses…’ (quoted in Ferguson, 

N. 2008. my italics): And as previously discussed, investment plus scientific enlightenment, under 

the colonializing impetus of Great Britain, plus the economic benefits incurred through slavery and 

the trade in cotton, stimulated the industrial revolution of 17th-18th century England.  

 

 

 



 

    Teachers give greatly - of their time, energy, support, encouragement, pedagogy, knowledge, 

selves… that is a cliché widely known and hardly needing to be restated. Possibly, they give too 

much. Very rare it is, but not unknown, to meet teachers who justify doing the bare minimum 

because that’s all they are paid to do. Perhaps more teachers should follow this way-of-working?  

When teaching institutions follow one of the oldest rules of business ‘to buy in the cheapest market 

(low teachers’ pay) and sell in the dearest (executive companies)’ - who is responsible for quality 

of service provided if that quality is reflected by the price institutions pay teachers? Or - as is often 

quoted on Facebook comments: ‘You pay peanuts - you get monkeys’.   But, few teachers are so 

pedantic about matters. In fact, it’s difficult for them to be pedantic about such matters and so they 

get on with their jobs whilst conscientiously striving to provide as professional a service as possible. 

They then spend varying amounts of unpaid time writing, designing and preparing lessons; 

choosing, discussing, exchanging resources and teaching methods (in company or on-line); emailing 

students with feedback, corrections, material and useful internet links - in addition to administration 

and report writing. Teachers are under no obligation to do all this - but many do it.  Perhaps this is 

tied into developing ‘self-actualization’ and ‘self-esteem’ (Maslow, A. op cit.).  Perhaps teachers 

just love their work - for whilst students and language institutions also greatly profit from this extra 

input, no extra financial remuneration is received.  

 

    Students’ reciprocations, for such extra services tendered, come through teachers’ seeing their 

progress and personal appreciations for assistance given. Occasionally, there may be small parting 

gifts which can have enormous significance to the teacher.  Institutions’ reciprocations, one the other 

hand, for services provided by teachers (on their behalf), are generally kept as monetary 

remunerations.  Business is business.  Profit-margins and balancing the books are the guiding 

language institutions’ concerns. Yes, as previously stated, I’m painting general rules and don’t paint 

all institutions with the same brush. However, more support and encouragement; more 

acknowledgements of teachers’ skills; more delegation of responsibility to teachers, and more 

recognition of positive teaching results (non-financial rewards) could greatly enhance teacher 

motivation and desire to stay within the profession.  But, there is no obligation for language 

institutions to provide this. It is not part of any ‘total social phenomena’ and reciprocation for one’s 

teaching service is given as salary. So - such non-financial rewards are less often given. But in the 

instances where they are given: Teacher morale is higher, students receive better lessons, and 

teacher/language institution directors’ relations are far more positive. End of message.  

 

Language evolution:  

 

This fourth area, relating to human origins, involves the popularized notion of anthropology: The 

search for fossilized bones of prehistoric hominids. The big questions, concerning our interest in 

language, is - how did language evolve? 

 

 



 

    This is an enormous question to which there are numerous answers. Anthropologists, linguists, 

neuroscientists, palaeontologists, psychologists (et al) working on these issue exchange insights 

from their specific disciplines to reach consensus.  But consensus has not yet happened. I cite Noam 

Chomsky’s belief (1965) in an innate, ‘a priori universal grammar’ that we are all born with, as an 

example.  Daniel Everett is one researcher who doesn’t agree. In fact, he states that: ‘Chomsky is 

absolutely wrong’ (McCrum, R. 2012). After spending 30 years living in the Amazonian jungle with 

the Pirahã tribe he became fluent in a language which has a very small number of phonemes and 

which can be whistled, hummed and encoded in music in such a way that communication can occur 

without the need for consonants and vowels, but through variations in pitch, stress and rhythm 

(Everett, D. 2008).  More importantly, Everett claims Pirahã to be a language without recursion - a 

linguistic device Chomsky declared as universal and linked to human neurological hard-wiring. For 

Everett, this exception proved not the rule, but the fallacy.  Finally, to fire a last, decisive blow at 

Chomsky, he likened language to a communication problem-solving tool: ‘The rules of language 

are not innate, but spring from necessity and circumstance’ (Everett, D. 2012. my italics).  But 

linguists continue to debate his research data - and the jury is still out. That’s academic inquiry.  

 

    Neurologists concentrate on ‘speech areas’ of the brain – specifically on an area (Broca’s area) 

in the frontal lobe named after Paul Broca (1862) discovered speech loss (aphasia) occurring as a 

result of damage to this area, and an area in the left temporal lobe (Wernicke’s area) named after 

Carl Wernicke (1873) discovered speech comprehension difficulties following damage to this area. 

In practical terms, when patients suffering from aphasia are given musical therapy (‘melodic 

intonation therapy’) Broca’s area can be stimulated so that speech and language are recovered 

(Sacks, O.  2007. op cit.).  This, again, involves the action of mirror neurones.  Furthermore, Broca’s 

area, important for language production, has been shown (by analysing fossil skull endocasts) to be 

sizeably larger in Homo habilis hominids (2 million years b.p.) than for the earlier 

australopithecines such as ‘Lucy (see below) - suggesting measurable developments in language 

production over this time (Tobias, P.V. 1987. Falk, D. 1983). Not all have agreed. Steven Pinker, 

(1994) arguing in support of Chomsky’s universal grammar, proposed that language was an evolved, 

uniquely human instinct related to brain structure and that ‘no-one really knows what Broca’s or 

Wernicke’s areas are really for’ (my italics). Pinker’s ideas, however, were soon challenged (e.g. 

Sampson, G. 2012). I mention these theories simply to example the progress of scientific 

understanding by debate and counter-debate.  

 

    Geneticists, on the other hand, became excited back in 1990 when Myrna Gopnik married 

linguistics and genetics, and announced the discovery of a language gene (FOXP2). This was big 

scientific news at the time, with sensationalist reporting in the popular press suggesting that genes 

were responsible for more than physical characteristics i.e. they were also responsible for 

cultural/behavioural characteristics. Researchers then flooded in to apply for research grants,  

 

 



 

and research grants flooded out - with the result that many further investigations have been carried 

out and numerous academic papers have been published to probe deeper and deeper into this 

question. I leave the question open. Sceptical responses to the claim appear plentiful, whilst the 

claim may also hold an element of truth. Any internet search on this subject will soon drown you in 

scientific literature - if you choose to be so drowned.  

     

    But how homo sapiens (‘wise men’) came to acquire language in the first place is the big puzzle.  

In favour of the researchers is the enormous time-frame on which to place the development of 

language. From the presumed primeval grunts of our ape ancestors of 5+ million years ago through 

changing environments; control of fire and cooking (calorific intake increased brain size 

(Wrangham, R. 2009), to bipedalism and morphological change, including the structure of mouth 

and larynx, we are talking at least 4 million years. ‘Lucy’ - the well-known hominid 

(Australopithicine Afarencis) discovered in Ethiopia by Donald Johanson (1972) has been carbon 

dated to 3.5 million years b.p.  Verbal language communication by Lucy, however, in considering 

morphology and brain size, would have been minimal. Researchers place the beginning of verbal 

language later, with homo ergaster/homo heidelbergensis (circa 1.8 million years b.p.).  Steven 

Mithen (2005) describes the language acquisition process as ‘hmmmmm’; his term for - holistic, 

multi-modal, mimetic, musical and manipulative. Variations on this theme abound. Dean Falk 

(2009), for example, explored the musical and emotional baby-talk (‘motherese’) language 

developed by mothers to sooth babies once the mother became tool users and needed to set babies 

down to get on with their tasks.  Such language then developed into instruction giving. Similar is 

the theory that vocal grooming, for social bonding (i.e. gossip), became important once the size of 

social groups had grown too large for physical grooming - as has been observed among gelada 

monkeys (Aiello, L & Dunbar, R. 1993).  Reduction in sexual dimorphism (difference in 

male/female sizes) is also suggested as an instigator of language development (Mithen, S. 2006. op 

cit.).  As females caught up with males in size, female-female cooperation increased to fend off 

aggressive sexually demanding males and choose their mates. Competitive male displays through 

‘singing and dancing’ then came to the fore to win sexual access to the females. Singing for sex 

goes back a long way.  Mick Jagger is not the first to discover this technique.  

 

    Whilst the works mentioned above concentrate on the genesis of language with the arrival of 

homo sapiens, Steven Mithen’s earlier works (1994, 1996) concerned a more advanced stage of 

homo sapiens development. This was during the middle/upper Palaeolithic period (30-45,000 years 

b.p.). It was during this period, Mithen argues, that mental modularity merged and multiple 

intelligences coalesced in the brain.  As a result - a great flourishing of art symbolism (cave paintings 

etc.) and tool making (e.g. levallois technique) took place. Again, research upon this era is greatly 

inter-disciplinary: Cognitive archaeology, physical anthropology, linguistics, neuroscience, 

musicology, scientific dating, micro-biology and genetics… all come together to collectively work 

on these questions:  A modern day blending of multiple intelligences. 

 



 

     Apart from being fascinating, these studies seem a long way from the TEFL classroom. Yet - in 

learning about the origins of language, and understanding that ‘the need to communicate’ is intrinsic 

to being human (Everett, D. 2012. op cit.), providing fuel for the motor of language acquisition, are 

these studies so far removed from research into second language acquisition? Comparing Mithan’s 

‘hmmmmm’ process and the merging of multiple intelligences in homo sapiens proto-history - with 

TEFL, is insightful:  

 

 ‘Hmmmmm’ TEFL 

Holistic Expressions were learnt as whole units 

and not subdivided into ‘words’. 

Segmentation - a later stage (Wray, A. 

2002). 

Expressions also learnt as whole 

units e.g. How are you? I’d like 

some chocolate. Mind the gap. 

Multi-modal: 

 

Wide diversity of gestures and vocal 

expressions. 

Extremely wide range of 

communication possibilities. 

Mimetic: 

 

Visually and aurally copying - creation 

and production of sounds. 

Drilling, copying, listen and 

repeat, pair-work… 

Musical: Social bonding, singing for sex. 

Self/group identity.  

Learning through music; jazz 

chants; rhythm & intonation 

Manipulative: 

 

Requesting, signalling, refusing, 

agreeing, showing impatience …etc 

All language functions 

 

A list of multiple intelligences is supplied by Gardner (1983) - linguistic, musical, mathematics, 

spatial, body kinaesthetic, personal (self/others thoughts and feelings).  In terms of the middle-upper 

Palaeolithic transition Mithen considers social, technical and natural history intelligence. 

 

Mental modality TEFL 

Social intelligence: imitation involved in tool 

production, requiring social relations and 

interactivity; 

Language imitation and inter-acting in 

discussions and role-plays. 

Technical intelligence: cognitive abilities in 

stone knapping process; following operational 

sequence; fine motor co-ordination. 

Abilities to understand and manipulate 

grammar/syntax structures; to create new 

language out of structures; to play with 

language. 

Natural history intelligence: Knowledge of 

flora and fauna; foraging behaviour and 

tracking environmental variability. Planning, 

prediction and anticipation 

Knowledge of vocabulary, expressions and 

structures. To think ahead in oral expression, 

to anticipate in aural expression.  

  

     



 

 

The merging of mental modalities provided a breakthrough for homo sapiens 45-30,000 years ago. 

Blended learning has its predecessor - it works. Within DOGME, these intelligences are put directly 

into practice, interactively, through discussion and role-ploys. Anthropology/phenomenology help 

teachers guide students towards the goal by intuitively or explicitly hearing their difficulties and 

guiding them practically through such issues (such as second language identity issues) through 

empathy and rapport. 

 

    TEFL and anthropology currently rub shoulders in these issues - perhaps unbeknownst to them.  

Awareness of this factor, however, could be beneficial to TEFL. Taking in outside perspective and 

merging intelligences generally has a positive outcome. Multi-perspectivism (Nietzsche, F 1898) is 

central to a postmodern outlook. Multi-perspectivism is pertinent to today’s 21st century world of 

TEFL. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing : 

 

 
Writing, to be honest, has become my panacea to feelings of under-achievement in the TEFL 

world as middle-age spreads.  Fear of mediocracy is my carrot. Oh, I can repeatedly pump out 

pretty decent lessons and my reputation is firm.  But for me, personally, ‘good enough is not 

good enough’.  Career advancement in TEFL, I regret to say, has passed me by.  No DoS’s 

job ever fell into my lap and work routine has led the way.  So – I write. Many other EFL 

teachers do the same.  The urge to achieve more than just give decent lessons is stong.  

 

I once joined the world of bloggers inscribing my thoughts on the world wide web by 

uploading creative tit-bits of idle wordplay.  One year, two hits, and a lorry load of spam later 

I stopped that endeavour.  I’ve also written books – long rambling texts with great insights 

from my personal genius which frolick playfully with words as they seek to enlighten. I joke ! 

They sit on my hard drive - read only by me.   

 

Sitting here in front of my computer with the window wide open and the sounds of summer 

floating in, I pause and reflect.  That’s writing; the digging deep for a rich symphony of ideas 

to artfully scribe. It’s a creative process of distilling thoughts and then tidying, organizing and 

getting them down in some kind of coherent fashion.  Precision is the goal – transmitting those 

thoughts in ordered, individual ways ; fixing them for posterity whether by pen, pencil, or in 

databytes.  Of course, adding a catchy, thought-provoking phrase is the challenge for it’s 

always good to keep in mind that someone may actually read your words and you’d like them 

to enjoy the experience.  It’s like having a visitor to tea.  My best China tea-cups and saucers 

are ready on the tray, waiting.  I give them a rinse from time-to-time ; or replace them with a 

fresh plate of biscuits. ‘Hi. Come on in.’ 

 

The permanency of writing opposes the impermanency of classroom discussions.  That’s the 

story of literate versus non-literate societies too - as orally transmitted camp fire tales contrast 

with inscribed novels. Now the wheel turns and writing is going back out of fashion. 

Communicative minimalism arrives with text-messaging.  Voice recognition software even 

removes the need to tap on a key pad.  Will writing become some ancient craft like flint-

knapping or cobbling, kept alive by the eccentric few ?  Possibly – whilst the magic of Harry 

Potter, like the pathos of Oliver Twist, will be lost to all others. That’s progress !  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Anecdotes: Groups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Marginalisation: 

 

 

 

2005:  Jazz chants (Simon & Garfunkel -50 ways 

to leave your lover) 

 

Group of eight professional adults, chanting 

together the refrain - wait for it… 

 

    ‘Slip out the back, Jack, 

     Make a new plan, Stan, 

     You don’t need to be coy, Roy, 

     Just get yourself free…etc.’ 

 

Not exactly target language for their 

professional needs, I admit, but fun and 

communitatus building - equally important in 

creating a positive learning environment.  

2008 : Intensive week 

 

This was an industrial group, at a factory 

in central France, where I stayed in a 

nearby hotel.  We ate lunch in a restaurant 

together and took coffee breaks together.  

One evening after lessons finished, we all 

drove deep into the countryside to see a 

barn one student was converting into a 

house. After a tour, we then sat around in 

the yard drinking beers and chatting.  

 

  Good to chill out with students too. 

 

 

2003: Ladies group 

 

The ladies came through a government 

organization aimed at helping people get 

back into work. Improving English skills to 

enhance CVs was the goal. Here, scholastic 

learning would flop.  They wanted fun. 

  They were working on responses to agony 

aunt problems and squealing in laughter, 

wanting me to provide them with the crudest 

vocabulary possible. (I refrained!) 

  The door suddenly fell open and two of my 

female colleagues stood there peering inside. 

I can only imagine what was going on in their 

minds outside, listening! 

2012:  Scientific Research students 

 

Some of the finest young minds in France work for this 

establishment. Satellite design, micro-biology, 

ethnomusicology, refugee studies, particle physics… 

 

Standard TEFL techniques suited perfectly, whilst 

giving ample opportunity for individual expositions.  

Fascinating stuff! The buzz of teaching English! 

 

              Students teach and teachers learn.  

 

                        Just to say this again. 

 

 

 

 
2014: All together 

 

Cheers, claps and congratulations rang out as 

student X repeated, in reverse order, the round the 

table memory exercise: ‘At the meeting it was 

decided to ask the accountant, buy the bank, cancel 

the cheque…etc.’ from P-A. Similarly, he had been 

the last to pick up the baton the previous week and 

say the number: 

 

                         9, 876, 543, 210 

 

  A self-supporting team of ‘false beginners’. 

  Very satisfying progress in 10 x 2 hr lessons.  

                     

  They worked together and they worked well.  

        

2013: Hypermarket group 

 

 ‘I can’t’ he said in French 

 ‘Yes we can,’ a colleague joked in English 

 ‘Hello,’ I smiled, ‘nice to meet you’ 

  I wrote it on the board and pronounced each 

word. The colleague repeated and prompted 

the student to do the same. He tried. He 

looked embarrassed, but he tried. I thumbed 

up all he said. I wrote it in reverse (‘you meet 

to nice, Hello’) so I could help his 

pronunciation, and then mixed up the word 

order. Finally, he said it correctly without 

reading from the board.  

  All congratulated him. I shook his hand 

 ‘Hello, nice to meet you too’. 

  He grinned like a Cheshire cat.  

 

 

   

  



 

Marginalisation: 

 

Various points previously discussed are re-iterated in this chapter which I include as pertinent to 

specific issues frequently being debated on internet TEFL forums: Marginalization as experienced 

by teachers and students.  

 

    Definition: The exclusion/non-integration of groups/ individuals from sociocultural hubs, 

limiting access to economic or geopolitical resources (e.g. employment, education, health, housing, 

political office etc.), affecting ethnic minorities, men/women, religious groups, language groups, 

social classes, the homeless, the disabled, individual ‘outsiders’... indeed, any sociocultural sub-

group. No, this condition is not specific to the 21st century world. Nevertheless, awareness of who 

receives English language training and who doesn’t is a reflexion of societies in which TEFL 

teachers work. We should be aware of that. On reflexion, and as a rough estimation, here in France 

- 75% of my adult students are men, 25% women, and less than 5% are of Maghrebian origin. 

 

    My own experiences of marginalisation include living and working with the German gastarbëiters 

(African, Asian, Turkish, and Easter European foreign workers) in the early 1980s. These were 

people who were physically removed from everyday society by being ghettoized, like outcasts, into 

insanitary, cockroach-infested living quarters named ‘The Barracks’. I lived with them for eight 

months experiencing a strong sense of communality.   

 

     I also saw marginalisation in the physical emplacement of a particular Romanian orphanage 

accommodating the ‘irrecuperables’ (mentally ill and handicapped children and adults) where I 

worked in 1990.  The orphanage was tucked far out of the nearest town with no social bridge to 

daily Romanian life. One child of thirteen years of age, it was soon discovered, actually had no 

name! No name equals no existence: Marginalization is its purest sense. Romanian culture during 

the Ceausescu years had degenerated into such a climate of distrust and collapse of socio-cultural 

values that individual marginalisation had become a norm. This was the epitomic atomized society. 

Here, in a culture of fear, social-self struggled to exist.  The ‘irrecuperables’ experienced this more 

than most; although at the orphanage itself, again I experienced that sense of communality, 

despite the fights and the squabbles and the lack of ‘care’.  As the country has worked to recover, 

charity work has continued and institutionally, orphanage directors have gained voices to claim for 

better social provision.  

 

     I saw marginalisation as a care worker in Britain too, throughout the 1990s, especially through 

the effects of institutionalization on the older ‘clients’ who had lived through the ‘old-times’ - before 

more modern approaches and philosophies came to be accepted. Marginalization and 

 

 



 

 discrimination were key topics of discussion as ‘normalization’ became a key goal in trying to 

create as ‘normal’ lives as possible for those individuals by providing them, as advocates, with a 

voice.   

 

    Marginalisation for the homeless I could see was soul-destroying - with its potential for descent 

into loneliness, lack of self-esteem, and associated mental health issues.  My involvement here was 

working voluntarily at a night shelter plus spending years floating around between temporary digs, 

semi-squats and friends’ sofas. Yet again, I experienced here a sense of communality, both within 

squats and within night shelters.  But more importantly to this discussion was the occasional lack of 

a voice (i.e. identity) of night shelter attendees, as homeless institutions spoke in the place of 

individuals - to determine what solution was best for them: Having a voice, by definition, means 

having an individual identity. However, I believe times are changing and now homeless voices can 

also be heard through street vendors selling ‘The Big Issue’.  

 

   The emotional sentiment of marginalisation may also be experienced by professionals (e.g. 

anthropologists) working amongst marginalized groups; by TEFL teachers living in foreign 

countries and/or having no voice in the language schools’ affairs for whom they work, or by any 

visitor to foreign countries treading the inside/outside divide - including immigrants. In many 

contexts marginalization is simply an acculturation step to pass through. In various other contexts, 

marginalization may be a long struggle to fight against. In both contexts, language skills (whether 

in the language of the new culture entered or a jointly-held ‘lingua-franca’ such as English) are an 

aid to overcoming marginalisation - especially for visits longer than brief holiday trips or for 

building business relations.  

 

   Steering this discussion back towards the TEFL classroom, and given that having a voice (i.e. 

communicative language abilities) is central to establishing and maintaining human relations, 

lacking language invites ‘a loss of social recognition and social value’ (Honneth, A. 1996):  

Otherwise stated: ‘Human life is inseparable from the ability to enter into, and critically negotiate, 

social relations’ (Burton, M; Kagan, Carolyn. 2003).  Actually, both premises strongly reflect the 

thinking of G.H.Mead (1934), father of ‘symbolic interactionism’ (SI), in which ‘self’ arises through 

communication.  Obviously some important issues here for TEFL teachers to take on board and 

return us to the previously discussed topic of second language identity.       

 

    Awareness of these factors is central to language teaching to adults for whom ‘selves’ exist in 

their own native languages and cultures, but not yet acquired in the new language they wish to learn.  

Identities and personalities, with accompanying beliefs and outlooks, come to the fore in new 

languages as communication skills are developed - rather like photographic images emerging in 

developing chemicals. Teachers aid this process, guiding and encouraging both extrovert and  

 

 



 

introvert, verbose and reserved, so that students’ selves and social values take central, primary 

importance; not those of the teacher.  

 

  Hence we see the importance of discursive English for both general and business English language 

students. Whether for travel or for business affairs, language greases the wheel enabling selves to 

be presented and understood, which is so important in today’s globalized world of international 

business, trade and travel: No language, no exchange, no development of human relations, no 

business, no integration - and marginal status remains.     

 

   English language teachers working in foreign countries likewise enter into new human relations 

wherein language is central for social recognition and value.  Highs-and-lows of cultural integration 

processes are mitigated through human contact - lack of which, through marginalization or social 

exclusion, encourages the drift from mild anxiety to depression, home sickness and the inability to 

exit the culture shock stage of acculturation.  Teachers travelling abroad to teach in language 

institutions overseas need to have opportunities to voice their identities; to settle-in, find their niches, 

and establish their worth.  And language learning institutions employing new TEFL teachers need 

to be aware of this issue. This is not always the case.  As a report from South Korea states: 

 

‘…many expatriate teachers take the view that their voices are neither actively 

sought out nor adequately represented… it is difficult for teachers to make 

suggestions or express dissatisfaction largely because the style of management 

is ‘top down system’ where subordinates are not encouraged to express their 

opinions. With their voices going unheard teachers cannot help but feel 

marginalized’ (Shin, C.Y. 2014. my italics).  

 

        …and many TEFL teachers across the globe might express similar sentiments. There is a 

human need and an ‘EFL teachers’ need for recognition’, without which ‘both their professional 

identity as well as their teaching practice may be slowly eroded’. (Gonzalez, B. 2015. my italics) 

 

      Marginalisation is particularly exasperating for non-native English speaking teachers (NNESTs) 

who are excluded from employment as qualified English language teachers under the assumption 

that native English speaking teachers (NESTs) are best - an assumption that, in today’s globalized 

world where English is more often spoken between non-native speakers, is strongly challenged in 

the fight for recognition and against exclusion.   (Lee, S. 2011) 

 

      That this is a major on-going issue is evident from the number of TEFL Facebook groups 

debating it (see following Facebook comments section), plus the number of blog articles dedicated 

to discussing it.  Slowly, as active voices campaign against this practice the tide is turning.  Those  

 

 



 

language institutions that discriminate against NNESTs (sometimes illegally) to recruit only NESTs 

are finding fewer internet sites ready to accept their recruitment advertisements.  

 

   Yes, pro-active TEFL is now crossing the doorstep, questioning previous precepts. This is 

postmodern TEFL, refuting and debunking colonial attitudes in which English language was closely 

tied to English identity, acquired through membership of the English passport holders’ society. This 

is a world vastly different from 16th century English colonial expansionism in which the English 

language was portrayed in such heavenly, enlightening terms as: 

 

              “And who, in time, knows whither we may vent 

              The treasures of our tongue, to what strange shores 

              This gain of our best glory shall be sent 

              To enrich unknowing nations with our stores?” 

                                                                           (Musophilus. Samuel Daniel. 1599) 

 

    Four centuries later, after those nations had been raped rather than enriched, the idea of an English 

language and English cultural supremacy was still evident through such pedagogical guides showing 

old black-and-white images of thatched cottages; swans on the river Avon; rowing boats on the 

Thames; cricketers on the village green, and including such risible lines as:  

 

           “You must not refuse a cup of tea otherwise you are considered an exotic and 

barbarous bird without any hope of ever being able to take your place in 

civilized society”. 

                                                                                  (Colle, R & Vay, I. 1974) 

 

    Thankfully, 21st century TEFL attitudes are now emerging from this cloud of English superiority. 

Change is underway.  Recently (2015), for example, arguing strongly against the notion that NESTs 

make better EFL teachers than NNESTs, Marek Kiczkowiak attacked the validity of four main 

assumptions: 

 

1. Students prefer NESTs 

2. Students need NESTs to learn ‘good’ English 

3. Students need NESTs to understand ‘the culture’ 

4. NESTs are better for public relations 

 

   For his work he won the British Council’s Teaching English blog award.  In addition, numerous 

internationally recognized authors and teacher trainers are also now speaking out against the  

 

 

 



 

practice.   A newly set up internet site, ‘Tefl equity advocates’ in promoting equal opportunities for 

native and non-native English speakers in ELT, has published the following video statements (I 

quote in part): 

 

‘The fact that non-natives are still treated like second class citizens in the ELT employment world - 

is a disgrace and a scandal and an archaic piece of colonial nonsense… judge teachers on how well 

they teach and not where they were born.’ (Hugh Dellar. 2015) 

 

‘English has changed. It doesn’t belong to native English speakers anymore’. 

                                                                                                           (Luke Medding. 2015) 

 

‘We live in postmodern times where we’ve moved on from that mind set whereby nation equals 

language equals ethnicity equals place of birth…the world (now) is much more fluid than that, 

there’s a great deal of mobility…and languages just flow into each other (so) that most people in 

the world are multi-lingual - and to persist in using this distinction in terms of assessing someone’s 

ability to teach language is a nonsense’. (Scott Thornbury.2015) 

 

    At the same time, the group ‘TaWSIG’ (Teachers as Workers Special Interest Group) has 

published ten aims and goals which I quote (with permission) in full: 

 

1. We fight for the establishment of a living wage and decent working conditions for all English 

language teachers. 

2. We aim to nurture grass-roots, self-organized, horizontal activism in ELT. 

3. We provide a pro-teacher space for critical debate with the aim of effecting change. 

4. We advocate for ordinary working teachers and their everyday experiences. 

5. We show solidarity and welcome contribution from non-teaching workers. 

6. We fight discrimination in ELT on the basis of gender, race, disability, native language, sexual 

orientation, nationality, ethnicity, religion, age or political orientation. 

7. We provide an environment for open but respectful critique, debate and action. 

8. We organise around issues that teachers have to deal with in their working lives - such as 

precarity- and build power with which to confront these issues. 

9. We base TaWSIG on principles of voluntary participation, mutual aid, and grassroots 

organization. 

10. We promote collective bargaining as a framework for establishing rights and negotiating pay 

in the workplace. 

                                                           Hallelujah!            

 

                 ‘In the souls of the people the grapes of wrath are filling and growing heavy, 

                  growing heavy for the vintage.’   (John Steinbeck. The Grapes of Wrath. 1939) 

 



 

    Marginalisation is thus included in this work as being a central issue to students and teachers 

alike.  Students require language skills to participate in general and business human relations.   

 

These are practical as well as emotional needs. Whilst seeking the language ability to buy train 

tickets or take part in business meetings, students also need to establish their ‘human worth’ and 

make personal, even intimate, contacts.  Together, these are the reason students sign up for language 

lessons. Similarly, teachers need to feel their voices are heard and their values appreciated. Both 

students and teachers enter social relations though language and both deserve social recognition.  

 

   Language learning institutions, in taking on the postmodern challenge of decentralizing the subject 

as author of ‘The Truth’, yet promoting the multitude and importance of individual ‘voices’, would 

benefit both their students and teachers through promoting development of ‘self-identity’ 

(personally or professionally) within active communication.  Teachers then may be more persuaded 

to stay within the TEFL profession.  

 

       Sociologically speaking, these last ideas are not new. Partly, they arose in critical reaction to 

early industrial working conditions which produced social pathologies as previously discussed.  

Similarly, Taylor’s (1912) ‘rationalisation’ of workplace activities and subsequent automation of 

human workers, designed to increase productivity and portrayed so well in the Charlie Chaplin film 

‘Modern Times (1936), led to several critical reactions promoting the premise that efficient workers 

are happy, motivated, involved workers (see Mayo, E. 1933; Maslow, A. 1934; Deming, W.E 1986.; 

Herzberg, F.I 1968, 1987) - again, as previously discussed. 

 

    Sociologically, these ideas also reflect the ideas of more modern theorists that ‘meaning’ is 

created in any ‘public-sphere’ (e.g. Habermas, 1962) - any place where individuals exchange ideas 

and knowledge, and which has transformed over time through an entwining of state and society, 

becoming increasingly democratic. (see also Giddens, A. 1984; Bourdieu, P.1977) 

 

    Furthermore, these recommendations are based on the premise that a free-flow of information 

ultimately benefits the student.  In parallel, anthropologists arriving to work with a particular 

tribe/group of people have already done extensive background reading and are thereby more 

prepared to ‘meet the needs of those people’.   Teachers starting lessons at a new company benefit 

from being well-informed about that company, by other teachers, in advance; orally or through 

written records and documentation.  And the more detailed the better.  Emphasized here in italics, 

‘by other teachers’, for directors/managers may not be as well informed on matters as teachers who 

spend many, many hours at companies talking and discussing all aspects of the business, with 

numerous members of ‘the hierarchy’, from top to bottom. Again, considering the time teachers 

 

 

 



 

 spend engaging with students, note the similarities in practise between language teachers and 

anthropologists.  

 

   Finally, and as a further supporting argument for the inclusion of anthropological wisdoms into 

the TEFL sphere, English language teaching largely operates in countries with local customs and 

national laws to be respected. This calls for competent administrative staff to deal with local 

bureaucracy, taxation, legal requirements etc. and for English language teachers to quickly 

acclimatize and integrate into new cultural settings. All these aspects of cross-cultural exchange can 

benefit from anthropological insights and provide stimulating classroom discussions on cross-

cultural comparisons: Learning from/about ‘others’ is a good thing! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

     Facebook Comments - Non-native English Language Teachers (NNESTS):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I'm very surprised that there isn't a law firm out there that 

has not scooped up discriminated teachers in TEFL-- 

(NNEST and age are two huge issues) because a civil rights 

class action suit would be a major coup for a firm and these 

schools/companies could be forced to pay quite a bit in 

damages.” 

                                                                   Anonymous 

 

“When I advertise in Russia I put "British Native Speaking 

Teacher". I'm sorry, but when I omit it, I get very little 

response, and when include it, I get a much higher 

response.”                                          John Simpson 

 

"I'm a native speaker" sounds as 

discriminatory as "hire me - I'm white!"                     
                                 Jenna Lynn Cody 

 

“That's exactly the problem. You're alright Jack, but 

NNESTs are rejected out of hand with no consideration of 

their skills, just a simple, and incorrect assumption that 

NESTs are automatically "better"…. What’s needed is 

stringent rules stipulating that NO-ONE should be excluded 

merely on the basis of what their passport says, but on the 

basis of their ability to speak and teach English.”                         
                                                         Nicole Fouquet 

 

 

 
“It is a great shame that it happens and an 

even greater shame that schools/parents 

don't understand the benefits of having a 

diverse teaching team. Honestly, would you 

prefer a NES or a NNES teaching a student 

grammar? For me, a NNES since they've 

had to learn the structures to master the 

language. On the other hand, I feel that a 

NES can bring benefits in oral practice.” 

                                      Matthew Daley 

 

“British nationality by birth is so highly regarded when it 

comes to teaching English....it is the home of the English 

language after all...I know it seems very unfair, but like I 

commented earlier on, most people can learn another 

language but will never have that exact quintessential 

English accent and pronunciation unless you are born in 

Great Britain.”                                          Anonymous 

 
“English is an 'International Language of 

Communication', how can it be if we are 

going to discriminate against those who 

don't have native status. The only leg they 

have to stand on is that a native speaker 

has a more natural flow in speech and 

writing patterns as they learned the 

structure differently to those who are 

second language speakers. The point is, if 

it's going to be an International 

Communicative Language we need a 

wider cross section of society with 

different accents…” 

                                            Mark Fyers 

 

“The native speaker issue is huge in our 

line of work. There are different 

understandings of what makes someone a 

native speaker. Again, many employers 

won't look past the passport and need to be 

educated about what makes someone a 

native speaker”.             Anonymous 

 

 

 

 

“I'm surprised the "it's what the customer wants" BS still 

comes out in these discussions. We have non-discrimination 

laws for a reason: it's illegal in many countries, and ethically 

should be illegal, to discriminate based on something a person 

can't help (with the exception of maybe intelligence). There 

are other things a customer could potentially prefer (say, a 

white teacher) that are illegal to discriminate for/against when 

hiring...why is it OK to say "I promise you a teacher from a 

certain list of countries" but not "I'm sorry but I can't promise 

you a teacher of a certain race"? If, of course, that teacher can 

teach to the same level as the native speakers, with a 

competitive level of mastery.”  
                                                        Jenna Lynn Cody. 

 

 

 

 

“The thing about this debate is that you 

can’t force schools to hire non -native 

speakers. Even if they post 

nondiscriminatory ads, it’s just going to 

waste a lot of people's time applying for 

a job they won't get hired for.” 
                                 Anonymous 

 

 

 



 

Anecdotes: Colleagues 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quote: Who are your colleagues? 

 

‘The people you work with are just people 

you’re thrown together with.  You don’t 

know them; it wasn’t your choice.  And yet 

you spend more time with them than you do 

with your friends or your family.  But 

probably all that you’ve got in common with 

them is that you walk around on the same 

bit of carpet for eight hours a day.’  

                                                                                         

(Tim. 2001. The Office.  BBC T.V.) 

 

 

2001:  Greeting Routine: 

 

My colleague and I were chilling out chatting.  

A buzzer sounded.  I straightened my tie; my 

colleague checked her clothes, and we put our 

teaching hats back on.  At the front door stood 

my student. I smiled and held out my hand. 

 ‘Good afternoon,’ I greeted, ‘do come in’.  

  He entered and I offered him coffee. The 

three of us then engaged in small talk as it was 

poured and drunk, nodding and responding to 

each other’s comments.  I then suggested he 

follow me through to a teaching room where 

today’s lesson would begin.   

 

       The daily grind welcoming ritual. 
2005: Doing the basics 

 

‘I’m a Business Basics man,’ he said, ‘I 

know the book inside out and get given the 

students suited for this material. That’s it. 

I’m not paid enough to do any more and the 

bosses accept that.’ 

2006: Getting fired.  

 

For certain reason he wanted to be fired. But 

that is not so easy to achieve in France. So, 

he took to walking out of lessons - mid-

lesson; wearing inappropriate clothing, like 

pajamas with wooly hats, and once cooked 

smelly mackerel in the canteen to stink the 

place out.  That did it! Finally, he got his 

way.  

 

 

 

 

 

2007: Getting out. 

 

After mastering in International Relations, he 

came to France to teach English and learn 

French. Once he felt more confident with his 

French, he returned to England to undertake a 

course in journalism. He then returned to 

France and joined an international news 

broadcasting company.  

 

A success story: TEFL doesn’t encourage 

teachers to stay in the profession long term.     

      Good luck to those who get out! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2006: Winging it! 

 

In the teacher’s meeting the DoS wanted to 

discuss a new contract where writing skills 

were requested. Any ideas? 

   ‘Well - we just give them different writing 

tasks and wing it,’ one teacher suggested.  

   ‘We don’t “wing” anything at this 

company’, the DoS blustered in response. 

  That teacher’s temporary contract was not 

renewed.  

 

 

 

2010 : Leaving time 

 

A barbecue party was held to say goodbye to 

me and music was played until the early 

hours.  TEFL colleagues can be like ships in 

the night, for we don’t work together side-by-

side. Rather, we meet at photocopiers, coffee 

machines, staff meeting, and rare ‘nights out’.  

 

     But friendships form - real and virtual.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Pedagogy 

 

What then, finally, of the ‘pedagogical implications’ of consulting with anthropology?         

    

Pedagogical implications have been central to this work.   The inter-connectedness of today’s 

globalized world, and the contemporary issues it now faces, presents an ever changing face to the 

world of TEFL. Correspondingly - teachers, researchers and pedagogical publishers are adapting. 

However, postmodernism critically questions such adaptations. Language homogenization, those 

such as John Grey (op cit.) argue, is for the benefit of those in power by promoting a neoliberal 

consumer-culture, rather than promoting the empowerment of individuals within indigenous 

cultures by understanding and respecting their ‘Truths’ and by promoting their positions upon the 

global stage. 

 

    Where individual TEFL institutions stand is not so black-and-white. I suspect they little engage 

with such philosophic issues.  TEFL is business and institutions compete to survive.  That is their 

primary concern. Rare it is to find pure charitable philanthropism, and market realism requires at 

least a foot in the door of commercialism.  In business English, lesson content and units from 

pedagogical books reflect the range of positions.  

 

      Developing the language skills of student, in order to help them express ‘their truths’, however, 

requires a holistic, co-construction of knowledge (between teacher and student). Such a ‘co-

constructivist’ method assists the expression of indigenous ideas and behaviours in the English 

language; whether within Business English or General English. The methodologies of DOGME, as 

outlined by Scott Thornbury, and anthropology, have similar epistemologies in respect of achieving 

this goal.  However, to develop further, practitioners of DOGME could take on board some 

understandings from anthropology. On this point, ‘phenomenology’ was unwrapped in order to 

explore anthropology’s existential aspect and how this could be, and no doubt often is, employed in 

TEFL.   Plenty was said on this point - in concentrating on the ‘in-class’ teacher-student synergistic 

relationship. More now needs to be said on this point concentrating on the teacher - language centre 

relationship. This is the polemical area that is too often ignored or swept under the carpet.  

 

      An analogical tale: When social anthropologist Gillian Tett moved from studying tribespeople 

in central Kazakhstan to JPMorgan’s financial derivatives team on Wall Street, New York, her first 

job was to learn another new language – ‘the language of finance’, which contains such strange 

terms as CDOs, CDSs, BISTROs, and super-senior AAA credit default risks.  Gillian Tett  

 

 

 



 

next learnt, from her holistic, inside/outside position, that internal departments were so specialized 

that ‘left-hands didn’t know what right-hands were doing’.  There followed the sub-prime fiasco in 

the American housing market, followed by the global financial crisis. The problem was that, Gillian 

Tett explains, that driven by greed, those ‘inside’ the business ‘couldn’t see the wood for the trees’. 

(Tett, G. 2007. My italics for both quotes).   

 

   Helping companies ‘see the wood for the trees’ is the job of management consultants and 

anthropologists (the later taking a more in depth, multi-layered, participant observation, reflexive 

approach), whereby providing a more transparent overview of companies, whilst elucidating 

dynamics of inter-connections (internal & external) can be greatly beneficial for companies. In the 

TEFL world these inter-connections include students’ companies, students, teachers & teachers’ 

language training companies, the TEFL world of publishers and associations (e.g. IATEFL), 

sociocultural milieus in which teaching/learning takes place, and the wider globalized world. 

Understanding those inter-connections from a professional anthropologist’s ‘inside/outside the box 

perspective’ could shine light on our daily TEFL lives, in whichever context we operate, that 

illuminate areas not previously remarked upon.  Such is the benefit of inter-disciplinary 

partnerships.   

 

   Similar to Gillian Tett’s studied world of high finance, the world of TEFL also contains its 

own strange acronyms and terms (e.g. PPP, TTT, L1 & L2… and now DOGME and CLIL). 

Furthermore, like the world of finance, TEFL is a business containing a wide variety of actors in a 

network of dynamic connections. In the Business English sphere, for example, in addition to 

teachers and students, directors of studies and language school owners, there are company training 

managers requesting a TEFL ‘service’ by liaising with their finance managers who control company 

budgets. And of course there are company managing directors and company owners. Within this 

mix of interests - affiliations, alliances and politics play central roles. 

 

This presents quite a complex picture. To ‘what degree’ do the arrows of inter-action exist? 

 

Teachers are an inter-active group internally sharing ideas and experience, socially and/or 

professionally. Friendships may be forged, cliques may develop. Motivations may differ, as may 

domestic lives; personalities may unite or may clash; some may operate at the margins, others may 

be more centrally involved. Yet all teachers interact with students, whether in classroom sessions 

where learning is presumed to take pride of place; at coffee machines; relaxing together between 

lessons; in restaurants for those informal, yet scheduled, ‘social English’ meals; on organized trips, 

or, perhaps, socially, out of working hours.   

 

 

 

 



 

Students are frequently an internally interactive group; whether during lesson pair/group work, or 

socially/professionally outside of lessons. In their working environments students have roles in 

companies in which they interact with colleagues and ‘the hierarchy’. How their roles are defined 

and executed is second-hand ‘hearsay’ for teachers encouraging elaboration during lessons. 

Similarly, students’ appreciations of their ‘company cultures’ is defined on an individual basis and 

even created through active discussion.  

 

Companies welcome teachers as visitors treading the insider/outsider divide. As such, students’ 

readiness to discuss company details is balanced with teachers’ evident respect for confidentiality; 

for companies are directly engaged with ‘the real world’ in competitive business.  

 

Language training schools’ directors/managers maintain contact with company representatives 

(i.e. Training Managers or Human Resource Personnel) during the process of bidding for contracts, 

whilst training courses are in progress, and after the courses have finished for post-course 

evaluations. This is the business/administrative side of TEFL affairs  

in which bids are tendered against competition from other language schools and once contracts are 

won, maintaining excellent client relations whilst building the client base is of utmost importance.   

 

Language training schools also employ, supervise and train teachers. Teaching contracts obtained 

are carried out by teachers, with the participation of students, from companies awarding the 

contracts to language training schools. There, in words, is the circularity. 

 

                                      

 

 

   This cycle of events occurs within ‘The Real World’: A globalized sphere of complex interactions; 

homogeneous in some aspects, heterogeneous in others; in which images, information and 

knowledge is flashed around the internet and media streams, or passed on through word-of-mouth 

and in-company training sessions. This is the modern 21st century world under whose umbrella we 

are all connected and where we live our daily, private, social and professional lives.  

 

 



 

   

 However, when ‘left-hands don’t know what right-hands are doing’, as Gillian Tett found 

on Wall Street, knowledge is not transmitted and, consequently, learning suffers. This is a systems’ 

failure affecting individual components i.e. teachers and, ultimately, students.  For in the dim light 

of information-lacking obscurity where ‘woods are not seen for trees’, teachers do not pin-point, 

target and respond to student needs as efficiently as they could; directors/managers see only the tips 

of icebergs underlying the wealth of knowledge and skills that teachers employ, or could employ, 

in carrying out their roles; superficial sheens of global affairs are discussed through worksheets (for 

example) before being forgotten and cast away; transient ‘meeting-of-minds’ teacher-student 

encounters delve down not into the detail and profundities where more meaningful transactions take 

place, and reflexivities are not engaged to help students explore their own, or their companies’, 

positions in the globalized world and through such explorations linguistically challenge and stretch 

their language skills.    

 

That’s asking a lot of people, isn’t it?  

 

No it isn’t. As previously stated, business professionals highly engage their mental faculties every 

day of their professional lives (in theory anyway). If their language goal is to do this in a new 

language, within international relations (for example), they are prepared to tackle and discuss deeper 

issues, and, perhaps, to teach teachers what these may be. The ideas and concepts are not the 

problem.  Having the language capabilities to do this is the problem.   

 

   Neither is this asking too much of teachers. Also, as previously stated, teachers have the capacities 

to do this as is evidenced by their daily work. Every day, business English teachers (my sphere) 

exercise their intellectual capacities to discuss with students on a whole range of subjects. This 

capacity develops with experience and increasing knowledge as teaching practice ‘and life-

experience’ is gained. This capacity of experienced teachers, I propose, is too often under-valued. 

Language institutions employing EFL teachers on the grounds of their academic qualifications and, 

polemically, whether they are Native-English speakers, often over-look the more profound elements 

of what makes a ‘good English teacher’ by lumping all English teachers together. So, the gap-year 

EFL teacher on the round the world trip is accorded equal distinction as the long-term, experienced 

professional. Ultimately, this is to the detriment of the image of the TEFL profession.  

 

      Hence, to conclude, the ‘co-constructivist’, ‘scaffolding’ or DOGME approach plus the 

‘phenomenological’ reflexivity and respect approach concerning ‘indigenous’/students’ knowledge 

and ‘truths’ can work in tandem. And frequently they do work in tandem, as practiced by many 

experienced teachers; but without the practice being methodologically defined.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

So - recommendations: 

 

Who am I to make recommendations?  Just a day-to-day English teacher battling windmills.  

 

     For 15 years I have been teaching English and hearing the good, the bad and the ugly about the 

profession. Yes, it’s enriching to have direct contact with a wide range of students and learn all 

about them as they teach us about their lives. But yes, there is the down side too. The pay instantly 

springs to mind, but more personal is the minimal acknowledgement of teachers’ skills and 

knowledge by ‘some’ institutions who show little interest in these aptitudes.  As long as teachers 

can stand in front of a class and teach a few words, (not forgetting the present perfect!) so that the 

money rolls in - such institutions are happy.  Don’t tell me that this isn’t often the case. How often?  

Too often.  

 

     Some years ago I had a student who was a branch manager of a large wholesaler. He ran a tight 

ship whilst having exceedingly good rapport with all his employees. Health and safety standards 

were met; the lay-out was spotless and well-organized; logistics operations occurred flawlessly, and 

external auditors were kept happy. Yet, he told me, when the top dogs descended on his branch for 

an inspection, these factors were of minor concern and barely commented on. Of primary concern 

were the financial figures concerning turnover and profit.  

 

     TEFL institutions are often equally guilty. The conscientious efforts that teachers put into 

providing the best for their students can result in little recognition from the institutions as teachers 

are just small cogs in the big wheel.  ‘Ten-a-penny’ - is how I remember one particular language 

company director describing his EFL teachers.  Experience and interacting with teachers in on-line 

forums also tells me that this is too frequently the case.   

 

      The pressures on language companies to be competitive and keep the ship financially afloat are 

serious considerations.  Frequently this results in quantity being prioritized over quality. This is not 

good for the TEFL industry as a whole and it is not good for the values placed on teachers and their 

feelings of self-worth. Conferences, webinars, Facebook group debates and resource sharing 

counter-act this trend to a degree - but institutionally, the 21st century TEFL world needs to get up 

to speed.  

 

Managers/directors of language training schools, in operating between teachers and students’ 

companies have a responsibility to keep the information flow, flowing - in all direction.  It is in their 

business’s best interests to do so for it ensures that teachers are up to speed in meeting 

 



 

 students’ needs and ‘informed teachers’ are ‘involved teachers’ are ‘happy teachers’.  Therefore, I 

offer certain recommendations for reflexion.  You may not agree with all!  

 

Teachers: 

 

 Teacher training sessions are conducted by teachers, not only by directors/managers 

 Teachers use these opportunities to pass on their own knowledge and experience 

concerning teaching practice plus life-skills, knowledge, outlooks… ‘outside 

of teaching’. 

 Teachers use these occasions to exchange information relating to companies for whom 

they have been, or are, teaching e.g. organograms, production processes,                

business/legal/executive issues, news & gossip, future projects… etc.  

 Teachers use these occasions to discuss the design/creation of materials and lessons. 

 Teachers use these occasions to discuss ‘political issues’ relating to the management       

of their language training schools. 

 Teachers keep themselves in the loop concerning 21st century global issues.  

 Teachers keep themselves in the loop concerning TEFL debates and developments. 

 

Directors/Managers: 

 

 Directors/manager operate a ‘transparency’ policy, informing students about company 

affairs and involving in them projects underway or in the pipeline. 

 Minutes of directors’/managers’ meetings are circulated for teachers to read and            

feedback on. 

 Directors/managers operate a co-constructivist approach to teacher training, actively 

learning from teachers themselves, as teachers do from their students. 

 Directors/managers stand back from a centralized, controlling positions (as teachers  

learn to do in class) in order to encourage teachers’ skills and knowledge to be shared and 

acknowledged.  

 Directors/managers respond pro-actively to requests from teachers for knowledge and          

skills they wish to have passed on. 

 Directors/managers keep themselves in the loop concerning TEFL debates and 

developments and pass this knowledge on to teachers. 

 Directors/managers openly display their skills, experience and knowledge, and actively 

encourage teachers to learn from them. 

 Directors/managers actively encourage teachers’ professional development 

 Directors/managers ‘openly’ discuss ‘political issues’ relating to the management of their 

language schools. 

 



 

  

 

TEFL Institutions: 

 

All TEFL institutions from the state are businesses concerned with profit margins.  Increasingly, 

businesses around the world consult with management consultants and business anthropologists in 

order to put them ahead of the field. It’s a competitive world - but business isn’t everything. I 

therefore recommend: 

 

•   Consult outside of the institution box.  Trained outsiders see ‘the wood and the trees’.  

•   Consult with teachers who have untapped skills, knowledge, and insights of benefit to the 

institution. 

•   Link arms, as partners or sponsors, with independent charitable organizations working in far-

flung places and with the minimum of finance or resources, to provide support. 

•   Consider issues of corporate social responsibility, and actively promote this within mission 

statements and donating a percentage of profits to charitable works. 

 

TEFL Publishing Companies: 

 

The development of pedagogical material over the last twenty years is truly impressive, being in-

line with the latest technological developments and, to varying extents, the changing global world.  

Yet, for the sake of completeness, and without wishing to ‘teach grannies how to cook eggs’, a 

couple of personal reflections/recommendations are made: 

 

   •   Respond to students’ needs through teacher feedback. Teachers are the pedagogical  

       publishing companies’ front-line, post-publication, market research focus group.  Use it.  

  •   Respond to students’ needs through student feedback i.e. give the students a voice vis-à-vis  

      materials content and design. Include them in the post-publication focus group. 

 •   Encourage/teach/ enable teachers to write their own materials geared towards their own  

     students’ needs.  Practice makes perfect. Encourage submissions for publication of such  

     teacher-prepared material.  

•   Publish lessons by teachers, from around the world, reflecting diverse 21st century global issues  

     i.e. encourage the lesson writing of teachers other than the recognized authors. 

 

Companies: 

 

 •   When selecting a language institution - the biggest/most well-known is not necessarily the best. 

 •   When selecting a language institution - the cheapest is not necessarily the most cost-effective. 

 •   When selecting a language institution - ask about experience and qualifications of teachers. 

 



 

•    Help teachers integrate into your company. They need to learn its business quickly. 

•    Ensure suitable, equipped teaching rooms for lessons. 

•    Ensure students are able to participate fully and regularly in lessons.  

•    Involve teachers in real-life affairs where English communication is needed including, if  

     possible, real-life presentations and meetings - whether as silent observers or as  

     communication aides (teachers can always sign confidentiality agreements).   

 

Researchers: 

 

•   As Bronislaw Malinowski promoted: ‘Get off colonial verandas and muck in with the natives’.  

     In other words - get out of academia and back into the classroom. Mingle with teachers on-line. 

•   Throwing questionnaires at EFL teachers’ Facebook groups as a quick way to get a large  

     sample size of respondents - which can then be statistically analysed and written up in order to     

     acquire post-graduate qualifications - may win more letters after names, but that’s about all. 

•   Do consider the long-term, qualitative method. There is no hurry. Slow cooking is better.  

    Acquiring the PhD. by age 25yrs is impressive. Ok. Now get back to the grindstone and learn. 

•   Interviews are fine - as long as they’re not one-offs. Get to know your subject well. Live with  

    them, eat with them, drink with them, sleep with them…whatever it takes.  

•  You are researching - so you are learning. Remember that. Prepare to be taught.  

•  Consider how the results of your research interact with daily TEFL practitioners. Why design  

    and develop a new car if it never touches a road.  Your results need to be ‘out there’.  

 

 

   _________________________________________________________ 

 

    In a nutshell, all these recommendations propose that the same approach to teacher training is 

employed as DOGME proposes for student training: Listen, communicate, co-construct.  In 

addition, and in parallel, these recommendations propose a more modern anthropological approach; 

specifically respecting ‘indigenous’ (i.e. teachers) knowledge; creating dialogues rather than 

monologues; giving/encouraging teachers and students to have a voice, and ensuring the two-way 

passage of information. This approach reflects the post-colonial, post-modern world of the 21st 

century. It also enables teachers to develop, experientially, their teaching skills and to grow, 

existentially, in finding personal roles and meanings within their language training companies.  In 

both cases, students ultimately benefit and teachers find greater job satisfaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  



 

Conclusion: 

 

Postmodern TEFL relates to teaching English in the 21st century.  Just as postmodernism is a multi-

perspective critique of the grand ‘meta-narratives’ which previously sought to determine ‘truths’ – 

so postmodern TEFL also is multi-faceted with multi-perspectives being expressed by teachers and 

researchers in many, various media. Similarly, just as postmodernism is a critique of neoliberalism 

and the consumer culture, postmodern TEFL too is questioning its ideological roots. Anthropology, 

a field which has been compared to TEFL in this work, has also turned the mirror on itself.  This 

reflexive, self-examining practice (to examine underlying sub-texts) is intrinsic to postmodernism. 

Teachers are encouraged to do this in order to develop their teaching skills. The academic world of 

TEFL is doing the same.  I now suggest that more EFL teaching institutions apply the same process.  

 

   The 21st century world of TEFL exists under the conditions of globalization in which the English 

language is the primary means of social and business interaction. Globalization, for some, entails 

homogenization and the global diffusion of capitalism to the extent that the world is becoming like 

a vast, single global culture (Barber.1995), or a McDonalds fast-food restaurant (McDonaldization: 

Ritzer, 1998).  Others see a more synergetic relationship between global and local forces 

(glocalization: Robertson. 1992), without the enforced display of western imperialism, but with the 

development of a global consciousness in which Anthony Giddens places individuals as active, 

engaging creators of a new ‘post-traditional order’: The Third Way (2000).   Either way, the role of 

English language is undergoing change - which David Graddol termed ‘seismic’ (2006. op cit). This 

is not least due to the growth of internet technology but also to the commodification of language, in 

particular ‘The English Language’, in which acquiring ‘linguistic capital’ (Bourdieu, 1991. op cit) 

is as important as acquiring communication skills for career and personal advancement. (see Block, 

D & Cameron, D. op cit). 

 

    Business English language teaching is conversational and teachers, to varying degrees, are 

involved in all aspects of students’ daily lives in a similar way to anthropologists. This is an active 

involvement, discussing work being undertaken and jobs in the pipeline. It may even veer towards 

being a consultancy role.  In practice it largely involves exchanging ideas and listening to students’ 

explanations of their work, leisure activities, interests, families etc. Consequently, quite personal 

relationships are often built up with students through this synergistic process. Several ‘people skills’ 

are required to do this well, notably ‘Taking People Seriously’ (MacClancey, J. 2007) - without 

prejudice, pre-judgement or ethnocentrism. This involves respecting students’ expertise; frequently 

inversing the teacher/student role; listening intently and responding correctly; prompting; getting a 

‘feel’ for how other people think; and refraining from ‘controlling’ a discussion whilst knowing 

how/when to move it on.  This relates closely to the phenomenological methodology of 

anthropology, to which this work has drawn close parallels with TEFL. 

 



 

   Developing reflexivity and critical thinking skills enables teachers to become more 

perspicacious and interpretive in their responses.  In turn, this awareness of students’ ‘modus 

operandi’ enables teachers to understand in greater depth what they are being told and to pose the 

good questions, thereby ‘releasing the genie from the box’.  Similar to psycho-therapeutic 

counsellors actively listening with poignant prompts, teachers (and anthropologists) develop the 

intuitive and experiential skills (phenomenological) to think outside the box, look from different 

angles and see the larger picture. In this way they come to know their students existentially - to have 

a deeper appreciation of who they are behind their professional masks.  Likewise, the students gain 

a deeper understanding of their teachers: Symbiosis occurs.   Intellectually, teachers may then 

become useful, reactive walls for higher level students to bounce ideas against in conceptualizing 

and designing action plans for problems they may be facing. The more teachers learn about students’ 

companies and lives, whether in regard to practical aspects (e.g. manufacturing processes); 

theoretical aspects (e.g. theories of management), or daily activities – the more they are provided 

with students’ viewpoints on their worlds.  These can then be cross-checked by being fedback to 

students - the ‘on the spot’ experts.  The essential ingredient of DOGME:  

 

‘… theory of learning is an experiential and holistic one, viewing language learning as an 

emergent, jointly-constructed and socially-constituted process, motivated both by communal 

and communicative imperatives.’  (Meddings & Thornbury, 2009) 

 

   This interactive DOGME principle is postmodern TEFL. This is English language teaching 

moving further into the 21st century away and from the teacher as ‘fountain of knowledge’, holder 

of the classroom baton of power, spoon-feeding students with vocabulary and grammar - notion.  

But anthropology, with which this work has compared TEFL, too has evolved.  In particular, it has 

had to deal with ethical concerns to avoid its tarnished image of having earlier consorted with 

colonial aspirations. That may have been the ‘paradigm’ of the time, but for anthropology, as a 

purportedly humanistic endeavour, it muddied the waters. However, as a result, this has since led to 

a greater partnership between anthropology and those with whom it engages. Anthropologists now 

empower those ‘partners’ by hearing their voices describe their lives, by watching/looking at the 

films/photos that they have taken and listening to their cultural identities being expressed by them.  

 

   Teaching English is not anthropology, but there is obvious overlap and there are lessons 

English language teachers, and teaching establishments, can learn from anthropology. Operating 

together under the 21st century ‘discourse’ of globalization, the two fields are in step, side-by-side, 

and perhaps there are theoretical and methodological notions to be shared; more explicitly than 

implicitly.  Multi-disciplinary approaches in other disciplines have long taught us this.  

 

 

 

  



 

 Various critiques of TEFL have been presented in this work. These have included  a critique 

of the predominance of quantitative statistical research methods resulting in less consideration being 

paid to insights gained reflexively through day-to-day teaching practice; the lack of appreciation of 

language institutions to the skills and knowledge (teaching or otherwise) of teachers - in particular 

the skills and knowledge brought into the profession from outside, plus the marginalisation 

experienced by some non-native English teachers when discriminated against in terms of finding 

employment. In addition, the role of English language as a conduit for globalisation has been raised 

as an issue - in particular when tied to neoliberal policies that (arguably) have negative consequences 

in terms of such issues as wealth distribution, pollution and global warming.  

 

The critique of this work is that the world of TEFL has not sufficiently tackled its position 

on these aspects; pro-actively or reflexively, institutionally or individually. On the more positive 

note postmodern, 21st century TEFL is now getting into gear as groups such as TEFL equity 

advocates and TaWSIG are taking more pro-active, outspoken stances. Corporate social 

responsibility is a 21st century buzzword that the world of TEFL is increasingly taking on board 

(e.g. actively supporting 3rd world TEFL projects, promoting sustainable energy and anti-pollution 

measures, speaking out against NNEST discrimination etc.).  The world of TEFL operates on 

various levels - from the international TEFL groups (including Facebook groups etc.) to the wide 

range of teaching establishments to the individual teachers. All of us teachers need to apply at least 

some of our reflexive contemplations to these issues. We play integral roles in the 21st globalized 

century - not just as classroom observers.  

 

      Yes, 21st century teachers are openly discussing TEFL issues through on-line forums; teacher’s 

rights are being pro-actively responded to; global indigenous needs and environmental issues are 

being tackled pedagogically (e.g. the ‘Life series’ in conjunction with the National Geographic); 

TEFL researchers are increasingly reaching out for contact with day-to-day TEFL practitioners; 

TEFL conferences are increasingly being given internet coverage, and the phenomenological role 

of human experience in relation to language learning is being examined methodologically (see 

‘Counselling learning’, Mark Powell. YouTube.)  This is where the postmodern world of TEFL is 

taking us. However, language institutions, focusing primarily on business survival too often have 

their heads in the sand on these issues and so far too many teachers are likewise out of the loop.  

 

   Postmodernism is a widely bandied around term.  Hopefully, the term, as applied within 

this work, has given a contextualized TEFL meaning. It is critical - of rationality, of the 

enlightenment, and of a capitalist neoliberalism.  For some it is an angry voice too; angry at the 

collapse of Marxist-socialism - a worldview that holds equality at its helm, but never managed to 

achieve it due to totalitarian excesses. But therein lies its positive aspect - in the egalitarian socialist 

principles’ respect for other voices, identities and other ‘truths’. 

  

 



 

The world’s future can appear depressing, if viewed with pessimistic eyes.  But we need 

every ounce of positive optimism that we can get and so the positive aspects are better chosen.  

 

The TEFL world, as a general ethos that I have personally gained from experience and 

knowledge of published material on-and-off line, upholds principles of egalitarianism, freedoms, 

and respect for humanity and environment.  The TEFL world is thus fraternal with these positive 

aspects of postmodernism and anthropology. So - let’s share what we know. Here is my contribution.  

 

 Philip NEWMAN.  2014 

 (TEFL teacher) 

                                 __________________________ 
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